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I. INTRODUCTION:

The main purpose of the research supported by this grant was to

design and fabricate a surface emitting semiconductor laser (SESL)

based on multi quantum well amplification.

This work was to be accomplished in a number of stages:

(1) improvement of the basic quantum well active medium so as to result

in maximum gain for a given inversion density;

(2) the analysis and fabrication of GaAs/GaAlAs multilayer dielectric

reflectors for providing the optical feedback to the SESL.

(3) the development of diffusion techniques to provide the p and n

regions adjacent to the active region for carrier injection.

(4) final operation of the whole device.

During the contract period we have succeeded in tasks (1) and (2) and

have made significant progress in category (3). The progress was

slower than hoped for due to the fickle nature of "mother research" but

we have made considerable systematic progress. With continued

effort (and support) we should stand a fair chance of realizing an

operating surface emitting semiconductor laser.

The main items of progress achieved during the contract period are

summarized in what follows. A list of references supported (in part)

by this contract is appended.

II. REPORT OF RESEARCH RESULTS:

A. The Ouantum Well Material:

We have spent a great deal of effort and resources in learning how

to grow high quality MBE material for the active region (gain). This

is a crucial element in the system since the total short distance of
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amplification (-2um) requires maximal gain. A parallel theoretical

effort led to prediction of practical available gain of -103 cm- I with

an injected carrier density of n-2xl01 8 cm-3 (see Figure 1).

There are two basic approaches to designing a SEL. One method

uses an optical cavity in the plane of the substrate with output

coupling perpendicular to the cavity and the other method involves the

formation of a vertical cavity. The latter approach is taken here.

One of the main difficulties in creating a vertical cavity surface

emitter is achieving sufficient gain. Due to the small cavity length

(a few microns as compared to a few hundred microns for conventional

structures) a very high gain coefficient is required. For this

reason we are experimenting with both multiple quantum well and bulk

gallium arsenide active regions. To inject carriers, two diffusions

are performed: a silicon diffusion which gives an N-doped region and a

zinc diffusion which gives a p doped region (see Figure 1), sandwiched

between the n and p regions in an intrinsic active region into which

electrons and holes are injected laterally. Both diffusions enhance

the interdiffusion of gallium and aluminum to cause impurity induced

disordering of the multiple quantum well in the diffused region and

leave a doped region with uniform aluminum concentration which serves

as both a waveguide and a source for electrons or holes.

The figure shows the proposed SESL, and the Bragg end reflectors

as well as the proposed p and n diffusion to the active region.

Figure 2 shows the theoretical plot of the reflectivity of the

GaAs/GaAlAs Bragg reflector stack while Figure 2 also shows the

experimental data on the Bragg reflector.
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We have grown Bragg reflectors with high reflectivity (>96%) and

we can control the position of this reflection peak. Also, the effect

of the cavity enclosed by the two Bragg reflectors has been observed

through Fabry-Perot transmission peaks in the reflectance spectrum of

the entire SEL structure (see Figure 2).

For electrically pumping the SEL, we have tried schemes involving

Zn and Si diffusions and regrowth by LPE for the contact regions. We

believe the most promising solution involves an LPE regrowth for the

N-region and either another regrowth for the P-region or a Zn

diffusion. Both of these current injection schemes are being

pursued. When the technological problems involved in this

processing have been solved, the SEL has a good chance of lasing.

An SEM of the complete laser structure including the active

regions and the diffused p and n contact regions is shown in Figure 3.

The work was terminated at this stage.

II. Recommendation for Future Work:

We believe the most challenging technical problem remaining

before the realization of a current injection surface emitting

semiconductor laser is the problem of doped contact regions. We have

made substantial progress in this direction and recommend that work in

this direction continue.

3
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Figure 1
A schematic cross section of the device. The substrate is toward the
bottom of the page and the surface is toward the top. Electrons and
holes are injected laterally into the active region.
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Figure 2
Reflectance curve shows Fabry-Perot transmission peaks at X=8600A,
I=8000A.

Dashed curve shows expected R(I) for one Bragg reflector.
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100 A

Figure 3
Cross section of an SEL structure consisting of two 25 x
(Al0 .2 Ga0 . 8 As) X, 4 Bragg reflectors with a 2.4 u.m GaAs active region.
On both sides o t the 100 amn mesa, N-A1GaAs has been regrown by LPE.
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Supermode control in diffraction-coupled semiconductor laser arrays
r- Mehuys, K. Mitsunagaa' L. Eng, W. K. Marshall, and A. Yariv
Department of Applied fnysics. 128-95. Calqbrnia Institute of" T'chno/ogv. Pasadena. Ca/obrnia 91/25

(Received 29 April 1988; accepted for publication 19 July 1988)

Supermode control is demonstrated theoretically and experimentally iai diffraction-coupled
semiconductor laser arrays. A linear theory is presented to determine the supermode threshold 4.

gain as a function of the coupling cavity length. By fabricating devices with different coupling
cavity lengths, array operation in both the fundamental and highest order supermodes is
achieved.

Conventional semiconductor laser arrays are formed by (r,,= R. R =0.3). The round-trip condition (I) can then
placing many single-mode waveguides in close proximity, so be written as
that the dominant coupling mechanism is evanescent over- ( r,,e" ' R, e = 0. (2)
lap. In practice. unfortunately, the eigenmode with the high- r
e-t modal gain is not the fundamental supermode. but that Hence. r,, exp( - i2rL) is an eigenvalue of the matrix R,
which has adjacent array elements coupled ,- radians out-of- and the array supermodes are its eigenvectors. It remains

phase. The result is an undesirable double-lobed far field. only to compute the effective reflection matrix R. of the

Diffraction-coupled arrays represent one approach diffraction region.

towards achieving fundamental supermode operation, and We model the diffraction region as a cavity of width K'

consequently have received growing attention.'- In this ge- which supports a large number..4, of "'slab waseguide'"
ometr . illustrated in Fig. 1. the channelsareoptically isolat- modes c,, (x). Their amplitudes can be described by an

ed for some length L. and then are allowed to couple by VM x I column vector c. To compute the reflection matrix R.

"diffraction" in a common end region of length D. Thus the we first couple the channel modes e into the cavity basis c, ia

coupling is discrete, rather than distributed, and the phase of an N M ,coupling matrix V: e = Vc. The cavity modes can

the coupling constant is determined by D. If D is chosen so then be propagated and reflected from a planar mirror (us-

that the phase difference between the self-reflection and that ing their known propagation constants/3,, ) via the V - M

from nearest neighbors is 2-r,. forexample, adjacent elements matri; V' whose elements are P,, = r, exp(i2]3f, D)6_,,.

are expected to lock in phase and the array should operate in where 6,,,, is the Kronecker delta. After projecting back onto

the fundamental supermode. In this letter, we investigate the channel basis with the transpose V' of the coupling ma-

control of the lasing supermode by optimization of the trix, e,,,, - VP'V'e.,,.... so that the reflection matrix for
length of the diffraction region. We present both analysis the diffraction region is

and experimental results for the device of Fig. I R, = VP'V'. (3)
For the purpose of analysis, consider an array with N Note that VV 'r I (small radiation loss), but V U V- I ( re-

channels of suitable width w and effective index step to sup-port a single waveguide mode e',, (.) where .r is the lateral fecting significant coupling loss). For our calculations, we
have assumed strong effective index guiding for both thedimension. Let e be an N x I column vector whose elements

are the complex amplitude of the field in each channel at the array and diffraction regions, so that

left-hand edge ofthe array region. This vector is then propa- e,, (x) = \2/w cos(7,(x - nl)/w], xE(nl + w/2)
gated down the length of the array and reflected at its inter- -

faces by suitable matrices P. R, and R_ as indicated in Fig. c,,,(x) = 2/W sin[mlr(x + W/2)/W], xe( + W/2).

I Requiring e to reproduce itself after one round trip gives (4)
the oscillation condition

e = R,PRPe. (I)
where P is the propagation matrix in the channeled section @r - R

and R,. R, are effective reflectivity matnices at the left- and
nght-hand edges of the array region (i.e., R, includes the ___-,_,___

effect of the diffraction region). Assuming identical chan- J W
nels of length L, the propagation matri.x is simply -l _ _ ' ,
P = exp(ioL)I, where I is the identity matrix, and or, the -

unknown propagation constant, is given by or= (n
ciw - i(y/2). Here o is the radian frequency, y is the re- X

quired threshold gain. n,, is the effective index of the channel,
and c is the speed of light in free space. The left-hand reflec-
tion matrix is simply R = rJ. where r, is the amplitude z
reflectivity of the TE mode at the GaAs-air interface

FIG 1 Diffraction-coupled array geometry The shaded areas represent
On lease from Mi uitubhi Electric Corporation. Xmagasaki. Hyogo. Ja- optical isolation The array channels have width u' and length L while the
pal diffraction region is of width Wand length D. The array period is 1

1 !65 Appi: PhyS Lett 53 1' 3) 26 September 1988 0003-6951/88/391 165-03$01 00 c 1988 American Institute of Physics 1165



urm-wide ridge waveguides formed by wet chemical etching
SuOermode through thecontact and uppercladding layers to within 0. 1-
Frauency -1 0.2 pm of the active region, This provides strong effecti',e

CnL index guiding, and by further placing the elements on rela-

tively wide centers of 9 um. optical isolation between the
0 waveguides was achieved. A Cr/Au contact evaporated o. er10 'the device formed ohmic contacts to the top of the ridgei w :4+Spn .
- wldja :/waveguides and to the diffraction region (i.e.. to the p

. W 54um/ GaAs contact layer). while a Schottky barrier was formed
=R 0.3/ between the ridges where the p-AIGaAs cladding laver was

Threshold exposed.'
1 The effect of the diffraction region length was observed

V: - experimentally by cleaving devices with D varying up to 150
2i pm. The array region length was approximately 250pum long

for all devices. Arrays with no diffraction region showed no

0 1 evidence of coherence between elements, as inferred from far0 50o 1oo ISO 200
Coupling Cavity Length fields and spectrally resolved nearfields. Figures 3 and 4

Wum) show the near fields at both facets and the far field (which is
the same on both sides) for devices with diffraction regions

FIG 2 Theoretical threshold gain and oscillation frequency for the super- of D = 80/um and D = 150p,um respectively. The output
modesofa fi'%e-element diffraction-coupled array. asa function ofcoupling power level is 100 mW in both cases. The near field on the
length. D. The % = I mode is the fundamental supermode. The dashed line array side shows the number of lasing channels, while on the
giv.es the result for uncoupled lasers, coupling cavity side, the two-dimensional diffraction pat-

tern of the lasing supermode is visible. The far field of Fig. 3
and the propagation constants fl,,, in the diffraction region has a strong central lobe at 0, indicating operation in the
are approximately 6i 2,, = k 2n2 - m-rr2/W 2 , where fundamental supermode, but also exhibits first and second
k,, = 2 1A is the free-space propagation constant. The ele- diffraction orders. The far-field lobe spacing corresponds
ments of the coupling matrix are therefore given by closely to the theoretically predicted value of 5.5* for chan-

2 f,/I,. nels on 9)pm centers, and the width of each lobe is about
V_,,,, - __ dx twice the diffraction limit. The overall envelope is about 15'

NwW l- - in width, corresponding to the spot size of about 3pym for

/ x - nli./ x +W12) each individual channel. The far field of Fig. 4 has no lobe at
'cos 2 )snm7 + -/ (5) 00; however, but is primarily double lobed with higher dif-

After calculating R,, the eigenvalue problem (2) is solved fraction orders visible as well, indicating operation in a high-
nuericalcl.tigure iglutratese threolm (ais sold er order supermode. The near-field pattern on the diffractionnumerically. Figure 2 illustrates the threshold gains and os- side is the signature of the highest order supermode. Note

cillation frequencies as a function of the diffraction region that the higher diffraction orders can be suppressed by in-

length for a five-element array with channel width w = 5 t
/um, diffraction region width W = 54 ,um, and array period creasing the ratio wil.p =um. To numegio w vidt W ods , nd arrsed as The threshold and differential quantum efficiency of
/ = 9 pm. The number of cavity modes c,, Cx) used was

M = 50.
Firstly, we observe periodic oscillations in the threshold

gains as a function of D. This corresponds to the variation in * 1.1sm

phase of the coupling constants. Secondly, these oscillations NEARFIELD - array side

are bounded by an envelope whose width increases from zero
at D = 0 to a very large value. This is only partly due to the FARFIELD

increase in absolute value of the coupling constant as D is
increased: the primary mode discrimination arises due to the
varied losses experienced by the supermodes as they couple
back from the diffraction region into the array. The funda- 54 pM -,

mental supermode (v = I ) has the lowest threshold gain at a
length of D = 80 um while the highest order supermode
(v = 5) has the lovs -r threshold gain for D = 160 pm. The

I I I I I

dashed line indicates the result for uncoupled lasers. Ac- -0 -5 0 5 0

cording to Basov, supermodes with diffraction losses higher Ange degrees'

than those of uncoupled lasers are unstable.
We have fabricated seven-element diffraction-coupled %.EARFIELD - difraction side

arrays from GaAs/GaAIAs graded-index separate confine- FIG. 3. Expenmental results for a seven-element array with D = S0 ,m

ment multiple quantum well material grown in our laborato- Near fields on the array and diffraction sides, plus the far field at an output

ry by molecular beam epitaxy. The array elements were 4.5- power of 100 mW.

1166 AppI. Phys Lett.. Vol. 53. No. 13, 26 September 1988 Mehuys at al 1166



between the diffraction rezion and the arra region hecomes
significant. Consequently a strong asymmetr. in the output

"NEAPF E .D - array side power is achieved, with roughly 50% more power output
through the diffraction region.

;ARF-E D In summary, we have demonstrated theoreticall and

experimentally the effect of the length of the diffraction re-
gion in controlling the lasing supermode in diffraction-cou-
pled semiconductor laser arrays. Operation in the funda-

54,,, mental and highest order supermodes at an output power
level of 100 mW was achieved by optimizing the length of the
diffraction region. The research described in this letter was

t I I I f conducted in the Applied Physics department. California
-'0 -5 0 5 10

Anqe degrees Institute of Technology, with the support of the Office of
Naval Research and the National Science Foundation Mr.

• ._-- E_-- C,ac:to, sde Marshall was supported in part by a fellowship from Cal-
tech's Program in Advanced Technologies. supported b

FIG 4 Experimental results for a seen-element arra, wlth D = 10,am Aerojet-General, General Motors. and TRW. The authors
Near fields on the arra% and diffraction sides, plus the far field at an output
power of 100 mA, appreciate helpful discussions with M. Mittelstein

these devices were 400 mA and 42%. respectively. This is to 'I Katz. S Margalit. and A. Yart,. Appi Ph., Lett 42. 54 ( I
be compared with 200 mA and 66% for broad area lasers of :T R Chen. K. L Yu, B. Chang, A Hasson. S %Iargalit. and A Yarm'.

comparable size fabricated from the same wafer. The simul- Appl. Phys. Lett. 43. 136 (1983)

taneous appearance of increased threshold, lower differen- 'V J Yang and M. Jansen. Electron Lett. 22. 2 (1 861
'S Wang, J Z Wilcox. M. Jansen. and J. J Yang. App] Ph.,, Let 48.

tial quantum efficiency, and clean near fields and far fields 1770 (1986).
compared with broad-area lasers is closely correlated with 'J Z Wilcox. M. Jansen. J. J. Yang, S. S Ou. M. Sergant. and W Simmons.
achieving a good etch to within 0.1-0.2 /um of the active Appl. Phys Lett. 50. 1319 (1987)
region. This is necessary to strongly confine the light to the ^J. Z Wilcox. M. Jansen. J. Yang. G. Peterson. A Silver. W Simmon. S S

Ou, and M. Sergant, Appl. Phys. Lett. 51. 631 (1987)
channels of the array region. thereby minimizing evanescent 'N Basov, F Belenov, and V Letokhov, So, Phs. Tech. Ph,,s 10. .45
overlap between the channels. At this point the coupling loss (1965).
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Scaling laws and minimum threshold currents for quantum-confined
semiconductor lasers 465

Amnon Yariv
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125

(Received 3 May 1988; accepted for publication 11 July 1988)

Basic scaling laws are derived for bulk, two-dimensional (quantum well) and one-dimensional
(quantum wire) semiconductor lasers. Starting from quantum derivation of the optical
properties of confined carriers, the dimensional dependencies of the scaling laws are made
explicit. Threshold currents of - 100 and 2-3 1AA are predicted for single quantum well and
quantum wire lasers, respectively. The basic considerations of this analysis were used recently
to obtain ultralow threshold quantum well lasers [ P. L. Derry, A. Yariv, K. Lau, N. Bar-
Chaim, K. Lee, and J. Rosenberg, Appl. Phys. Lett. 50, 1773 (1987)].

In semiconductor lasers the separate and precise control Ielectrons V/-2 ( (E,-,Y" dE
of electronic (gain) and optical confinement made possible N = ", + dE,
by epitaxial crystal growth and fine lithography make for a (1)

rich interplay between "physics" and "geometry"-an in-
terplay which determines the laser threshold. In this letter = (2'c/rfi) x .072(kT) -

I
. (2)

we show, starting with the fundamental confinement phys- The key observation as far as scaling is concerned is that
ics, how the threshold currents of conventional bulk (three- N " is the lineal (electrons per unit length) density and that
dimensional), two-dimensional (quantum well), and one- it is independent of the cross-sectional dimensions Lz and Ly

dimensional (quantum wire) lasers depend on the respective of the quantum wire. Similar considerations in the case of a
geometrical and physical parameters, and then derive the quantum w e to a ns e ra)nsity

relevant basic scaling laws for the threshold currents of each quantum well lead to a transparency (area) density

class. N [ electrons n mc f7  dE, mckT
The basic generic laser configuration is illustrated in 'Dk N M ) e e -. )/kT+ 1 - -I

Fig. 1. The active region is a rectangular prism with dimen- (3)
sions L, X L, X L which is embedded within the optical which is independent of the quantum well thickness L.
mode volume d X W X L. In the case of quantum wells and Numerical calculation of the transparency densities us-
quantum wires we take the potential well depth as infinite ing the actual values of mc and my in, say, GaAs, gives
(this puts a limit, in practice, on the smallest well dimen- values three to four times larger than the values of Eqs. (2)
sions) and assume that only the first quantized states and (3). The transparency requirements' can be summar-
(n = 1) are involved. ized in

The first major consideration is that of the transparency
density. It is defined as the injected carrier density which N D 5 I.'1 cm 3 ,
renders the active region transparent. Clearly, the mainte- NVr -1 .5X 1012 cm- 2, (4)
nance of these densities establishes a lower limit on the ND

threshold currents. As an example, we will calculate the D

transparency density of a quantum wire with equal electron The key point to reemphasize is the independence of the
and hole effective masses (m, = n, ) whose energy diagram above values of N" of the confinement geometry and the
is shown in Fig. 2. The transparency condition for an invert- different physical dimension of the transparency density in
ed population of Fermions obtains when the condition each generic case.

The bulk gains, i.e., gains experienced by a hypothetical
optical wave which is completely confined to the active re-

at the frequency ca of maximum gain, where EFc and Er are gion, can be expressed near the transparency condition by
the quasi-Fermi levels for the conduction band and valence (3D)g -g3D (N3D - N" ).
band, respectively, since maximum gain is exercised by
Aa = Eg + (e,. )c + (e1. ) ,. The transparency condition
in the case mc = n , is obtained when the quasi-Fermi level
in the conduction band EFc coincides with the first quan-
tized level E, and EFr with the first quantized level in the L ___-2
valence band. The total number of electrons (or holes) per 1'
unit length at transparency is then obtained by integrating d Region
the product of the density of states function and the Fermi _j_ _ " .. Lz-r -
distribution function from e, to infinity. We neglect contri- W.--
butions from higher subbands which are effectively cut off
by the Fermi function: FIG. 1. Basic electron confinement and optical mode geometnes.
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EFC n = 1In the quantum wire case we take r= LL /dW, leading to
- - LC ,

N'D(L + (Wd) InR- (WLd)

T'--'- Equations (7 )-( 9) are the basic scaling relations for the
EFv H three generic laser classes. The quantum confinement phys-

ics is now represented explicitly by the appropriate geome-
FIG. 2. Energy level diagram of the quantum-confined carners. try-independent transparency densities.

The scaling laws explain some basic observations and
act as design guides. For example, in a conventional (three-

The corresponding expressions for the 2D and ID cases re- dimensional) laser the first term on the right side of Eq. (7)
quire some thought. Consider the 2D case. Transparency dominates, which explains the length (L) and active region
occurs when ND = N,-r. (electrons/cm2). The bulk gain, thickness (L.) dependence of, h in such lasers. In the quan-
on the other hand, depends on the volumetric density of car- tum well (two-dimensional) laser for conventional lengths,
riers.' We can satisfy both requirements by writing the bulk say L < 500 jum, it is the second term on the right side of Eq.
gain as (8) which dominates. This explains why the (total) thresh-

g , 2D N 0D old current of high quality material uncoated quantum well
(2D)g = L (5) lasers is independent of the length L .2 Since this dominant

term can be reduced to near zero with R - 1, we would ex-

where g2D is a constant. In a similar fashion, pect a major reduction of Ith as the facet reflectivity is in-
/I' N',D creased. Indeed, the recent demonstration of submilliam-

(ID)g, D 2  pere threshold currents exploited exactly this point and
SLY LLy values of R -0.8 resulted in nearly an order of magnitude

The g's are constant specific to the material and the dimen- lowering of 1,h (0.55 mA) from those of uncoated lasers
sion of the confinement. They are called the differential gain (R - 0.31). The relative insignificance of the second term on
constant, the differential gain constants, and the explicit di- the right side in the three-dimensional case Eq. (7) explains
mensional dependencies (i.e., on L. and LY) of the three why the same strategy does not work in conventional (three-
cases follow from basic quantum-induced transition rate dimensional) lasers. We also note that when, in the process
considerations. This dependence, as well as those expressed of evaluating intrinsic quantum well material, we compare
by Eq. (4), is central to what follows, the threshold current densities (Uh /WL) of quantum well

We will next derive expressions for the threshold cur- lasers made from the material, the dominant second term
rent densities for lasers whose modes propagate along the varies as L -'. The only meaningful comparison is thus of
axis x of the active region. First consider the three-dimen- very long lasers and/or lasers with R - 1 where the reflectiv-
sional case. The threshold condition is ity term is negligible. The minimum threshold current den-

rg D (N- ND) rar, + ( l/L)In R + a,,,. sityofaquantum well laser in thelimit R- Iand a,,,,, = 0is
(6) (,,)2D N"r eD= 60 A/cm2

where r-L /d is the optical confinement factor, (WL) rrq
ac, = bND is the bulk free-carrier absorption coefficient of for v- 1, r = 4X 10-' s, and N' D = 1.5x l0'2 cm- 2 . This
the active region material, and a,.,, is the scattering loss of shows that recently achieved values of 88 A/cm2 in our labo-
the mode. Solving for N and taking the threshold current as ratory are approaching the theoretical limit. In a practical
(N, eVr), where V. = WLZL is thevolumeoftheactive laserwith, say, W= 1.5,um, L = 120/um, thevalueofthel,h
region and r the carrier lifetime, leads to comes out to -0.1 mA. We note that the lowest reported

(__r_\ result is Ih -0.55 mA.
(h,, ) ID 77r In a quantum wire laser the situation is similar to that of

(WLd) a quantum well laser. The second term on the right side of
=N 'D(WL.L) +(- In R + a-,,,, Eq. (9) will dominate unless reduced by allowing R- 1. If

\3D g. (7) we neglect a,,, then the threshold current of a laser with

R-land, say, L= l0.smwillbewhere q = I - b/lg_,D"

A similar calculation for a quantum well, but taking a, (h ) 1 D- (N' ') - 0.6juA,
= bND/L, and, as before r = L./d, gives

where we use N,'D - 1.5x IOcm-', 77= 1, and r-4x 10-

(Ih )2l) s. Such a laser can only muster a maximum modal gain3
= N:~(WL) +" (Wd) In R - + (WLd) (8) r, k 2)u j1i T

gN,. g20 + D = - n f ,T, (10)
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where L. and L, are the quantum wire cross-sectional di- ceed in reducing the hole mass in GaAs wells and wires to

mension, 1, the transition matrix element, r, and r, the near that of the electron.

optical confinement factors, m, the reduced mass, and T, the Fruitful discussions with M. Mittelstein and P. Derry

carrier dephasing time. Equation (10) leads to a maximum are gratefully acknowledged. This work was supported by

gain y,, - 7 cm ', which might not be sufficient to over- the Office of Naval Research and the Defense Advanced

come losses in pratical lasers. In this case, an array of parallel Research Projects Agency.

quantum wires can be used to obtain the needed total gain.

In summary, the basic scaling laws for the threshold

current of quantum confined lasers are derived and are used 'Y. Arakawa and A. Yanv. IEEE 1. Quantum Electron. QE.21. 1666

to explain basic observations as well as serve as a guide in (1985).
designing ultralow threshold lasers. Using the above consid- 2P. S. Zory, A. R. Reisinger, L. J. Mawst, G. Costrini, C. A. Zmudzinski. M.

erations, we find that threshold currents of 100/uA from A. Emanuel, M. E. Givens, and J. J. Coleman. Electron. Lett. 22.9 ( 086);

present generation quantum well lasers and of 2-3 jA in also H. Chen (private communication),
pP. L. Derry, A. Yariv, K. Lau, N. Bar-Chaim, K. Lee, and J. Rosenberg.

quantum wire lasers are possible. Further improvements, Appl. Phys. Lett. 50, 1773 (1987); also K. Lau. P. L. Derry, and A. Yarnv.
possibly by a factor of -4-5, can be anticipated if we suc- Appi. Phys. Lett. 52, 88 (1988).
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Ultralow threshold graded-index separate-confinement heterostructure A i
single quantum well (AI,Ga)As lasers 451

P. L. Derry, H. Z. Chen, H. Morkog,a) and A. Yariv
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125

K. Y. Lau, N. Bar-Chaim, K. Lee, and J. Rosenberg
OR TEL Corporation. Alhambra. California 91803

(Received 9 September 1987; accepted 17 November 1987)

Broad area graded-index separate-confinement heterostructure single quantum well lasers grown
by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) with threshold current density as low as 93 A/cm2 (520/pm
long) have been fabricated. Buried lasers formed from similarly structured MBE material with
liquid phase epitaxy regrowth had threshold currents at submilliampere levels when high
reflectivity coatings were applied to the end facets. A cw threshold current of 0.55 mA was
obtained for a laser with facet reflectivities of - 80%, a cavity length of 120 /m, and an active
region stripe width of I pm. These devices driven directly with logic level signals have switch-on
delays < 50 ps without any current prebias. Such lasers permit fully on-off switching while at the
same time obviating the need for bias monitoring and feedback control.

Semiconductor lasers are being considered for future genera- can take advantage of this experimentally by evaporating
tions of supercomputers. The number of lasers that may be high reflectivity dielectric coatings on the cleaved facets of
involved is so large that a major premium is placed on a GRIN-SCH SQW lasers to reduce the end losses. In this
reduction of the threshold current of such lasers. Lasers article we report on extremely high quality molecular-beam
which can be modulated at high speed without current pre- epitaxy (MBE) growth of GRIN-SCH SQW lasers neces-
bias and a feedback circuit are also highly desirable for opti- sary for improvement in BH GRIN-SCH SQW lasers and
cal interconnects and/or optical computing work. Lasers report on results with BH GRIN-SCH SQW lasers with high
with submilliampere threshold currents will meet these re- reflectivity coatings.
quirements since with a modest current pulse (- 30 mA) GRIN-SCH SQW structures were grown on (100) GaAs
they can be modulated at high speed without substantial de- substrates doped with Si to a level of about 5 X 10'- cm-'.
lay between the application of a current pulse and the onset After the standard wafer preparation and oxide desorption,
of lasing. Buried heterostructure graded-index separate-con- a 1.5-pm-thick buffer layer of n-GaAs was grown at 600 °C
finement heterostructure single quantum well (BH GRIN- followed by a 1.5-pm-thick n-Alo., Gao.5 As cladding layer
SCH SQW) lasers are capable of meeting these requirements grown at 700 *C. (In some samples a five period short period
as recently demonstrated. 1.2 superlattice was grown between the buffer layer and clad-

The suitability of BH GRIN-SCH SQW lasers for submil- ding layers to impede impurity diffusion.) The n-AlGaAs
liampere operation can easily be seen by considering the was graded in composition from 50% to 20% AlAs over
threshold current density J,h, 1750 A before the growth of a SQW with a thickness that

ade de In 1 varied between 40 and 100 A. Following the quantum well, a4t =J + -F + In- ') p-AlGaAslayergradedfrom20%toS0%AAsover 1750A

where Jo is the transparency current density, a is the inter- was grown, and was capped with a 1.5 pm p-Al0 . Gao.5 As
nal loss (active region and waveguiding), d is the active re- cladding layer. A 0.5 pm p4 -GaAs layer was then grown on
gion thickness, e is the absolute value of the electron charge, top to facilitate contact formation. A schematic diagram of
r is the effective recombination time near transparency, B is the structure is shown in Fig. 1.
the differential gain constant, r is the optical confinement Broad area lasers (110 pm wide) from structures with
factor, L is the laser cavity length, and R, and R2 are the end quantum well thicknesses of 40, 60,80, and 100,A were fabri-
facet reflectivities. In a GRIN-SCH SQW a can be expected cated and tested for their spectrum and current-light charac-
to be small (<2 cm - ').' The transparency carrier density teristics. Cavity lengths ranging from -500 to 3000 pm
for a SQW is nearly the same as that for a conventional dou- were examined. The best results were achieved for a 520-pm-
ble heterostructure (DH),-' but the active region volume is long device with an 80-A-wide quantum well which had a
much smaller in a SQW than in a DH so J,, is much smaller threshold current density of 93A/cm 2. Table I details the
for a SQW. This means that a SQW with appropriate optical laser threshold current densities for long (longer than 3
confinement will have a much lower threshold than a DH; mm) devices obtained from the onset of lasing emission atop
furthermore, decreasing the end losses will lead to a much spontaneous emission. In the range of lengths (3.09-3.29
more significant reduction in threshold current for a SQW mm) examined, length differences should not affect the
than for a DH laser, because the end losses account for a threshold current density appreciably, while with shorter
much greater fraction of the threshold gain for the SQW. We devices (400-600 pm) length differences would change

Ua9 J. Vac. Sd. Technol. 8 (2), Mar/Apr 1968 0734-21 lX/88/020669-03S01.00 3c 1988 American Vacuum Society 689
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FIG. I. Schematicdiagramnof aGRIN-SCH SQW laser showing layers and 1.A, -.71 R2 : 67

their indexes of refraction.

threshold current density significantly. Therefore with long
devices we can determine the dependence of threshold cur-
rent density on quantum well width more easily. A striking R,=R2 - 8

observation is that the threshold current density is not ap-
preciably dependent on the quantum well thickness in the o 100 150 200 250 300 350

range studied. This is attributed to the optical modal gain Length (MLm)

being proportional to the quantum well thickness, whereas Fro. 2. Calculated threshold current for a BH GRIN-SCH SQW laser with

the quantum well medium gain is inversely proportional to various cavity lengths and facet reflectivities. Experimental points are also

the quantum well size. The results indicate that these two shown.
effects nearly cancel each other over a certain range.6 In the
limit of very thin ( < 20 A) and very wide ( > 200 A) quan- the gain versus current relationship calculated in the manner
tum wells however, substantially higher threshold currents of Arakawa and Yarivexpected values of threshold current
are expected, due to loss of carrier confinement in the former for various cavity lengths and facet reflectivities were calcu-
and the onset of three-dimensional density of states in the lated. These theoretical results are shown in Fig. 2. Experi-
latter.latter. o Imental results for cavity lengths of 250, 180, and 120p.m areSome of the GRIN-SCH 100 A SQW structures were then also shown in Fig. 2. Threshold currents were measured cw
used to fabricate buried lasers. Broad area devices 450 /m at room temperature. The most dramatic threshold reduc-
long and 100 A. wide fabricated from this earlier material tions with high reflectivity coatings were obtained for short
had threshold current densities of -450 A/cm2 . Mesas 2 lasers since end losses are more significant for shorter cav-
pm wide were etched through the MBE layers down to the ities. As shown in Fig. 3 (b) with no high reflectivity coatings
substrate. A I pm p-AlO3 Gao.7 As layer and a 3 pim n- a 120-pm-long laser had a threshold of 5.5 mA. When both
Al 0.3 Gao 7 As layer were grown by liquid phase epitaxy end facets were coated to - 80% reflectivity the threshold

(LPE) to provide current confinement. A shallow Zn diffu-
current for the same laser was reduced to 0.55 mA as shownsion was performed o facilitate formation of an Ohmic con- in Fig. 3(a). This value represents a substantial benchmark

tact on the p side of the device, and Ohmic contacts were frlsr neddfrotclcmuig

applied. Finished devices had an active layer stripe width of for lasers intended for optical computing.

1 m. These devices were found to have average internal The delay time for the onset of lasing following a current

losses (including waveguiding losses) of - 13 cm-'. pulse of amplitude I assuming a constant carrier lifetime r, is

The modal gain g for a semiconductor laser is given by given by8

I= , In(r-,--, (3)
2L R1R, I

Using this relationship, the measured value of the loss, and for large I, where lh is the cw threshold current. Clearly
lasers with small 1 h will have shorter delay times for pulses

TABLE I. Laser characteristics vs quantum well width, of equal amplitude. We have measured the delay time for a
BH GRIN-SCH SQW laser with a cavity length of 250pum,

Well width Cavity length Lasing wavelength .1h - 70% reflectivity coatings on both facets and a cw thresh-
old current of 0.95 mA. A direct pulse current without bias

100 A 3.29 mm 8702 ± 30 1 115 A/cm2  was applied to the laser. The drive pulse amplitude was con-
go A 3.21 mm 8640 ± 25A 93 A/cm

2  trolled by a broadband continuously variable rf attenuator.
60 3.09 mm 8578 ± 21 A 120 A/cm 2

40 A 3.24 mm 8363 ± 24 A 117 A/cm
2  The pulse shape was maintained in all measurements. To

accurately measure the switch-on delay down to < 50 ps

J. Vac. Set. Technol. 0, Vol. 6, No. 2, Mar/Apr 198
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3[ The charge density typically stays at slightly below the
threshold level following an optical pulse, and decays with a

b time constant equal to the carrier lifetime. The second of two
consecutive optical pulses will have a higher amplitude: this

R= .3 is called the pattern effect. When driven by two consecutive
current pulses separated by as little as 200 ps (limited by the

2 - rise time of the pulser) the present BH GRIN-SCH SQW
E lasers, however, showed no pattern effect.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated very low current
density broad area lasers which can be applied to fabricating

CL. submilliampere buried GRIN-SCH SQW. We have fabri-
cated BH GRIN-SCH SQW (AI,Ga)As lasers with high0.

-reflectivity coatings which have cw threshold currents as1 R.8 low as 0.55 mA. We have also demonstrated that these lasers

can be modulated directly at high speed with logic-level
drives without the need for current prebias. The lasers exhib-
it truly on-off switching with switch-on delays of < 50 ps;
the pattern effect is eliminated. Since our best GRIN-SCH
SQW lasers were not used for making buried lasers and the
regrowth was not optimized for limiting current leakage

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 (which was significant) we expect that threshold currents as
Injection Current (mA) low as 0.2 mA should be realizable with optimized devices.

FIG. 3. Light output vs current curve for a 120-,um-long BH GRIN-SCH Acknowledgments: The Caltech portion of this work was

SQW laser with (a) high reflectivity coated cleaved facets and (b) uncoated supported by the National Science Foundation, the Office of
cleaved facets. Both curves are for the same laser. Naval Research, and the Air Force Office of Scientific Re-

search. H. M. was partially supported by SDIO-IST through
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The ORTEL portion was

time scale it was assumed that the laser turns off without supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
delay at the termination of the current pulse; this assumption Agency under the Optical Computing Program and Naval
was well supported by the observed data. The results, shown Research Laboratory.
in Fig. 4, demonstrate that the laser had a switch-on delay of
between 20 and 50 ps with a modest 30 mA pulse drive.

In cases where a laser is modulated by a real digital pulse
stream, the starting condition for each pulse is affected by
the charge leftover from the previous pulse if one existed.'

, ," On leave from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Coordi-
nated Science Laboratory, 1101 West Springfield Avenue. Urbana.
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Effect of substrate tilting on molecular beam epitaxial grown AIGaAs/GaAs
lasers having very low threshold current densities

H. Z. Chen, A. Ghaffari, H. Morko,a) and A. Yariv 4 3 8
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena. California 91125

(Received 21 August 1987; accepted for publication 5 October 1987)

Single quantum well, graded refractive index separate confinement heterostucture
(SQW GRINSCH) lasers with well thicknesses in the range of 65-480 A have been grown by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on (100) and off of (100) by 4° toward (I 11) A substrates.
The threshold current density appears to be independent of the well thickness in the range of
65-165 Ak due to the compensating effects of volume of inversion and optical confinement.
Under optimum growth conditions, the tilted substrates led to lower threshold current
densities, the lowest value being 93 A/cm2 for a 520-pm-long cavity laser with a 125-A-thick
well. To our knowledge, this is by far the best ever reported threshold current density obtained
in a semiconductor injection laser. Deviations from optimum growth conditions drastically
increased the threshold current density on (100) substrates whereas the degradation for those
on the tilted substrates was much less pronounced.

Properties of heterojunction GaAs/AIGaAs devices (100) substrates. The improvements became very substan-
and quantum wells depend strongly on the quality of GaAs tial when growth conditions other than those found to be
layers sandwiched between two AIGaAs layers. Two heter- optimal for (100) growth are used.
ointerfaces thus formed are not necessarily identical because Structures studied were grown by MBE on GaAs sub-
the inverted interface is formed between the GaAs grown on strates with straight (100) surfaces and on those tilted 4*
AIGaAs, and the normal interface is a result of AIGaAs toward one of the nearest ( Ill )A planes. In order to avoid
grown on GaAs.' Due to the small surface migration rate of any experimental errors, straight and tilted substrates were
Al and/or the enhanced impurity surface segregation in mounted side by side on the same wafer holder. Graded in-
AlGaAs, the inverted interface is generally believed to be dex separate confinement heterostructure single quantum
rough which causes excessive scattering and loss, and con- well (GRINSCH SQW) lasers were used as a test for the
tains larger amounts of impurities."'3 In the case of molecu- investigation of the substrate tilting. The lasers consisted of a
lar beam epitaxy (MBE), this problem is alleviated some- 1.5-pum n-type GaAs buffer layer, then a 1.5-pum n- and p-
what by growing the AIGaAs layer at substrate cladding layer on each side of the GRINSCH region which is
temperatures slightly higher than 700 "C where the surface a 0.35-/pm graded waveguide with a single quantum well at
mobility of Al is satisfactory. At these elevated temperatures the center, and capped with a 0.5-pm GaAs p layer for
it has also been suggested that the As4 (often used) is ohmic contact. In one series, the growth condition optimum
cracked at the surface to As 2 which has a much higher stick- for the (100) growth, i.e., 700 "C substrate temperature, was
ing coefficient, thus leading to enhanced structural and elec- used with quantum well thicknesses of 65, 95, 125, 165, 300,
tronic properties." and 480 A. In another series, the 125-A structure was used as

In a more recent investigation, Tsui et al have reported a test where the growth temperature was changed from 700
on the optical and morphological quality of AIGaAs using to 680 "C and then to 660 *C, nonoptimum for the straight
As4 , grown below 700 *C on tilted substrates. Tsui et al 6 also (100) substrates. Broad area lasers with a stripe width of 110
extended their work to include GaAs/AlGaAs single quan- Mm and cleaved cavity length ranging from 500 to 3300 pm
tum well heterostructures, which are very sensitive to the were fabricated from the 16 samples grown. The lasing
quality of the AIGaAs buffer layer where a substantial shar- threshold current and emission wavelength were determined
pening of the photoluminescence linewidths on tilted sub- by the observation of a sharp spike in the spectrum atop the
strates was observed. The improved results in both investiga- spontaneous emission background using an optical multi-
tions were obtained only when the (100) substrates were cut channel analyzer, and then compared to the light-current
at an angle ranging from 2.53" to 7" towards one of the near- plot which yielded identical results.
est ( I I I) A planes. Figure I summarizes the threshold current densities for

In this letter we report on AIGaAs/GaAs lasers grown the six different quantum well widths (65, 95, 125, 165, 300.
on (100) GaAs substrates tilted toward ( Ill )A by 4O, and 480 A) used on both tilted and straight (100) substrates,
show that the tilted substrates produce lasers with consis- whereas the lasing wavelength and cavity lengths associated
tently lower threshold current densities than the nominal with this series of lasers are tabulated in Table I. The cavity

lengths listed in Table I were chosen to be long enough ( = 3
mm) such that the mirror loss can be neglected, and the

"On leave from Coordinated Science Laboratory, University of Illinois. threshold current densities will reflect the intrinsic optical
I101 W Spnngfield Ave., Urbana. IL 61801. quality of the structures. It is clear from the results that the
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TABLE 1. Laser charactenstics versus quantum well width grown at
- * 0)-.(111A)Y4' 700'C.

600 (100)

Substrate L, (A) L (mm) A,

(100) 480 3.15 8860+ 17 A 343 A/cm
4- (11)A 480 3.01 8867 + 22 A 316 A/cm"

(100) 300 3.28 8870 + 25 A 238 A/cm-
4"-.(III)A 300 3.14 8850 t 18 A 203 A/cm"

(100) 165 3.20 8712 + 26 130 A/cm2

rW 4- (11I)A 165 3.29 8692 + 31A 115 A/cm-
(100) 125 3.26 8652 + 26 114 A/cm

100 4*-(1I)A 125 3.30 8628_ 17A 80 A/cm-

(100) 95 3.18 8582- 19 A 148 A/cm-
o 4-(I II)A 95 3.09 8574 + 23 A 120 A/crn100 00 300 4W 5W (100) 65 3.19 8378 + 20,k 124 A/cm"

Ouantum Wed Width (A) 4-(Ill)A 65 3.24 8349± 18 A 117A/cm-

FIG I. Laser threshold current density vs the quantum well thickness in
GaAs/AlGaAs GRINSCH SQW lasers grown on straight (100) (open cir-
cles) and on (100) tilted towards ( I I I )A by 4" (closed circles).

substrates are the lowest ever reported by nearly a factor of
2,' but also in that the tilted substrates always produced

threshold densities are consistently lower for lasers grown much better results, and were far more tolerant to deviations
on the tilted substrates. from the optimum conditions. This means that extensive tri-

Drastic changes in the performance of lasers on both al and error type of time consuming procedures can be eli-
tilted and straight (100) substrates are observed when the minated since there is no reliable method of MBE substrate
substrate temperature is dropped to 680 "C in one experi- temperature measurement.
ment and to 660 "C in another, as shown in Table II. For the The enhanced results on tilted substrates can be attri-
680 "C growth, the difference in surface morphologies buted in part to the fact that tilted surfaces have steps ter-
between two substrates clearly favored the tilted ones. minated with Ga. As a result, As incident on the surface can
Threshold current density measurements further showed form three bonds, two to the Ga atoms on (100) surface, and
that the lasers on straight (100) substrates exhibited thresh- one to the Ga atom on the ( 11) face of the step. Thus. an
old current density (J,h = 472 A/cm2 ), three times higher increased As sticking probability is obtained which, as the
than that on the tilted one (J,h = 163 A/cm3 ). For the results suggest, will lead to smooth AIGaAs layer surfaces.
660 C growth, the surface morphology of growth on the In addition, a second mechanism suggested by Rode et al..'
straight (100) substrate was significantly worse than that on that the stepped surfaces minimize energetic instabilities at
the tilted one, and as a result, the lasers on the straight (100) the growing surface, may also be responsible.
substrate failed to lase at a current density as high as 6000 A/ In conclusion, we have demonstrated that tilted sub-
cm2 while the lasers on the tilted substrate lased with J.h of strates result in improved optical quality and lower thresh-
403 A/cm'. In addition, GRINSCH lasers with a 35-4 old current densities in quantum well lasers grown on GaAs
quantum well size were also used to study the effect of exces- substrates. More important, the surface morphology of
sive outgasing of the GaAs substrates before growth (loss of growth on the tilted (100) substrates is less sensitive to the
As stabilized surface). The tilted substrate led to a threshold growth conditions, making it easier to grow low threshold
current density of about 205 A/cm2 while the straight one current laser material. In the process of this study, the
produced 545 A/cm 2. This is also a clear indication that the threshold current density in GRINSCH lasers has been re-
tilted substrates provide a wider range of growth tempera- duced to 93 A/cm2 for a cavity length of 520,um (80 A/cm2
ture where good results can be obtained. These observations was obtained for a 3.3-mm-long cavity). In addition, the
are extraordinary not only in the sense that the threshold threshold current density has been observed to be insensitive
current densities obtained on both tilted and straight (100) to quantum well thickness in the range of 65-125 A.

TABLE II. Laser characteristics versus substrate temperature during growth and outgasing conditions.

Substrate T",, ('C) L, (A) L (mm) A,, J

(100) 680 125 3.08 8636 ± 7 A 472 A/cm
4"- (I I I)A 680 125 3.06 8670 t 20 163 A/cm-

(100) 660 125 3 14 not lasng
4*- (111)A 660 125 3.16 8675 ±21 403 A/cm

(100) 700 35 3.10 8017 + 29 548 A/cm
4'-(11 )A* 700 35 3.17 8075 ± 31 205 A/cm

;The substrate wu outgassed at extremely high temperatures.
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Self-Stabilized Nonlinear Lateral Modes of Broad
Area Lasers

DAVID MEHUYS, STUDENT MEMBER, IEEE, ROBERT J. LANG. MEMBER. IEEE. MICHAEL MITTELSTEIN.
JOSEPH SALZMAN, AND AMNON YARIV, FELLOW. IEEE

Abstract-The lateral modes of broad area lasers are investigated ported laser arrays oscillating into a single-lobed far field
theoretically. The nonlinear interaction between optical field and [31-[13]. However, all of the above require an additional
effective refractive index leads to a saturable nonlinearity in the gov- degree of complexity in array design and fabrication, and
erning field equation, so that self-modulated solutions are found to be
stable with increased current injection above saturation intensity. We true single lateral mode operation remains difficult to
derive approximate analytical solutions for traveling wave fields within achieve over a large range of injected current density.
the broad area laser. The field amplitude consists of a small ripple More elaborate schemes such as unstable resonator ge-
superimposed on a large dc value. Matching fields at the boundary ometries [14] show promise but are still technologically
determines the modulation depth and imparts an overall phase curv- immature.
ature to the traveling wave mode. There are multiple lateral modes for
a given set of operating conditions, and modes with successively more Recently, our group demonstrated [15] wide ( 2! 100
lobes in the ripple have greater overall phase curvature. In contrast to Arn) uniform gain broad area quantum well lasers that Os-
the linear problem, several lateral modes can achieve the same modal ciliate coherently into a nearly diffraction-limited single-
gain, for a given injected current density, by saturating the gain to lobed far-field pattern. The emission was stable over a
different extent. Thus, these modes would exhibit slightly different op- large range of injected current, and a gradual broadeningtical powers. ag ag fijce urnadagaulbodnn

of the far field with increasing power level was the only
apparent degradation. The near field was characterized by

I. INTRODUCTION a relatively flat amplitude with a small ( = 10 percent) su-
N PRINCIPLE, the most direct way to increase the op- perimposed ripple; the ripple period was close to 10 jm.

.tical power available from a semiconductor laser is to Such a field cannot be explained by the simple linear the-
increase the volume of the lasing mode. It is not sufficient ory of gain-guided structures. This led to renewed interest
merely to increase the pump level because the resonator on our part in the basic properties and expected perfor-
facets are susceptible to catastrophic damage at high op- mance of such devices. In this paper, we investigate the
tical powers. The simplest practical recourse is to in- theoretical behavior of these broad area lasers.
crease the lateral dimension. In the past, stripe geometry In particular, we intend to characterize the optical
lasers wider than about 10 jsm exhibited filamentary near modes consistent with a heavily saturated gain profile. Our
fields that were not stable with respect to increased cur- devices were driven up to 60 times threshold [16], so we
rent injection and gave rise to equally unstable far-field are most interested in characterizing the high-power re-
patterns. Thus stripe geometry lasers were fabricated to gime. In this regime, the intensity dependence of the car-
support only a single "filament," [1] and the high-power rier density and the resulting changes in the refractive in-
effort shifted toward building phased arrays of such la- dex must be included in the analysis. They provide the
sers. It was difficult, however, to fabricate arrays in which positive feedback between the field and the material which
adjacent elements were coupled in-phase. In fact, twin- forms its confining waveguide. It is well-known that this
lobed far-field patterns were the rule rather than the ex- feedback is the basis of the regenerative self-focusing
ception, because the preferred lasing mode in uniform ar- mechanism that leads to filamentation [171. In regions of
rays is not the fundamental supermode [2] of the array. high optical intensity, the local gain is depressed by stim-
Subsequently, many schemes have been proposed to favor ulated emission. Through the band-edge effect, this
the fundamental supermode, and several groups have re- depression leads to a local increase in refractive index,

which tends to further confine the light and increase the
treceived February 23. 1987; revised June . 1987 The local field intensity. Thompson, in 1972, analyzed opticalManuscript nonciieeritiesudue to.carrie;depletion and found9themht

research described in this work was conducted in the Department of Ap- nonlinearities due to carrier depletion and found them to
plied Physics. California Institute of Technology, and was supported in introduce a third-order nonlinearity in the field equation
part by the Office of Naval Research and by the National Science Foun- [17]. His solutions in unbounded media were either soli-
dation.

D Mehuys. M. Mittlestein. and A Yariv are with the Department of tary "filaments," or periodic solutions consisting of ad-
Applied Physics. California Institute of Technology. Pasadena. CA 91125 jacent "filaments" coupled either in phase or in anti-

R I Lang is with the Standard Eleknk Lorenz Research Centre, 7000 phase. A serious limitation of his approach was the
Stuttgart 40, West Germany.
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his multifilament solutions to lossy boundaries, and thus (a)
excludes the eigenfunctions of gain-guided lasers (which
we introduce). ..:. iniecfed curre 1,/8

Since then, much of the work in the literature [ 18]-[21]
has focused on analyzing the stability of solitary filaments (b)

and providing design guidelines [22] for narrow stripe-
geometry lasers. In this work, we focus on the "multi-
filament" solutions which are important in broad area la- 2(y) nearfield intensity

sers. However, since the modulation depth of our solu- iE(y)12  Y

tions is relatively small, it is inaccurate to characterize transversemade

these solutions as "coupled filaments." In fact, to the
contrary, these modes evolve in a smooth way from higher z I I'S I I -

order modes of the complex linear waveguide. Further, ,
we show that gain saturation is responsible for the sta- n
bilization of "filament" size. Lateral carrier diffusion carrier pool

does not play a significant role in this stabilization. (c) g Wx t ~

II. CARRIER-DEPENDENT REFRACTIVE INDEX

In this section the complex refractive index is written
to include the carrier dependence. Throughout this work intense slnted
we consider traveling waves of the form IE(,1O enssiul

&(x, y, z, t) = E(x) F(x, y)ei(z -f) (1)

where x is the lateral dimension, y the transverse dimen- lateral mode
sion, and z the direction of propagation. The propagationconstant is and the angular frequency Th. E(x) is the Fig. I. (a) Stripe-geometry broad area laser with coordinate system used

in this analysis. (b) Fundamental transverse mode of graded index single
unknown lateral mode, and F(x, y) gives the transverse quantum well structure, showing very small optical confinement factor.
mode field distribution. As the problem cannot be solved (c) Nonlinear lateral mode as observed from our best devices. The gain

is locally depleted by stimulated emission in the high intensity regions.
exactly by separation of variables, the transverse mode leading to an increase in the local refractive index and the phenomenon

shape contains a slowly-varying dependence on the lateral of self-focusing.
coordinate [231.

Under these approximations, the lateral mode E(x) sat-
isfies the Helmholtz equation the carrier rate equation we shall consider one-dimen-

d'E(x) sional variables, since we have separated out the longi-

dr"- + k2{n~ff(x) - ,,2} E(x) = 0, (2) tudinal dependence and integrated out the transverse de-
pendence. When the lateral mode "sees" an effective
index nff, the steady-state rate equation becomes [191,

where n~ff(x) is the usual effective index determined by [201
solving the transverse eigenmode problem at each value
of x. The eigenvalue, 17, is defined by the longitudinal J(x) c c g(N(x))P(x)
propagation constant / - ka, and k0 is the free-space e = ff

propagation constant.
The physical origin of the self-focusing mechanism lies N(x) d2 N(x)

in the local depression of the gain profile by stimulated + - - D (3)
emission (spatial hole-burning), and this is what we shall
quantify first. It will then be incorporated into the effec- where
tive refractive index. Fig. l(a) shows a broad area device
of the type we shall consider. The laser shown is a single J(x) = injected current density [cm-2 s-
quantum well separate confinement heterostructure known N(x) = carrier density [cm - 2 ]
to give very low threshold densities [241. Fig. l(b) and P(x) = photon density in lateral mode E(x) [cm - 

2

(c) show representative optical modes of the transverse g(x) = spatial gain profile in the quantum well
and lateral waveguides, respectively. The transverse mode [cm-,I]
is index-guided, and for the single quantum well of thick- r3P = spontaneous lifetime [s]
ness LY, it is characterized by a small optical confinement D = lateral diffusion coefficient [ cm2 V-' s'-]
factor r.

The lateral waveguide is formed by the current stripe Equation (3) states that at a given position x, the carriers
and the lateral mode depends on the gain and index pro- gained by injected current are balanced in steady state by
files introduced by the steady-state carrier distribution. In losses due to stimulated and spontaneous emission and by
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lateral diffusion. Nonradiative recombination processes gain profile is as follows:
can be lumped into the spontaneous emission lifetime Tp. Lp d2 '(X)
We define a normalized saturated gain profile as -y(x) - yfo(x) + ____d_-to0

9(X)- 9h =91', +P(x) dx;

y(x) - g(x) - gt fi'.t(N(x) - Nth). (4) 1
th thPsat

where, as is customary [17], we have linearized about the +0 LSP (9)
threshold gain g,h m g(Nt;, ). gt is the differential gain /
(with respect to carrier density) at threshold. The dimen- + _
sionless quantity -y (x) quantifies the spatial hole-burning, Psat

giving the deviation from threshold gain in units of the where
threshold gain. Equation (3) can now be expressed as a
second-order linear ordinary differential equation in the J(x) - Jth P(x)
normalized saturated gin profile: Jsat Psat

d2
7 (x) ^ [ = (10)L P dX2  1+ P(Xt i Y(x) 1 + p- -

_ P(x) J(x) - J'h (5) is the solution when diffusion is neglected. Consider a

Pmt i t saturated gain profile that reflects a self-modulated near

where the following definitions have been made: field. While the level of the losses determines the average
gain level, regions of relatively high (low) optical inten-

L 2p a Drsp (6a) sity cause regions of local depression (elevation) in thegain. This effect, due to stimulated emission, is dominant
nfeff/c and is represented by the first term in (9). In addition.

P.sat TZgr,(6b) diffusion will cause some of the carriers to shift from re-gions of high gain to regions of low gain-filling in the

eNt gaps-and this effect is represented by the second term in
Jt (6c) (9); it is a correction to the first term.

Now, suppose that -y(x) oscillates about zero with a
egth periodicity defined by transverse wave vector k,. Com-

Jm . eg th. (6d) pared to the first term in (9), the diffusion term is of order
fspgth kL,p/(1 + (P(x)/P.,)). If kLp is small compared to2 2

Lsp is the diffusion length when the carrier lifetime is de- one, then ktLp << 1, and the diffusion correction is
termined solely by spontaneous emission and Jth is the small; as the power increases over P.1 , it becomes smaller
threshold current density. The equation has no simple so- yet. That is, the diffusion length, being proportional to
lution, as the diffusion operator L is x-dependent: the square root of the carrier lifetime, is reduced in the

presence of stimulated emission. Note that Psa can be in-
- 2 [ Ppx)1  terpreted as the photon density at which the stimulated

L. demission rate equals the spontaneous emission rate, since
at this intensity the carrier lifetime is reduced by a factor

and P(x) is still unknown. We can, however, find an ap- of two. This is in accordance with other definitions of the
proximate solution in terms of P(x). Since P(x) 2_ 0 for saturation intensity [171, [261.
all x, it is appropriate to find a WKB approximation for Since modulation in P(x) occurs only on spatial scales
the Green's function of L(x) [25]: longer than Lp and the effects of diffusion become van-

ishingly small at high power, we neglect them. As a re-
Gwt,(x, x') suit, we take (10) as the saturated gain profile. It remains

to incorporate this expression into the complex refractive

exp 1 1 ) dt index. Observing the traveling wave convention (1) leads
exp - - 1 Px t to the relationship

2 . (8 )P~f) n[(x) =fno- - rg.h(b + i ) -y(x) (l
I +- l Po

where no is the effective index of refraction corresponding
The Green's function is integrated against the right-hand to the threshold gain level, and b is the antiguiding factor
side of (5) and the integral is expanded asymptotically in [positive, with convention (1)]. In our model, b is iden-
powers of the diffusion length. The result for the saturated tical to the linewidth enhancement factor ,' at threshold
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carrier density. Finally. we establish the dependence of value problem to be solved for the modes of the broad
nrf on field E(x) by making use of the following relation: area laser:

h). rP(.r) (12) 1 d'E(x) +' no y(2 k2 dx 2  b °- . 2 + 1+ €a

where hw is the lasing transition energy and L, is the pre- Jo
viously mentioned active layer thickness. The field E(x) 2 E', -

strength at saturation is then [from (6b) and (12)1 $ E(x) 0 (16)

2hw niff I (13) E(x) 2 + E' (1

no  c gthLY7,p As can be deduced from phase-plane arguments. (16) sup-

We further define ports periodic solutions of the form E(x) = Eo( 1 +
me(x)) where E0 represents the average field amplitudeSno

-sat a -' brgth, (14) and e(x) is a periodic function that contains the filamen-
ko tary self-modulation. Here m is a modulation depth small

and note for future reference that EsaC is proportional to the compared to unity, so the composite solution has no nulls.

threshold gain. Equation (11) for the carrier-dependent Thompson identified such "multifilament" solutions in

dielectric constant becomes his treatise, and it is evident that corresponding solutions
exist in the complex case for a laser of infinite width. For

nI(x) = n+ ,(~ l +our laser of finite width, we take a solution of the form
+ E m Eoea + (17)

1 E( - E2 J(x) - Jh so that amplitude variations appear in a and phase varia-
Jat tions in 0. As such, small modulation solutions are char-

2 (15) acterized by small a, in which case appropriate lineari-
E(x)+ E zations can be easily made. Let be a dimensionless

position co-ordinate: x -d, where d is the half-width
Equation (15) predicts, as expected, an increase in both of the laser. Since E(0) * 0, we consider only even so-
the real and imaginary parts of nf in regions where lutions for E(U), and thus our task is to solve the problem
IE(x) 1 is large. That is, the gain is decreased while the on the interval 0 < t < 1. In the normalized coordinates.
refractive index is increased. Furthermore, at threshold, equation (16) becomes

J = Jth and P = 0, which ives neff = n2 as desired. At ( e

low-field intensity, IE(x)" I E2,,, this expression is a" + iO' + a'2 + i2a'O - 02 + L(a) = 0 (18)
of the form common to the nonlinear optics literature [271: whe
n2 (X) whe+n (),weeu h otclitnre 0(t) 0'(E )(note that the equation depends onlyn ) = n2 + n, - (x), where I is the optical intensity- on the phase gradient 0, not on the absolute phase 0). The
However, in our case, the nonlinearity in the effective in- intensity-dependent refractive index term is included in
dex is saturable. As seen from (15) the maximum local the last term of (18):
increase in dielectric constant occurs in the saturated limit
E 12 >> E ,, and is given by esa. It can be appreci-

ated from (14) that the parameter e, represents the L(a) nkd 2 n - 772 + I + i ,at
depression in dielectric constant in pumping from trans- -

parency to threshold current density. To minimize self- -

focusing, it should be as small as possible. Equation (14) E~e2
a -E 2t

indicates that to accomplish this, small values for the an-
tiguiding factor, optical confinement factor, and threshold E2e 2a + E2  -, (19)
gain are desired. All of these quantities are generally re-

garded as smaller in quantum well (QW) lasers than in The term L (a) can be linearized for the case of a I <<
regular double heterostructure (DH) lasers, and thus we I (small modulation depth):
conclude that the nonlinear action is weaker in QW lasers. L(a) = Lo + L I a + 0 (a) (20)
Ea, has been measured in both QW and DH lasers and is
known to be smaller by a factor of 2 in the case of the with
QW lasers [28). In very low threshold QW lasers, this Lo a kd n 1)
improvement may be doubled again.

I1. COMPLEX-VALUED NONLINEAR FIELD EQUATION +! ( + bk'd2e~a,(l -a) 21a)

Incorporating the complex effective refractive index
(15) into the Helmholtz equation (2) gives the following + (2lb)
second-order, nonlinear, nonanalytic, complex eigen- 0
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and where the following definitions have been made: = q0  + X

J - Jth +q0+1

a(xo tanh (Xo )) (25b)
a a (22a)

E0 and mo is the modulation depth at the center of the cevice.
E2 + 1 The slow amplitude and phase variations are

E2 ~b2 X5g 2(X
Eo 0 (22b) a, = --- tanh2 (Xo )

1 2 2 a 1.,

q0 2kod (22c) 2 (m(I mO (26a)

Here a is a dimensionless quantity related to the ratio be- 2
tween pump and field intensities, and in our model, is 0, = bxo tanh (xo) (26b)
constrained by energy conservation to be an 0( 1 ) term.
On the other hand, / gives the approximate ratio of stim- = b In cosh (Xo ). (26c)
ulated to stimulated + spontaneous emission, and satu- These solutions are parameterized by m0 and X0. Later it
rates smoothly towards unity in the high-power limit. q6 will be shown how these quantities are related to the real
is proportional to the au product, and (as we shall see) and imaginary parts of the eigenvalue, -q.
corresponds to the squared filament wave vector. The parameter X0 appears throughout, and we pause to
We have solved (18) [subject to the linearization (20)] discuss its significance. Locally, the angle between the

analytically. The bulk of the derivation appears as Ap- optical axis and the direction of phase and energy propa-
pendix A. At this point, we merely summarize the result. gation is, for small angles (in radians),

In addition to the filamentary self-modulation, we allow I do
for a global phase curvature and a slowly-varying ampli- E )() Re ) (27)
tude variation to satisfy the loss requirement of the am- Re(0) dx = nr d 0
plified mode. We separate the two as where n is the real refractive index and 0 = 0, + Of. as

a = af + a, (23a) before. Thus Xobxo/2nrd is the maximum slowly-vary-
ing angle of off-axis propagation, while d/X 0 is the lateral

0 =- f + 0s  (23b) position of the "knee" of the hyperbolic tangent. The
value of x0 is set by matching to the fields outside of the

where f denotes "fast" (or "filament") and s denotes gain stripe. As a rule, the larger the change in neff is, the
"slow." larger x0 must be to accommodate it. Note that solutions

The fast and slow variables are decoupled by an appro- in media of infinite extent are obtained by putting X0
priate averaging procedure. The fast, or self-modulation 0, while mo is unspecified.
terms, are Thus, depending on the magnitude of X0 compared to

unity, the phase front can be approximately parabolic over
a1 = m() cos q,dt (24a) the width of the device (X0 < 1), or else quickly ap-

proach a linear asymptote on either side (Xo >> 1 ). The

O=M(t q0 important consequence of this fact is that in the former
'' L bq, case, the far field will be essentially single-lobed, while

in the latter case a sharply-defined double-lobed far field
i q,d - 2 1 will result. Consequently, it is desirable to minimize thesin q - 2 cos , (24b) change in neff at the edge of the gain stripe to reduce Xo

Sq2 and get a narrow far field.
f(Z m() -.---- The primary structure in the near-field pattern is the self-

bq modulation. Its wavenumber in the center of the laser is
cos rq,dt -2!sin 'qd l (24c) qo, defined by (22c) as

d - 2E=(28)

q6 = 2ukod e- Ez + E2,"
where m and q, are the slowly-varying modulation depth
and filament wavenumber, given by This is an intensity-dependent quantity, small at low in-

sinh2 (xo ))/ 2 D tensity, but quickly increasing to a limiting value. Hence
m( )= mo(, +psi the filament spacing becomes stable as saturation intensity

4b"x02 is surpassed.
P + + X (25a) Since the filament width saturates, the number of fila-

q6 ments must also stabilize. From (24a) we see that the
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number of lobes in the near field is Using (A7), (A24)-(A25) (from Appendix A) leads to

1 [ A, = k~d~eA )-mq (34a)
N 1 + q'd I + io (29) 2

o i" " Ai = k02d2Esa (a - 1)- 2mq - 2b xS. (34b)

where F 1 denotes the greatest integer less than or Thus, solving for the physically meaningful quantities of
equal to the argument. The variable q, is always greater modulation depth mo and the slow phase gradient Xo by
than or equal to qo (25b), which establishes a lower bound boundary matching is equivalent to determining the ei-
for N. The squared wavenumber q0 saturates to genvalues A, and A.
2akod2ec,. Recall that a is an 0( 1 ) quantity and can be A physically important parameter is the modal gain G,
taken as unitv for purposes of discussion. As we men- defined to be the rate at which the traveling wave solution
tioned earli,, c-,, is the difference in real dielectric con- grows. For purposes of discussion, we allow the modal
stant between transparency and threshold. This difference gain to be different from the threshold gain rgh and thus
comes from unsaturable losses (chiefly mirror losses). For examine all traveling wave solutions. Since G, - rgh =
a laser of width W, we have -2ko3m((1 - no ), we have

NW F+w/w (30) G, = rgd, + (35)

where W is a saturated filament spacing given by 2b Re (no) kod

Ultimately, energy conservation requires A, = 0 for a las-
iX0 L ing mode, and this determines the unknown field ampli-

/o (31) tude E0 in terms of m0 and X0 via (34b). The three terms
W tRe (n0 ) b[ctL + In (1/R)] in A, correspond to three physical mechanisms that affect

where L is the laser length, R is the facet reflectivity, and the gain. The first is proportional to a - 1. Recall that a

a is the distributed loss constant. Thus, unsaturable losses is related to the ratio of pump intensity to field intensity.

in addition to the mirror losses decrease the saturated fil- An increase in a indicates an increase in the pump level

ament spacing and increase the number of filaments. (or decrease in the optical power) which reduces the

In order to quantify this analysis, we choose Est to char- amount of gain saturation. The second term, proportional

acterize the wafers grown in our laboratory by molecular to m, reflects the inefficiency introduced by modulation

beam epitaxy. For a single quantum well device with in the near-field pattern. In comparison of a field with a

threshold current density 250 A/cm2, the relevant values modulated near field to one without, where both experi-
are rgn = 30 cm-I and b = 2 [29]. The value of b has ence the same modal gain, the average gain level con-

been estimated for AIGaAs lasers to lie in the range 2-6 sistent with the modulated field is increased by an amount

[301 with the lower values more appropriate for quantum proportional to the square of the modulation depth; that
well lasers. At X = 0.845 /m, this gives es.t = 2.7 x amount appears here. The third term, proportional to xo.
10- 3, and a saturated filament spacing of - 12 um. This reflects the losses due to phase curvature, or off-axis prop-
value justifies our decision to neglect diffusion effects in agation. Energy propagating at an angle to the optical axis

formulating (15). For a device 100 Asm wide, the esti- is absorbed by the lossy boundaries this effect also re-

mated lower bound on filament number is N = 9. duces the gain.

At this point, the solutions are parameterized by the IV. THE OUTER SOLUTION AND BOUNDARY MATCHING
modulation depth io, phase gradient xo, and the field am- Beyond the gain stripe ( a I), the pump current is
plitude E0 . It remains to relate mo and Xo to the eigen- zero. However, several processes conspire to prevent the
value, . We make implicit definitions of A,., in terms of gain from immediately taking on its unpumped value.
) as follows: Current spreading will cause the current injected into the

kod2 (n - 2nok'd 2 (no - ,1) active region to taper off at the edge of the gain stripe.Optical pumping also occurs, which partially bleaches the

1 'A + (32) unpumped material. Our model of neff is based on a
2 b b/ linearization of the gain about the threshold gain, and ex-

tension of this model into the unpumped region would be
Thus, A,, gives the deviation of the eigenvalue from the clearly inaccurate. In addition, the roll-off rate of nff
effective index at threshold. From (2 1a) we have would be of the same order of magnitude as qo. Conse-

Lo L' + iLo' (33a) quently, the separation of scales we used in the previous
portion of this paper would be inappropriate.

I However, the exact shape of the gain distribution out-
L = 2 (Ar + kg2d 2esat( 1 - a)) (33b) side the gain stripe affects only slightly the rate at which

the field grows or decays at the edge of the gain stripe.
L' fI (a + kod2,,,( I - a)) (33c) which determines the values that the inner solution must

2b 0 )take on there. For our model, we will assume that the
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effective index of refraction outside the stripe has a func-
tional form that satisfies the following criteria: (a) 1El (orb. unit 6i

1) neff = no at the edge of the gain stripe.

2) neff rolls off smoothly to its full absorption
value, defined to be n,. -50 0 50 x( ,m)

In addition, we would like the specific functional form Phase

to allow for a closed-form analytic solution. These crite- angle 0
ria are satisfied if we take -50

neff m no0 + B tanh K~ - I)50 (~m

+ Ctanh2 K(t - 1) (36)

where (c) Intensity (orb units)

B+ C=n -n (37) 61,,

and K characterizes the roll-off rate. 41

Our approximate solution outside the gain stripe is the 
2 
f, ,

solution of the Helmholtz equation (2) with this effective -50 0 50 x( ,m)
index; that is, lateral dimension

E = Ele -D(- I) sechFl/ K( - 1) (38) Fig. 2. Our analytical solution for the lowest-a lO-filament mode of a de-
vice with half-width d = 50 Lm, e., = 2.7 x 10-3 and r9gh = 30 cm '.

where the complex constants D and F satisfy The spreading parameter at the edges is x-' = 20 gm. (a) Near-field
intensity. (b) Local phase front angle. The slow component of the phase

F2 + sF + 2DF = -(ni - n) (39a) front angle reaches 0.32* at the lossy boundary. corresponding to emis-
sion off-axis of about l. 1 * outside the facet. (c) Experimental trace of

/ - F near-field intensity of 100 jm wide device at several points above thresh-
D2 - A = -- Ar + i . (39b) old 15].

2 \

The appropriate branches to select are Re (D) a 0 and and spacing of the lobes and the increase in modulation
Re (F) a 0. The eigenvalues are determined by the re- depth towards the edge of the stripe. In addition, we can
quiement that the field E and its first derivative E' be estimate the width of the far field from the largest local
continuous at the edge of the gain stripe (t = 1 ). Both average phase angle under the gain stripe. In Fig. 2(a),
conditions can be met by the requirement the average phase angle (inside the facet) is approxi-

mately, from (38), 0.32*, which yields a far-field width
(40) of 2.1" outside the laser; that, too, is in agreement with

E E [11
Next, let us consider the lateral mode spectrum. In the

Consequently, the transcendental equation which deter linear case, this spectrum is characterized by a finite set
of modes, each with a distinct modal gain. The mode with

a'(1) + iO( I) = -D. (41) the highest modal gain is deemed to be the lasing mode
at threshold. However, the situation is more complex in

V. DIscussioN the associated nonlinear problem. In addition to modal
We can now solve the eigenvalue equation for mo and gain G., each mode must also be characterized by a field

X0 and substitute the results into our expressions for the amplitude E0 , at a given injected current density. This
lateral mode. In Fig. 2(a) and (b) we have plotted the added degree of freedom allows a finite set of lateral
lateral power distribution and local phase angle, respec- modes to have the same modal gain by allowing the in-
tively, for a 10-filament mode of a 100 Asm wide device, dividual amplitudes to vary.
for current pumping J - 6Jh, Jth/J, = 3, b = 2, and This multiplicity is illustrated in Fig. 3. Here we plot
e,, = 2.7 x 10- 3.The unsaturated (amplitude) loss out- the modal gain as a function of a for modes containing 8-
side the gain stripe is taken to be 90 cm - , and it corre- 13 filaments. If the resonator losses are 30 cm'. then all
sponds to a 10-90 percent roll-off distance of 20 Am in solutions with matching modal gain are candidates for las-
ner. The number of lobes in the near-field pattern, 10, is ing modes. For comparison, the gain of a uniform plane
higher than our estimate, reflecting the additional contri- wave of the same E0 is also plotted. None of the lateral
butions to q, that come from X0. As we said, X0 is set by modes is as efficient as a plane wave in extracting gain.
boundary effects; consequently, lossier boundaries on the That is to be expected because the lateral modes have the
gain stripe will increase the number of lobes in the near absorbing boundaries to contend with. The boundaries in-
field. This pattern is very similar to the experimental trace troduce losses in two ways. First, they induce a spatial
reported in [151 [reproduced in Figure 2(c)] in the size modulation, which lowers the extraction efficiency by an
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S-/smaller, and the penalty that the mode pays is an in-
Modot gain / creased modulation depth. Eventually. the modulation
G fcm"1) // penalty overwhelms the benefits of gain saturation: the

modal gain falls off again, and the cutoff appears. Fortu-
40 7 / nately. higher order modes (meaning more filaments) have

S,.successively higher cutoff-a's, so higher modal gains are
/always possible with higher order modes.

0 .... 0 We have made the assumption that, for a given rg~h, the

1 5 2 field pattern with the greatest power (lowest a) is the ac-

tual lasing mode. However, at a given threshold gain, so-
lutions exist for all the lateral modes that are above cutoff.

20 In Fig. 5 we plot the lateral power distribution for the 4
lowest order modes with modal gains of 30 cm- .Suc-
cessively higher order modes have more lobes, smaller

L modulation depth, and more phase curvature [as can be
I inferred from the correction to the filament wavenumber

Fig. 3. Traces of the N = 8 through 13 filamient solutions in the modal given in equation (25b) 1.
gain versus a plane. with conditions as in Fig. 2. All modes have lower Finally, we comment briefly on the issue of modal se-
modal gain than the plane wave, as a result of the modulation depth and lection. In linear theory, the rule is: the mode with the
phase curvature induced by the boundaries. For a resonator with thresh-
old gain of 30 cm- '. allowable modes must satisfy the steady-state con- most gain wins. In a nonlinear system. the lasing mode is
dition G, = IAg, (., = 0). determined not by modal gain, but by a stability analysis.

It is possible (but not likely) that the mode with the small-
est a is unstable, while a mode with a higher a is stable.

/o0 Alternatively, for certain operating points there may be
/ multiple stable points (as is the case in coupled-cavity Ia-

Contribution to sers, for example [311).
modal gatn (cm-') / The plausibility of the latter scenario may become more

40 (N: 10) / apparent by considering longitudinal variations within the
a) cutoff laser. In a Fabry-Perot laser, the average optical intensity

• utis not a constant, but is minimized somewhere between
/paramete the two facets. Likewise. the material gain is maximized

o- in the central region. According to our analysis. different
.30 . . " " .o modes may be favored in different regions of the resona-

./t)...-", tar. The round-trip a of a lateral/longitudinal mode com-
S.--" (b) bination would thus be a weighted average of local a. and

,../ this average would be the arbiter of which mode lases.
20 /Concerning stability, we remark that in the unsaturated

/ case where I E(x)1 << E',, the Helmholtz equation can
be expressed in the form of the nonlinear Schr6dinger
equation. This equation is one of a class which admits
soliton-like solutions, which are known to be unstable
against many types of perturbation [321. Thus, in the low-

Fig. 4. Relative contribution to modal gain from (a) pumping (a - I) power regime, the laser may exhibit instability. Above
(b) modulation depth (m). and (c) phase curvature (X) for the N 10 saturation intensity, however, the nonlinearity is much
filament solution in Fig. 3. Huge losses incurred by increasing modula- weaker and the self-guiding mechanism is stabilized.
tion lead to an upper "cutoff" in a. The N = 10 solution does not exist
beyond cutoff. Until recently, stable, uniform near-field patterns have

not been commonly observed, as an excellent crystal
growth over the entire laser is required to realize spatially

amount proportional to m6. Secondly, as we have said, uniform gain and index profiles. We can see from Fig. 3
they impart an overall phase curvature to the field, which that the different longitudinal modes differ in modal gain
directs energy off of the axis of propagation and into the by only a few cm-'. Furthermore. in numerical calcula-
absorbing walls. The relative contributions of these two tions we have found that variations in local gain of a frac-
mechanisms are plotted in Fig. 4 for the lowest-a mode tion of a cm-' will disrupt the smooth lateral structure.
(i.e., the 10-filament mode). Their explicit contribution To some degree, the effects of longitudinal propagation
to the modal gain can be seen in (34)-(35). The two con- can smooth out the effects of inhomogeneities. Neverthe-
tributions combine to give each mode an upper cutoff in less, the broad area laser will remain extremely sensitive
a. As a increases (and thus power decreases), the modal to such effects. Possibly, the destabilizing effect of ma-
gain for any given lateral mode will tend to increase as terial defects can be overcome by structures such as the
well, because the gain is becoming less and less saturated. recently demonstrated "controlled filament" laser (331.
However, the saturated filament spacing is becoming ever In this structure, the effective mirror reflectivity is mod-
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-0; + L' + Lra, + (a; 2 - 02 ) = 0 (A3a)

(a) O' + 2a'6, + Lo' + L'1 a, + 2(a;O) = 0. (A3b)

Noting from (21b) that L' = bLI, we can eliminate a,
-50 -50 (4m) easily from these equations, leaving the following equa-

ib) tion in Os:

b so + 6s(0, + 2ba;') = b 2x 2(q) (A4a)

- 12 50 (jM) where
Cc b2 ×2 (1) E 

- bL 0 + (a; 2 
- 02)

- 2b(aOf). (A4b)
- I50 ' 0 x( m

(d) S0 "(M) Neglecting 2ba' with respect to O, (A4) becomes

b0 = b2x 2 (t) 02. (A)

-5c 50 x( ,m) We choose initial conditions a, (0) = 0, a; (0) = 0, 0, (0)
lateral dimension = 0, which together with (A3a) implies

Fig 5. Near-field intensities for the N = 10. 11. 12. and 13 filament so- Lo + (a; 2 
- o )0 = 0. (A6)

lutions for the 30 cm-' loss resonator. Parts (a-(d) correspond to modes
A-D in Fig 3. Then

bX2(0)= -L - 2(a; Of )o. (A7)

ulated in the lateral dimension in order to induce filaments By approximating X X (0) -X) (to be checked in Ap-
at prescribed positions. The present analysis indicates that pendix B), we can integrate (A5) for the slowly-varying
this structure can be optimized if the reflectivity modu- phase gradient, and then determine the slowly-varying
lation is chosen with the same periodicity as the saturated amplitude from (A3a):
filament spacing of the parent broad area laser. 0, - bX0 tanh (Xo ) (A8a)

VII. APPENDIX A a, = I (tanh (41 - L

This appendix details the solution of (18), (20), and L X 0

(23). After dividing into real and imaginary parts, (18) - (a 2 - } )). (A8b)
becomes

)z We spatially-averaged (Al) to obtain the slow equa-
+ a's + (a; + a - (of + O) tions, (A2). Upon subtracting (A2) from (Al), we are left

+ Lo + L' (a + as) = 0 (Ala) with the fast equations:

0 + 0; + 2(aj + as) (Of+ 9) a' + (a;2 - (a2)) + 2a;a;

+ L' + L'1(af + a,) = 0 (Alb) - (8' - (0 )) - 20O0 +L'af = 0 (A9a)

where, for example. L' denotes the real part of 4. The 0; + 2(aoOf - (aO 1 )) + 2a; 6,
fast variables af, Of, are those which vary on a spatial scale
of O( r/q 0 ); the slow variables as, 9, vary on a spatial
scale of 0( 1 ). To exploit the existence of two distinct Equations (A9a)-(A9b) describe a harmonic oscillator
length scales, we spatially average equations (AI) over a system with a slowly-varying resonance frequency. The
distance long compared to 21./qo, but short compared to terms in parentheses act as driving terms at double the
1. leaving resonant frequency; their corresponding response will be

-_ +2 r ) _ 02 0 smaller than the fundamental, and we neglect them in fa-
a' + L (a 2  f vor of the fundamental response. Of the remaining terms,

(A2a) we keep only those of 0(q ) and neglect the O(qo ) and

0' + 2a9, + L' + La, + 2(aj Of) = 0. 0( 1 ) terms. Equation (A9) then simplifies to

(A2b) a;' - 20 ,Of + LIaf-- 0 (Al0a)

( . ) denotes spatial averaging over the fast scale; O; + 20, a; + L, af-- 0. (A l0b)

(A2a)-(A2b) vary on the slow scale. They determine the In view of the slowly-varying coefficients, we form a
slowly-varying quantities a, and 0. WKB-type solution

Keeping highest order terms (dropping a,, a' ) leads af - cle' q d
f (Al la)

to the following two coupled equations for the slowly-
varying amplitude and phase gradient: Of - c2 e' (A lib)
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with slowly-varying q( ). Together. (A10) becomes the where
following eigenvalue system - 4b 2 x

- + 4 01+ (A20b)

Iq 2 c) = (A12) Hence the modulation depth is!to +iq 20, iqj C2 0jit=M(I+PSn2Xt ).o.2

bmo(l + p sinh2 (xo)) •

The characteristic equation is (A21)

q' = + 40' - i (A13) Thus, the modulation depth is at a minimum, mo, at thebq center of the device, and increases monotonically towards

Taking q to be of the form q, - iqi, then q2  q2 - I the boundary. For the filament wave vector, we will find

i2q,q,. Assuming q >> q, we take that 2 :s q0, so q, = / + 4 qo + 26 /qo. Then

q - i2qq. (A14) qrd = qo + 2bLx° (Xo- tanh (XoZ)).

Comparing (A13) and (A14) gives q0

q +q40 (Al5a) (A22)

At the middle of the device, the wave vector is simply qU
b + 4 2 " (Al5b) and it, too, increases monotonically towards the bound-~ibq2 e sary.

There are two solutions for q, (equal magnitude, opposite Finally, recalling the slow equations (A3), we can now
sign), and one for q,. Thus the two solutions of (A 13) for evaluate the averaged quantities that depend on the fast
the propagation constant are solutions af and Of:

±= ±qr - iqi (A16) (02) = - \ d + 42f b2 2(A23a)

where henceforth q, is understood to be the positive root 2/q0 +40/

of (Al5a). Note that qi << q,, as assumed. Now, af and 2 m /62 q0 02Z

6f are real quantities. Symmetry dictates the choice of af (a 2 ) = -q + +0 + 40' (A23b)

as

a1  2 + Of) )a = 2 ( )(A23c)
2b q02 + 40')

cos q, dt. (A17) This enables explicit evaluation of the slowly-varying am-
plitude; together (A23) and (A8b) give

The quantity m(t) - mo exp I q, dt is the slowly-varying IF M2

modulation depth. The phase 61 is then determined by the a.=Ib 2 x $tanh 2 xo - (A24)
eigenvector of (A 12). We have q0 L

C 21 where terms of relative order l1/b 2 have been neglected.
- = i -o - 20, = ±i -! - 20. (AI8) This equation can be simplified further. By imposing the

± bq. bq, condition a,(0) = 0, we infer from (A24) that

Then = -nm~q2. Equation (A24) becomes

19 = n [c21- e eiiqt + l 1q-dt a b2 ( tanh2 _Xo -1 (m 2() . (A25)

= M(k) (- -t sin q 2 cos q, dt) The last calculation we need is the quantity x. From (A4b)
= bq, j 2 q" we have

(A19) bmX2 = L - bLo + M 2 ° q0

Finally, let us estimate how the modulation depth and fil- 2 q2 + 40s

ament wavenumber vary across the half-width of the de- 0(
2 (02+ 4, (1+ )] (A26)vice. From (Al5b) and (A8a) we have • b( 2- b2

q b - q" + d To a good approximation (lowest order in l/b 2)

M2 40

In ( I + p sinh2 (Xot)) (A20a) b22  "+ L - bL' , . (A27)-2p 2 q' + 40 S
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Second quantized state lasing of a current pumped single quantum well laser
Michael Mittelstein, Yasuhiko Arakawa, ) Anders Larssonb) and Amnon Yariv
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91 125~412

(Received 7 July 1986; accepted for publication 27 October 1986)

Newly observed features of quantum well lasers are presented and explained with the aid of a
simple model. These involve lasing with gain contributions not only from the fundamental
(n = 1) state, but simultaneously from the second quantized (n = 2) state as well.
Experimental data for current pumped GaAIAs/GaAs single quantum well lasers are
presented. Very high resonator losses ( Z 100 cm- ') force the lasers to augment their gain
with major contributions from the second quantized state. The main signature of n = 2 lasing,
a sudden and large increase in the lasing photon energy, is observed and explained by the
theory.

2

In this letter we report on an experimental and theoreti- g(E) = C H [(E - E,) S -E] [2fc (E) - 1]
cal investigation of the gain of quantum well lasers and pres- ,= (2)
ent experimental evidence of lasing involving the second
quantized (n = 2) level.' Lasing at a higher energy is in- The constant C, the maximum available modal gain per
duced by increasing the losses in a single quantum well laser, quantized state, is estimated from our data to be 100cm -.
which is attained by decreasing the cavity length of Fabry- The conduction-band offset as a fraction of the total band-
Perot lasers. In addition, however, a substantial increase in gap offset S, is taken to be 0.85.6 The staircase nature of the
threshold current was observed. This feature was predicted density of states function is represented by the Heaviside
by Arakawa and Yariv2 and by Mcllroy et al.3 and also ob- function H. For E, we use the band-gap energy of bulk
served by Zory et al." but was not specifically related to the GaAs 1.42 eV. The Fermi function for the electrons with the
second quantized state lasing. quasi-Fermi energy Ef, is

The experimental approach utilizes the fact that at las- 1 C3)
ing the modal gain constant g is equal to the modal losses; f E) exp( [ (E - E,) S - E ]/kT) + I
that is, in Fabry-Perot resonators With m* = 0.067 m, where m, is the electron mass, a

g = a, + (1/L)ln(1/R). (1) 100-4 infinite wall well implies that the first quantized ener-

Cleaved, uncoated, broad-area, gain-guided lasers are used gy is E, = 0.056 eV and that E2 is four times as large. In the
and a reflectivity of R = 0.3 is assumed. Our single quantum particular structure used in our experiments (as described in
well (SQW) devices grown by molecular beam epitaxy5  Ref. 5) the actual values are computed by numerical solu-
show very low internal losses measured to be a, <2 cm '. tion of the Schr6dinger equation to be E, = 0.0314 eV and
Therefore, the modal gain at lasing can be selected by simply E2 = 0.1196 eV. In this solution we use E5 (X)
cleaving devices to the appropriate length L.' = ( 1.42 + 1.247X) eV where X is the Al mole fraction. The

A set of lasers was characterized and then cleaved to expression (2) is a slight simplification that ignores some of
progressively shorter lengths, resulting in lasers with lengths the specific hole features and does not include collision
spanning 70 to 470/um. In Fig. I the measured wavelength at broadening.
threshold is shown as a function of the modal gain (loss) Figure 2 shows the electron density distribution and
constant. The vertical bar indicates the spread of the data gain spectrum of our model for two conditions: Fig. 2 (a) is
while the horizontal bar gives the average value. The curve
shows results from a theoretical model which is discussed in 86.i0. .
the following part of this letter. The most striking feature of E860 LASING WAVELENGTH GAIN

the data is the very abrupt change of lasing wavelength in the 0 841.7 57
841.7 57

vicinity of 100 cm-', which we identify with the onset of 8840 - 36.9 84
788.1 107second quantized state (n = 2) lasing. nl 1 7936 107

CD 783.6 04
We employ a simple model to describe the essential z 820- - SMPI.ME MODEL

characteristics of a quantum well laser and their implica- U
tions with respect to our measurements. The one-dimension- 800 n
al carrier confinement in a quantum well leads to a staircase L
density of states function. Considering the n = I and n = 2
states only, the modal gain at photon energy E is calculated 80 .I I
from 0 50 100 150 200

GAIN / cm"I
Present address: University of Tokyo. Tokyo 106. Japan. FIG. 1. Lasing wavelength vs modal gain measurements are shown in com-
' Present address: Chalmers University of Technology, Goteborg, Sweden. panson to predictions of our simple model.
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ELECTRON E;i ... AIN,

- j GAIN}DENSIT - E
>- 6 0.25 28

E / T t- <  0.61 57

Z 1.45 84
GAIN 4 2.65 107

o 0 6.49 174
(a) EF - 3-
ELECTRON cc U. 2:

.. 4.
DENSIT yllltii, , ,m mJ

E /kT 0 .
0 . . . . . . .

GAIN 0 50 100 150
(b)E GAIN / cm-1

(b) EF FIG. 4. Threshold current density vs lasing gain measurements. For expla-

FIG. 2. Gain spectra as computed using (2) from the shown electron den- nation see text.

sity. The occupation of the staircase density of states function is indicated by
shading. The vertical bar indicates the quasi-Fermi energy. and the energy is

drawn to scale for room temperature. Part (a) shows conditions of high g(E) = xp( [E - ] S.E) - [2f. (E) - 1]
pumpdensity, part (b) of very high pumpdensity resulting in the gain max- . - E --

imum at the onset energy of the second quantized state. (4)

This equation gives gain spectra as shown in Fig. 3 for differ-

for the case of a high pump current density, several times the ent quasi-Fermi energies. In this model the gain curve

threshold current density of a normal SQW laser; Fig. 2(b) crosses zero at the quasi-Fermi energy of the conduction

is at an even higher current density. The gain spectrum at the electrons. The higher quasi-Fermi energies (corresponding

higher pumping level is very wide and shows a new peak at to higher pump densities) are associated with the short cay-

the onset energy of the second quantized state. Especially ity lasers. The calculations show a wide gain spectrum which

notable is the doubling of the gain at the onset energy of the leads to a high level of recombination radiation even as

second quantized state where its gain adds to that of the first threshold is approached. We verified this by measuring gain

one. Furthermore, in this model considerably higher quasi- spectra of short lasers below threshold which indicated fairly

Fermi energies (as obtained in very short lasers) lead to flat gain over a region extending over more than 50 nm.

nearly double the gain in the high-energy region with respect The uppermost curve in Fig. 3 shows the maximum

to the maximum value obtainable from the n = I state alone, available gain as a function of photon energy, that is, the

For more realistic quantitative results, broadening is in- value which would result from an infinite pumping current

corporated via an effective smearing of the steps in the den- in this model. Therefore, the gain needed to overcome very
sity of states function in the basic model by an amount high losses ( Z 100 cm- t in our case) can only be obtained
AE.-/r, where r is the intraband scattering time of the from a SQW laser by enlisting the added contribution of a
electrons. A value of &E = 6.6 meV corresponding to second (n = 2) quantized state. Consequently, the lasing
r = 0.1 ps is used. The broadening is altered to have expo- wavelength must shift to shorter wavelengths as the required
nential tails rather than a Lorentzian shape. Including gain (i.e., the loss of the cavity) is increased. By tracing the
broadening, the modal gain expression becomes peak of the gain spectrum (4) for varying quasi-Fermi ener-

gies as indicated in Fig. 3 the lasing wavelength as a function
ELECTRON ENERGY IN CONDUCTION BAND / eV of modal gain is obtained in this model. This result is the

0 0.05 0.1 0.1 5 curve shown together with the experimental data in Fig. 1.

200 The qualitative agreement of our results with this model
0/ is good, and leaves little doubt concerning the participation

150 of the second quantized state in the lasing.
~The lasing wavelength characteristics explained above

10 -are accompanied by an extraordinary increase in threshold

in current with increasing gain (that is, decreasing length).

0Z The observed dependence of threshold current density on
0 50 the laser gain is shown in Fig. 4. Again, the vertical bar

z indicates the spread of the data while the horizontal bar gives

860 840 820 800 780 760 the average value. The threshold current was determined

from the first rapid change in intensity of any longitudinal
mode with small increases in current. This was necessary

FIG 3 Gain spectra as computed using (4) for various quasi-Fermi ener- since the short devices exhibit a high spectrally integrated
gies are shown as solid lines. The top solid curve gives the maximum avai" light intensity at threshold (about 0mW for lOO/um width
able gain, which is limited by the density of states function The broken
curve traces the maximum gain of the spectra with varying quasi-Fermi caused by the wide gain spectrum as explained above). Fur-
energy. thermore, their very high threshold current densities limit
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measurements far above threshold. Thus the conventional rent and spectral characteristics of the effect, especially the
method of linearly extrapolating the light-current curve discontinuous change in lasing wavelength.
would be inaccurate for the short devices. This restriction The authors thank a reviewer for a helpful critique. The
does not apply for longer devices, and results of some indi- research reported in this letter was supported by the Nation-
vidual test lasers are shown as asterisks in Fig. 4. al Science Foundation, Office of Naval Research, and Rock-

Our model is consistent with the qualitative features of well International Corporation.
the data shown in Fig. 4. The theoretical treatment of the
threshold current density as a function of gain is more com-
plicated than that described above to explain the dependence 'M. Mittelstein. Y. Arakawa. A. Larsson, and A. Yariv, XIV International

of the oscillation wavelength on the gain. For the high loss Quantum Electronics Conference, June 1986, PDI6.
devices it must take into account the density of states func- 2Y. Arakawa and A. Yariv, IEEE J. Quantum Electron. QE-21. 1666

tion at energies above the quantum well and is thus a sensi- (1985).
'P. W. A. Mcllroy, A. Kurobe, and Y. Uematsu, IEEE J. Quantum Elec-

tive function of the band profile outside the well region. Such tron. QE-21, 1958 (1985).
an analysis is now in progress and will be described in a more 'P. S. Zory, A. R. Reisinger, L. J. Mawst. G. Costrini. C. A. Zmudzinski,

detailed account of the work. M. A. Emanuel. M. E. Givens. and 1. J. Coleman, Electron. Lett. 22. 475

The considerations and data presented in this letter have (1986).
'A. Larsson, M. Mitteistein, Y. Arakawa. and A. Yariv, Electron. Lett. 22.

a strong bearing on the design for extremely short quantum 79 (1986).
well lasers and on the quest for short-wavelength semicon- 'The effect of changing S is primarily a vertical shift of the curve in Fig. 1,

ductor lasers. while leaving its characteristic features unchanged. We are aware that a

In conclusion, the lasing of a current pumped single value of S = 0.6 is more consistent with the majority of recent determina-
tions; we use0.85 because it provides thebest fit toourdata. However. our

quantum well laser from the second quantized state was model is too simple to draw conclusions regarding the appropriate value of
demonstrated. A simple model explains the threshold cur- S.
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Quantum Well Lasers-Gain, Spectra, Dynamics
Y. ARAKAWA, MEMBER, IEEE. AND A. YARIV, FELLOW, IEEE

(Invited Paper)

Abstract-We discuss a number of theoretical and experimental is- ness. The density of states (per unit energy and area) of
sues in quantum well lasers with enr hasis on the basic behavior of the such confined electrons in a SQW structure is given by
gain, the field spectrum, and the modulation dynamics. It is revealed
that the use of quantum well structures results in improvement of these
properties and brings several new concepts to optical semiconductor p,(E) I= i E - e.] (1)
devices. 

n=I

where HLx], m , h, and e. are the Heaviside function, the

I. INTRODUCTION effective mass of electrons, Planck's constant (h) divided
by 2x, and the quantized energy level of electrons in the

HE ability to fabricate single quantum well (SQW) nth subband of the QW, respectively. When the barriers
i and multiple quantum well (MQW) devices has given are sufficiently high and the barrier thickness is suffi-

rise to new optical and electronic devices as well as to cetylre seult

new physical phenomena [1]. Since the first investigation ciently large, e, is equal to

of optical properties in quantum wells by Dingle et al., (nirh)' (2)
[2] the application of quantum well structures to semicon- e, = 2mL?2
ductor laser diodes [31, [41 has received considerable at-
tention because of physical interest as well as its superior where L. is the thickness of the Qw.
characteristics, such as low threshold current density (51, If we use a MQW structure instead of the SQW. the
[6], low temperature dependence of threshold current [7]- density of states is modified. When bamier layers between
[91, lasing wavelength tunability, and excellent dynamic wells are thick enough, each well is independent. In this
properties [101-[121. By controlling the width of the case, the density of states is just N times density of states
quantum wells, one can modify the electron and hole of electrons in an SQW.
wavefunctions, which leads to the modification of mate- **

rial parameters. This results in improvements of the laser p,(E) = N - IE - (3)
characteristics, as well as introduction of new concepts to
semiconductor optical devices, where N is the number of QW's. On the other hand, if the

In this paper, we describe the basic properties of the barrier is sufficiently thin or its barrier height is small
quantum well laser with emphasis on its dynamic and enough so that coupling between adjacent wells is sub-
spectral properties as well as gain characteristics. We also stantial, the quantized energy levels are no longer degen-
discuss new device concepts including a Q-switched erate, and each single well level splits into N different
quantum well laser [13] and a quantum wire laser [9], energy levels. In this case, the density of states (per unit
[10]. energy and area) is expressed by

II. GAIN AND THRESHOLD CURITENT p,(E) = i c - (4)

A. Density of States 
II

In a quantum well (QW) structure, a series of energy where E, (k = 1, • • , N) are the energy levels which

levels and associated subbands are formed due to the split from a single well energy le%. :. Kroemer er al. [ 141
quantization of electrons in the direction of the QW thick- and Yariv et al. [ 15] analytically estimated the energy

broadening due to this coupling. The coupling is impor-
tant for obtaining a uniform carrier distribution in the

Manuscript received January 5. 1986: revised April II. 1986. This work MQW structure. However, strong coupling-leads to the
was supported by the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research. the U.S. smearing of the configuration of the density of states and
Office of Naval Research. the I.T.T. Corporation. and the Japan Society a resulting reduction in the two-dimensional character of
for the Promotion of Science.

Y. Arakawa is with the California Institute of Technology. Pasadena, the wells. We can characterize the smearing due to cou-
CA 91125, on leave from the Institute of Industrial Science. University of pling by A E ( n max e,, - min e,). This A E corresponds
Tokyo. Minato-ku. Tokyo 106. Japan. to the degree to which the smearing in the density of states

A. Yanv is with the California Institute of Technology, Pasadena. CA
91125. occurs. Since the tunneling time r, of electrons through a

IEEE Log Number 8609366. barrier is on the order of h/A E, the following relations
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are required for obtaining good uniformity of carrier con- velocity, and E, is the bandgap. Although the possibility
centration and maintaining the two-dimensional proper- of the transition with no k-selection rule [191 and a vio-
ties [141: lation of the An = 0 selection rule have been discussed.

h17, < 1E(=h1,) « hlrn (5) we will adopt the formula with k-selection rule with An
= 0 selection rule.

where r, is the carrier recombination time at lasing and In QW structures, it was observed by Kobayashi et al.
r, is the intraband relaxation time (i.e.. 7, time). The first [27] that the internal gain depends on the polarization of
inequality indicates that the tunneling time for uniform the light. Asada et al. [281 and Yamanishi et al. [291 dis-
carrier distribution should be much smaller than the re- cussed this phenomenon using the k - p perturbation
combination time. The second one implies that the smear- method developed by Kane [30]. For instance. IM,, 2
ing due to the coupling should be much smaller than the for the TE mode (polarized parallel to the layers) due to
smearing due to the carrier relaxation effects. A locali- an electron-heavy hole transition is given by
zation effect in two slightly asymmetric wells is also dis-
cussed by Lang et al. [161 and Yariv et al. [15]. In order IM, .hI = IM0I ve (I + E/(,, -, )) (8)
to simplify the discussion in this paper, we assume that
the coupling in an M.Qw is weak enough that the density weeJo,,i h qaeo h ioemti lmn
of states can be described by (3). of conventional double heterostructure (DH) lasers and is

approximately equal to 1.33 moE. For more precise dis-

B. Linear Gain cussion on this matrix element, nonparabolicity and an-

The gain properties in QW lasers have been investi- isotropy of valence band should be considered, which is

gated using different theoretical treatments [17]-[23]. The discussed elsewhere. The calculated results shown below
main features of the gain properties in QW lasers are the are, however, on the basis of the above simple model.

gain flattening effect, dependence on the number and the The quasi-Fermi energy levels E, and c-F, in a laser are

thickness of the QW's and the anisotropy of the momen- determined by both the charge neutrality condition and

tum matrix element. When the recombination is domi- the condition that the modal gain gmro(E) =17(E) where

nated by the band-to-band radiative process [241, [25. F is the optical confinement factor) at the photon energy

the linear bulk gain derived under k-selection rule is given E, for the laser oscillation is equal to the total losses a,,,a

by [26] as follows:

gm(E,) = rg(E) = atocai
g(E. n) = - xi(E, n) (6)

nE = ro ca + (I - r) a,, + L-' In (l/R) (9)

where %ac, c,., R, and L are the loss in the active region.
(I(E, n) = Pae(2)(fc(Ec) the loss in the cladding layers, the reflectivity, and the

=J. cavity length, respectively.

- fv(E ,)) *'4(E, e) de. (7) Once the Fermi energy levels are fixed, the injected

The bulk gain is the gain exercised by an electromagnetic current density J is determined by the following equation:

field if it were completely confined to the QW (i.e., a ( e*8rn2 E
confinement factor of unity). E is the photon energy, j J = eN n E3 E , p, (e)f.(E,,)
designates either light holes (1) or heavy holes (h), p, 4 is ch "=o1=1.h

the reduced density of states which is defined by px( = \
((p,.' + (p.,)f-, p, is the density of states of light (1 - f,(E )) *7"'(E, e) de dE). (10)
holes (j = 1) or heavy holes (j = h), andfc (f,) is the
quasi Fermi-Dirac distribution function for electrons The optical confinement factor r depends strongly on
(holes) in the conduction band (the valence band) with the the structure. If we use the separate confinement struc-
Fermi-energy ef, (e/,.). Ec. and EL are equal to (mcdj + ture, r can be expressed approximately by the following
mn'E + nrc.,J/(mc + mnj) and CmcE - mcE + mne,)/(mc simple formulas [II]:
+ rt.). respectively, where nm, and eJ, are the effective L.
mass and the energy level of the nth subband of light holes r = 0. 3N -- (11)
(j = ) or heavy holes (j = h). Xt(E, n) is the imaginary LO
part of the susceptibility and *"-(E, ) is the susceptibility where N is the number of QW's. Lo is equal to 1000 A.
of each electron-heavy hole pair (or electron-light hole and the following structure is assumed, the MQW laser
pair) in the nth subband and is given by has Gao 75A[0.25As barriers and Gao. 5Ai0 25As waveguide

wre2h 2 hitr layers, and the dimension of the waveguide layers is de-
E ) ()c (E - e)2 + (h/r) 2 (8) termined so that the total thickness, including QW's. bar-

riers, and waveguide layers, is equal to 2000 A. The
where n, is the refractive index of the active layer, e is cladding layers are made of p-Ga0 6A10 4As and n-
the electron charge, mo is the mass electrons, c is the light Gao.6Ai0o4As. In the following calculation. we will ignore
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Fig. I (a)The modal gaing,,,(=Pg) as a function of the injected current WELL THICKNESS (A)
density with various number of quantum wells N. The thickness of each
quantum well is assumed to be 100 A. (b) An illustration which explains Fig. 2. The threshold current as a function of the quantum well thickne's

how the gain flattening effect occurs with the increase of the Fermi en- with various total loss s loss. The number of quantum wells I% optimized
ergy levels. so that the threshold current is minimum.

-Inonradiative effects such as the Auger recombination and imum with N = 1. On the other hand, ifc ,0,14  = 20 cIf
the intervalence band effect [311-[341. the threshold current with N = 1 is larger than that of

If the carrier density, hence the quasi-Fermi energy N = 2. At higher values of rtota which call for larger laser
level, in each QW is the same, the modal gain with N modal gain, a larger number of wells is needed. When
QW's, gmod(E1), is given by citotat is 50 cm-t, a five-well structure (N = 5) will have

, (1 the lowest threshold current.
g(E) = Ngd t(El) (12) tFig. 2 shows the threshold current as a function of the

where E, is the lasing photon energy. But, this, of course, QW thickness for various rttoi t. In this calculation, the
happens at number of QW's is optimized for each QE thickness so

N = 1that the threshold current is minimum. The results indi-
cate that the threshold current of thinner QW lasers (L: =

or, stated in words, the modal gain available from N QW's 50-100 A) is much lower than that of thicker QW lasers.
is N times that of an SQW and is obtained at a current We also notice that the threshold current is minimized with
density which is N times that of an SQW laser. Fig. 1(a) L: - 60 A when aCs is low ( =05s. 10-30 cm-'). This
shows the calculated modal gain gN(E) as a function of is mainly due to the fact that the current for transparency
the injected current density in a QW laser with N QW's (gain equals to zero) is minimized at the thickness of
on the basis of (12) and (13). We notice a very marked L. - 60 A in the case of N = I and also due to the fact
flattening ("saturation") of the gain at high injected cur- that the optimum N in QW lasers with each thickness is I
rents. especially in an SQW (N = 1). This gain flattening in the case of low cioa, for thin QW structures.
effect is due to the step-like shape of the density of states
functions, and the fact that once the quasi-Fermi energy C. Experiment
levels penetrate into the conduction band and valence Many experiments on GaAs/GaAIAs QW laser [5], [71,
band, which happens at high injected currents, the prod- [36]-[43], InGaAsP/InP QW lasers [441-[47]. lnGaAlAs
uct Pd(f)( f - f,), which determines the gain, becomes QW lasers [481, and AIGaSb QW lasers [491 have been
a constant and no longer increases with the current. This reported. Fuji et al. [51 reported a very low threshold cur-
is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). This flattening effect was evi- rent density as low as 175 A/cm2 with 480 ism cavity
denced recently by Arakawa et al. [35] in a systematic length in a GaAs/AIGaAs GRIN-SCH SQW laser. This
measurement of the threshold current of high-quality demonstrates the realization of high gain with lower spon-
GRIN-SCH (graded index waveguide-separate confine- taneous emission rate owing to the step-like density of
ment heterostructure) SQW lasers of different cavity states.
length. They observed the jump of the lasing wavelength suiting in a red shift of the excitonic absorption energy.
with the decrease of the cavity length from the wavelength The band discontinuities prevent the ionization of the ex-
corresponding to n = I transition to the wavelength cor- citon, allowing excitonic resonances to be observed at
responding to n = 2 transition, which demonstrates the room temperature with large applied fields (> 105 V/cm).
existence of discrete quantized energy levels. The concept of the size effect modulation proposed by

Owing to this gain flattening effect, there exits an op- Yamanishi et al. [74] also utilizes the application of elec-
timum number of QW's for minimizing the threshold cur- tric field. This causes the spatial of the electron distnbu-
rent for a given total loss it, aI. From Fig. l(a), we see tion and hole distribution in a well, which leads to the
that. for low losses, the injected threshold current is min- modulation of the matrix elements.
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&0 row far field is a result of increased lateral coherence pro-
40M It duced by uniformly distributed and phase-locked

2 0 filaments.
" I111. DIFFERENTIAL GAIN AND MODULATION BANDWIDTH

-± A. Relaxation Oscillation Frequency and Differential
Gain800

The direct modulation of a semiconductor laser has been
a subject of active research for the past 20 years [51]-

0o 60o [55). Experiments have shown the existence of a reso-
0nance peak in the modulation response. In the early stage

-.o of the semiconductor laser development, the principal
concern was in optimizing structures for realizing low

200 threshold currents and high quantum efficiencies. With the
increasing sophistication of the laser and the maturing of

0....0 the technology, their high-speed dynamic characteristics
CURRENT [-A] became a subject of increasing importance. Many effortshave been devoted to realizing a wide bandwidth in con-

Fig. 3. The light output power versus injection current under pulsed con- ventional DH semiconductor lasers by changing the laser

dition of a 100 Am wide and 480 ,m broad area GaAs/AIGaAs GRIN-
SCH laser (400 ns, 25 Hz). geometry. Another approach is to modify the basic ma-

terial properties through the use of QW structures. In this
section, we discuss the possibility of the improvement of
these characteristics.

The relaxation oscillation comer frequency f. gives the
useful direct modulation bandwidth of a semiconductor
laser. The simple rate equation for laser dynamics can be
described as follows:

dn J(t) n, P

dt eL. c
Fig. 4. The far-field pattern parallel to the injection plane of a 100 m dP P

wide broad area GaAs1AIGaAs GRIN-SCH laser at I = 1.21,,. The mea- d -= --g(n, E) P + n -(15)
sured full width at half maximum is 0.8* which is quite close to the dt c r5  T'

diffraction limit of 0.4.
where P is the photon density, 0 is the spontaneous emis-

Recently, in MBE-grown broad area GaAs/AIGaAs sion coefficient into the lasing mode, 7, is the carrier life-
GRIN-SCH SQW lasers, a quantum efficiency around 70 time, J(t) (cm -2 ) is the injected current density, n is the
percent with a single far-field lobe as narrow as 0.8* has carrier concentration, and g(n, E,) (cm - 2) is the bulk gain,
been achieved by Larsson et al. [50]. Fig. 3 shows the while Pg(n, E,) is the modal gain as a function of the
measured light output power versus injection current un- carrier density n at the lasing photon energy El. To em-
der pulsed condition (400 ns, 25 Hz) using calibrated Si phasize the dependence of the gain on carrier concentra-
photodiodes and filters. The threshold current is 110 mA, tion, we denote the gain as g(E, n) hereafter. When we
which corresponds to a threshold current density of 230 discuss the carrier density in QW structures, we usually
A/cm 2. The maximum output power of 1.35 W from one use the two-dimensional density (per cm). However, the
mirror was limited by the available current from current proper "bookkeeping" of photons and carriers requires
source. The high external quantum efficiency is a corn- tha. n stand for carrier density per unit volume. The re-
bined result of the low threshold current density and the laxation resonance frequency f, is determined by a small-
high differential quantum efficiency of 84 percent. This signal analysis of (14) and (15). The result can simply be
can be explained in terms of the step-like density of states expressed by [531
associated with the quasi-two-dimensional structure of the
SQW, enhanced carrier and optical confinement in the I n,g'(E,, n) P0

GRIN region, and optimized growth conditions. The in- f" =c rp (16)

temal loss estimated by measuring the differential quan-
tum efficiency of the lasers with various cavity length is where P0 is the stationary photon density in the cavity and
as low as 1.8 cm - '. Fig. 4 shows the far-field pattern g'(E, n)'is the differential gain (i.e., g'(E, n) = g(E,
parallel to the junction plane for a 100 jum wide laser at n)/8n). This result suggests several ways to improve f,:
I = 1.211h where 1,h is the threshold current. The measured larger g'(E,, n), smaller 7p, and larger P0 . The reduction
full width at half maximum (FWHM) is 0.8*, to be corn- of rp and the increase of P0 are realized with the use of
pared to the diffraction limit of 0.4*. This extremely nar- short cavity lasers [531 and window-type lasers [541. To
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Fermi energy level in a conventional double heterostructure laser and a
quantum well laser with 50 A well thickness. Fig. 6. The relaxation resonance frequency in a quantum well laser as a

function of the well thickness. The number of quantum wells and quan-

increase g'(E, n), operation at low temperatures [55] and tum wires is optimized for each quantum well thickness.

the use of coupled cavity lasers (561 have been consid- than EP. Therefore, the largest g'(E1 , n) and the fastestered. ta ,•Teeoe h ags 'En n h ats
e. bmodulation speeds are achieved for the MQW cases (N asTggeasic yeantumeranicaincressofo g'(E, n) 2). Fig. 6 shows the calculatedf, as a function of L. (thesuggests yet another way to increase g'(E, n): changing QW width); Oftoal is assumed to be 50 cm - . At each L,,the electron density of states with the use of QW's [101, the number of wells is optimized and f is normalized by

[ I l]. Since the gain g(E, n) is proportional to the imagi- f, of els s ie L, - nor l tsnary part x,(E. n), as shown in (6), g'(E, n) can be ex- J, of a conventional DH laser (i.e.. L: --, co). The results
narsey parth folowi),asshng e in (suggest that by optimizing N, f, can be enhanced by apressed by the following equation: factor of two in thin QW lasers.

g'(E, n) = ± ( x1(E, n) (17) B. Experiment
The enhancement of fr, was experimentally demon-

It is easily seen from this equation that the density of states strated by Uomi et al. [57]. They used an MQW laser
plays an important role in determining the properties of with a self-aligned structure grown by MOCVD and mea-
g'(E, n) as well as g(E, n). The step-like density of states sured the relaxation oscillation observed in the transient
narrows the gain spectrum compared to that in the bulk characteristics without dc bias at room temperature. fr was
material, which leads to an increase of g'(E, n). measured as a function of (PIP,) where P is the output

Fig. 5 shows the calculated differential gain g'(E,, power and P, is the power for catastrophic optical dam-
n(eF)) for a conventional DH laser and a QW laser as a age. It was found that fr of the MQW laser is about twice
function of the conduction band quasi-Fermi energy level as large as that of a DH laser with the same structure.
eF, (measured from the lowest subband energy level). The They estimated the modulation frequency to be 11 GHz
thickness of the QW structures is equal to 50 A. The near the catastrophic optical damage limit. This experi-
quasi-Fermi energy level for the holes is determined by mental result supports the above theoretical calculations.
the charge neutrality condition. The result predicts an en- Iwamura et al. [58) measured the longitudinal mode be-
hancement of g'(E, n) for the QW active layer. Note that havior in MQW lasers under modulation, and they ob-
since g'(El, n) is a bulk parameter, it is independent of tained a result which suggest that the narrower gain spec-
the number of QW's. trum of an MQW laser causes fewer longitudinal modes

This figure also shows that g'(E, n) depends strongly under modulation.
on eF (i.e., necessary excitation for laser oscillation). The IV. SPECTRAL NOISE PROPERTIES
Fermi energy dependence of g'(E,, n) implies that there
is an optimum number N of QW's in a laser structure A. Spectral Linewidth
which causes the largest enhancement of f,. To see this, Recently, the subject of semiconductor laser noise has
consider, again, the threshold condition for lasing in (9). received considerable attention. The deviation of conven-
For simplicity, we ignore the dependence of OtotaI on the tional DH laser noise characteristics from well-estab-
structure. Since the gain is a monotonically increasing lished norms was demonstrated by Fleming et al. [59].
function of eF,, the required er, for laser oscillation de- They found that the linewidth varies inversely with output
creases monotonically with the increase of N. Conse- power, as predicted by the modified Schawlow-Townes
quently, there exits an optimum N for realizing E4', de- formula. The coefficient of the power dependence, how-
fined to yield the maximum g'(E,, n). It is easily shown ever, was significantly larger than predicted by the for-
that the eF, at lasing threshold for N = 1 is much larger mula. This discrepancy was explained physically by
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Fig. 7. The linewidth enhancement factor a as a function of the conduc-

tion band quasi-Fermi energy level in a conventional double heterostruc- Fig. 8. The spectral linewidth in a quantum well laser as a function of the
ture laser and a quantum well laser with 50 A well thickness. well thickness. The number of quantum wells is optimized for each quan-

tum well thickness.

Henry [601, and a new theory was developed by Vahala
et aL [611, [62]. They showed that the expected broaden- The denominator of (19) is proportional to g'(E, n).
ing enhancement is a factor (1 + ot 2 ) where a is named Therefore, from the results of the previous section, an in-
the linewidth enhancement factor. The basic explanation crease of the denominator can be expected with the use of
is that phase fluctuations can result from index variations QW's. The numerator in (19), however, is also enhanced
during relaxation oscillations after a spontaneous event, in QW structures. Therefore, it is difficult to predict the
as well as by direct spontaneous emission events. For r behavior of a in these structures without numerical cal-
ducing the linewidth, the use of an external mirror, cou- culations. Fig. 7 gives a calculation of a as a function of
pled cavity laser, and distributed feedback laser have been cF, for conventional DH lasers and QW lasers. In this fig-
investigated. Another approach for reducing the linewidth ure, the thickness of the QW's is equal to 50 A. These
is to modify the density of states. In this section, we in- calculation indicate first that a depends strongly on 4F, (or
dicate how the linewidth (or a) is reduced through the use equivalently, on the level of injection which is determined
of QW structures [101-[121, [63]. by optical gain required for laser oscillation), its magni-

The spectral linewidth AP can be expressed by [60], tude decreasing for larger eF. (This result has been ob-
[611, [641 served experimentally for conventional DH lasers [65].)

Second, this reduction of lal with increasing excitation is
= U f (1 + o2) (18) larger in QW lasers than in conventional DH lasers.

VP 0+Therefore, a smaller number of QW's leads to a smaller
value of jai because a laser with a smaller number of

(n(19) QW's requires higher Fermi energy levels for a given
8x,(E,, n)lan" modal gain.

R,,, vg, h,, r, g, asp, and P are the mirror loss, the group The linewidth Av also contains the spontaneous emis-
velocity of light, the photon energy, the optical confine- sion factor np which decreases monotonically with the
ment factor, the bulk gain at threshold, the spontaneous increase of eF and converges to 1. This np is the ratio of
emission factor, and the laser output power, respectively, the spontaneous emission rate into the lasing mode to the
XR(E, n) is the real part of the complex susceptibility and stimulated emission rate and is given by

n) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ F F= ,jjjI ut(". *0 I 1~) ~E)( f(~)Z(E, E) de

- fu(E,.)) j~(E, e) de PJ~d(e) (f(E.) - f.(E,.)) j7'1(E, E) de

re 2h E - eS1 (E.,) = m IMc., 4 -v (E - E)2 + (ir1,)2  (22)
If the energy broadening due to the intraband relaxation

(21) is extremely small, we can approximate n,, at the photon

a reflects the strong amplitude-phase coupling of the energy El by
lasing field in a semiconductor laser resulting from the
highly detuned optical gain spectrum. Equation (18) in- n P exp ((El + c-F)lkT). (23)
dicates that A, depends on the electronic density of states - - e+(
through a and n,,. As shown in this equation, np is a monotonically decreas-
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ing function of EF. Therefore, for a fixed loss (i.e., I is
constant), it is advantageous te operate with a high 4F, to
attain a reduction in Av. With regard to the number of ,r/Au
QW's, this means that, in contrast to f,, the SQW active
layer is the optimum choice for phase noise reduction.
Fig. 8 gives the minimum attainable Av as a function of
L_ with various alo. We notice that As, is reduced greatly 7 PGaAs i-0'

9,,O)
for a thin active layer. Ap is minimum around L. = 80 A 5"0o

because there is the current region in which ce oi L, = 80 -12 " /Au P-Al 0oGOo. AsI 0" cIO
is smaller than that of L. = 50 A in the case of O-ossA

= 10 cm - . Since the value Av for a DH laser (0.1 Am 06 - , GooA,(5.I0 -,
rn-GaAs (4.104Cm01

active layer) is calculated to be 60 MHz/mW with atota AuGe /Au

= 30 cm - 1, As, can be substantially reduced with a thin (a)
QW structure by a factor of r~o compared to AY for DH (a)

lasers. For all L., AP increases monotonically when the x 04 - ,o . EC
number of QW's increases. -02- _

B. Experiments

Recently, Ogasawara et al. [661 measured the at param- Ev
eter of MQW lasers experimentally. The active layer con- 6oo.,_ o

sisted of four 40 A thick GaAs wells and four 50 A thick
AI0 3Ga0.7As barriers. They measured the change in (bI
axR(E,, n)/an and 8ax(E, n)/an separately. aXR(EI, n)/an Fig. 9. (a) Perspective view of the two-segment quantum well laser. The

lengths of the amplifier section 11 and the modulator section 1: were 250
is measured from the wavelength shift of a Fabry-Perot and 50 ,im, respectively. (b) The associated energy band diagram of the
mode with pulsed current injection below threshold and active layer.
aXI(E,, n)1n is measured from the depth of modulation
in the spontaneous emission intensity. Although their The band discontinuities prevent the ionization of the ex-
measurement is not a direct measurement and the mea- citon, allowing excitonic resonances to be observed at
sured ai is obtained below threshold, their result supports room temperature with large applied fields ( > 105 V/cm).
our prediction. Their experiment suggests that af of a QW The concept of the size effect modulation proposed by
laser is smaller by a factor of 1 compared to that of a Yamanishi et al. [74] also utilizes the application of elec-
conventional DH laser with the same carrier concentra- tric field. This causes the spatial displacement of the elec-
tion. tron distribution and hole distribution in a well, which

leads to the modulation of the matrix elements.
V. NEW OPTICAL DEvicES USING QUANTUM WELLS

A. New Optical Devices Using QW Structures B. Q Switching in an MQW Laser with an Internal Loss
As discussed above, the QW laser is a promising light Modulation

source for various applications, and considerable effort has Picosecond pulse generation technology in semicon-
been devoted to developing high-quality QW lasers. In ductor laser diodes is important for high-speed optical
addition, other new optical devices based on QW struc- communication systems [751-[83]..In Q-switching lasers,
tures have been proposed and demonstrated. These in- in contrast to mode-locked lasers, no external mirror is
clude optical modulators [67], [681, optical bistable de- needed [801, [811 and lower modulation power is required
vices [691, tunable p-i-n QW photodetectors [70], [71], compared to gain switching systems [821, [83]. Recently,
size effect modulation light sources [74], Q-switching effective active Q switching was successfully demon-
laser light sources [9], and modulation-doped detectors strated by Arakawa et al. [131 in a GaAs/AIGaAs MQW
[721, [73]. The first three devices utilize the quantum- laser with an intracavity monolithic electroabsorption loss
confined Stark effects [841, [85] described as follows. The modulator. The physical phenomena utilized are the
room-temperature absorption spectrum of MQW displays quantum confined Stark effect in the modulation section
enhanced absorption at the band edge, with a double- and the enhanced carrier-induced band shrinkage effect
peaked structure caused by excitons whose binding en- [86] in the optical amplifier section. Optical pulses as nar-
ergy is enhanced by the two-dimensional confinement, row as 18.6 ps full width at half maximum (FWHM), as-
When an electric field is applied to the QW's perpendic- suming a Gaussian waveform, are generated.
ular to the layers, the exciton absorption peak shifts to Fig. 9(a) illustrates the two-segment MQW laser con-
lower energy. This effect is much larger than the Franz- sisting of an optical amplifier section and an electroab-
Keldysh effect seen in bulk materials. The dominant sorption loss modulator section. The device structure was
mechanism is the decrease in confinement energies, re- grown by molecular beam epitaxy. The associated energy
suiting in a red shift of the excitonic absorption energy. band diagram is shown in Fig. 9(b). A 5 Am wide sepa-
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Fig. 0. Intensity autocorelation trace obtained from second harmonic (b)
generation widht 1.5 GHz modulation frequency and 0 V bias. The cur-
rent injected into the optical amplifier section is 170 mA. Fig. I1. (a) Illustration of the active layer with a multiquantum well struc-

ture, a multiquantum wire structure, and a multiquantum box structure.
(b) Density of states of electrons in a DH structure, a multiquantum well
structure, a multiquantum wire structure, and a multiquantum box struc-

ration was selectively etched in the p"-GaAs between the ture.

two segments for electrical isolation. The lengths of the
amplifier section 11 and the modulator section 12 were 250
and 50 m, respectively, maximum repetition rate which still leads to regular pulse

In the amplifier section, the carrier-induced band shift generation is 5.2 GHz.
occurs. This effect is enhanced in MQW lasers compared VI
to conventional DH lasers, resulting in a decrease of the QUANTUM WIRE AND QUANTUM BOx LASERS ANDTHEIR EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION
lasing photon energy by about 17 meV [861 compared to
the absorption edge. Therefore, with no electronic field, A. Concepts of Quantum Wire Laser and Quantum Box
the absorption loss is small at the lasing photon energy, Laser
which results in extremely large loss changes induced by The QW structure has proved to be very promising for
the application of an electrical field with the quantum- application to semiconductor lasers, which is due mainly
confined Stark effects to the modulation section. to the two-dimensional properties of the carriers [9]. Ar-

Q switching was obtained by applying both a dc bias akawa et al. [9] proposed the concept of quantum wire
voltage Vb and a microwave signal to the modulator. Fig. lasers or quantum box lasers with, respectively, a one-
10 shows an intensity autocorrelation trace obtained from dimensional or/and a zero-dimensional electronic system.
the second harmonic generation under the condition of 1.5 They predicted a reduction in the temperature dependence
GHz modulation frequency and Vb = 0. The autocorre- of the threshold current due to the peaked structure of the
lation FWHM is 26.3 ps, which corresponds to a pulse density of states. In addition, the gain characteristics [87]
full width at half maximum ,r,2 of 18.6 ps if a Gaussian and the dynamic properties were also investigated [10}.
waveform is assumed. Although Petroff tried to fabricate quantum wire struc-

The efficient Q switching in the two-segment MQW tures [881, no satisfactory quantum wire structure has been
laser results from the following mechanisms. In the Q- fabricated for optical devices or electronic devices [89] to
switching regime, a large loss change and a high differ- date. Another approach for realizing the one- or two-di-
ential gain (the derivative of the gain with respect to car- mensional effects experimentally is the use of magnetic
rier concentration) will lead to a narrow pulse width. In fields [91, [901-[951. One-dimensional electronic systems
this device, a large loss change is realized with the quan- can be formed by placing a conventional DH laser in a
tum-confined Stark effect in the modulator section and the high magnetic field. If we place a quantum well laser in
band shrinkage effect in the optical amplifier section. On a high magnetic field so that the quantum well plane is
the other hand, a high differential gain is also expected in perpendicular to the field, a zero-dimensional electronic
the quasi-two-dimensional electronic system in an MQW system is realized. In this section, we discuss the possible
structure [101, [11]. Thus, by the use of an MQW struc- properties obtained in quantum wire lasers and quantum
ture, the two-segment laser satisfies both requirements for box lasers theoretically and then demonstrate these effects
the generation of narrow optical pulses. in high magnetic field experiments.

The modulation frequency response (i.e., repetition Fig. I 1(a) shows simple illustrations of the active layer
rate) of the laser was also measured. We observed the in multiquantum well, multiquantum wire, and multi-
fundamental spectrum as well as harmonic spectrum lines quantum box lasers. By making such multidimensional
in the spectrum analyzer display. At the nresent stage, the microstructures, the freedom of the carrier motion is re-
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Fig. 12 The differential gain and ct as a function of the conduction band Fig. 13. The relaxation resonance frequency and the linewidth in a quan-
quasi-Fermi energy level in a quantum wire laser with 50A quantum turn wire laser as a function of the wire thickness. The number of quan-
dimensions, tum wells and quantum wires is optimized at each quantum well thick-

duced to one or zero. The density of states of electrons in ness.

these structures is expressed as at in a quantum wire laser is not as enhanced and is almost
"e)~ = mc 121 constant in the whole range. The second curve in H-ig. 13

'/- 2hT7m- -T , shows AP as a function of the thickness of the quantum
wells. This indicates that a is reduced with the decrease

for the quantum wire laser (24) of the thickness.

= Z(f - E - EEfni The a parameter of quantum box lasers should be noted.
lm, If we can ignore higher subbands' effect, the density of

states is a 6 function-like. Therefore, the photon energy
for the quantum box laser (25) with the maximum gain coincides with the energy levels,

where cl, e,, and Ek are the quantized energy levels of a which leads to the disappearance of the detuning and the
quantum wire laser and a quantum box laser. As shown real part of the complex susceptibility becomes zero.
in Fig. 11(b), the density of states has a more peaked Consequently, a is expected to be extremely small in a
structure with the decrease of the dimensionality. This quantum box laser with a simultaneous improvement of
leads to a change in the gain profile, a reduction of thresh- fr.
old current density, and a reduction of the temperature
dependence of the threshold current. Furthermore, im- B. Magnetic Field Experiment
provements of the dynamic properties are also expected. A quasi-quantum wire effect in a semiconductor laser

The narrower gain profile due to the peaked density of can be realized through the use of high magnetic fields
states leads to a high differential gain. One curve in Fig. [81, [91, in which case electrons can move freely only in
12 shows the differential gain as a function of the Fermi the direction of the magnetic field. The motion of such
energy level for quantum wire lasers. A comparison of electrons is quantized in the two transverse directions (x,
this figure to Fig. 5 reveals two important results. One is y), forming a series of Landau energy subbands. The den-
that a higher differential gain can be obtained with the use sity of states for the system p(e) can be expressed as
of quantum wire structures. The second one is that the
dependence of the differential gain on the Fermi energy p(e) = (h mc) - -- (26)
level is enhanced for quantum wire lasers compared to \= /j + 1) .iw
quantum well lasers. A higher differential gain, therefore,
is obtained in a quantum wire laser with a large number where w, and m, are the cyclotron cc r frequency and
of quantum wires, and the sensitivity of the differential the effective mass of electrons. When hw, is large enough
gain to the number is more enhanced for quantum wire (i.e., the B field is large enough), only the first Landau
lasers compared to the quantum well lasers. subband is occupied, resulting in a true one-dimensional

One curve in Fig. 13 shows the f, as a function of the electronic system. In the actual system, the carrier relax-
dimension of the quantum wires. In this calculation, it is ation effect should also be considered.
assumed that the two quantum dimensions are equal and Fig. 14 shows the measured spectral linewidth at 190
that the number of quantum wires is optimized for each K for various magnetic fields (B = 0, 11, 16, 19 tesla) as
quantum dimension. This result indicates that f, is en- a function of the reciprocal mode power 1/P [941. A
hanced by a factor of 3 with the use of thin quantum wires GaAIAs buried heterostructure laser grown by liquid phase
compared to the conventional DH. The spectral properties epitaxy was operated in a stationary magnetic field of up
of the quantum wire laser are also improved. The second to 19 tesla at 190 K. The test laser (an ORTEL Corpora-
curve in Fig. 12 shows the dependence of a on the Fermi tion experimental model) has a 0. 15 Mm active region
energy level. As shown in this figure, the dependence of thickness, 3 Am stripe width, and was 300 Mm long. As
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of output power (in relative units) for magnetic fields of B = 0. II. 16, = 0. 20 tesla at room temperature.

and 19 tesla at 190 K.

shown in the figure, the measured linewidth for each mag-
netic field varies linearly with the reciprocal mode power. 4 0-

Such a variation indicates that the linewidth results from
quantum broadening (spontaneous emission). The exper- . 0

imental results indicate that this power-dependent line- B w. pl 'ane

width is substantially reduced with the increase of the B 0 -0 o , ,plan
magnetic field. At 19 tesla, the linewidth decreases by a Z- z A B L Qw plane

factor of 0.6 compared to the linewidth without a mag- j -40

netic field. This improvement of the power-dependent 6 r ,o K
linewidth is believed to be due mainly to quantum wirc B -Ol
effects through the formation of a quasi-one-dimensional L to' , 20 0

electronic system as discussed above. MAGNETIC FILED (TESLA)

One important difference between "true" quantum wire (al )l
structures and the quasi-quantum wires due to magnetic Fig. 16. (a) Electron motions confined by the quantum well potential as

fields is that the optical confinement factor for true quan- well as Lorentzian force, being in zero-dimensional electronic states. (b)

tum wire structures can be controlled by varying the num- Experimental results of the wavelength shift of the spontaneous emission

ber of quantum wires. Theoretical predictions indicate that spectrum as a function of the pulsed magnetic field up to 30 tesla.

a higher Fermi energy level for laser oscillation leads to
lower c and n, [7]. Therefore, in the true quantum wire GaAIAs quantum well laser in a high magnetic field. If a
case, it should be possible to decrease ns, and a by re- magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the quantum
ducing the number of quantum wires while maintaining well plane as shown in Fig. 16(a), electrons are confined
the one-dimensional electronic properties. This would al- by the quantum well potential as well as the Lorentzian
low one to reap the benefits of quantum wires in terms of force, being in zero-dimensional electronic states. In this
smaller ci's without paying a penalty in n5p. The overall case, the density of states is described by the following
reduction of linewidth A, would then be much larger than formula:
demonstrated here. 2m,
f was also measured at room temperature (931. Fig. 15 O = (h.) -T -

shows the measured f, with and without a magnetic field V-k=0j=l.h

of 20 tesla as a function of the square root of the output / ,' \
power P0. Open circles (B. = 0) and closed circle (B - 5 : - - k + hw,. (27)
20 tesla) indicate the measured f,. The straight lines in

the figure are drawn by the least square error method. The evidence of the formation of the full quantized effects
Since, as shown in (16),!f, is proportional to ,Z 0,f- should was obtained by measuring anistropic properties of the
lie on a straight line. The variation of the slope of this spectral shift with the increase of the magnetic field. If a
line will mainly reflect the change in differential gain g' magnetic field is applied parallel to the QW plane. the
which has resulted from the applications of the magnetic cyclotron motion is interrupted by the QW potentials.
field. We notice that f, with B = 20 tesla is enhanced 1.4 Therefore, as long as the magnetic field is not extremely
times compared to f with B = 0. From this change. we strong, the spectral peak shift is suppressed. On the other
can estimate that g' (B = 20 tesla) is 1.9 times larger than hand, with the perpendicular magnetic field, the spectral
g' (B = 0). peak shift occurs towards a shorter wavelength through

Quantum box effects (i.e., full quantization) were also the increase of the Landau energy level. Fig. 16(b) is the
investigated by Arakawa et al. [95] by placing a GaAs/ experimental results of the wavelength shift of the spon-
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DYNAMIC AND SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF SEMICONDUCTOR
LASERS WITH QUANTUM-WELL AND QUANTUM-WIRE EFFECTS

Y. ARAKAWA *, K. VAHALA and A. YARIV

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, USA

Received 29 July 1985; accepted for publication 15 October 1985

Our recent studies of the dynamic and spectral properties of semiconductor lasers with
quantum-well or quantum-wire structures are described. We have predicted a two-fold increase in
the modulation corner frequency of a multiquantum-well laser as compared to the conventional
laser: a threefold increase in this quantity is predicted for the multiquantum-wire laser. Improve-
ment of the spectral linewidth in the single quantum-well and single quantum-wire cases is also
predicted. Enhancement of the modulation corner frequency in a quantum-wire laser is experimen-
tally demonstrated by operation of a conventional laser in magnetic fields up to 20 Tesla. A corner
frequency enhancement of 1.5 x has been observed.

1. Introduction

An understanding of the modulation and noise properties of semiconductor
lasers is of fundamental importance in certain applications of these devices. At
the present time these properties are fairly well understood in conventional
double heterostructure semiconductor lasers. Although quantum-well lasers
have proven to be attractive light sources because of their low threshold-cur-
rent density [1], little effort has been directed towards understanding how the
dynamic and noise properties of these devices differ from the conventional
case. The quantum-wire laser is even less studied owing to difficulties in
fabrication of such a device. Two important quantities which in part char-
acterize modulation dynamics and noise in a semiconductor laser are the
relaxation oscillation corner frequency, fr, which sets the useful direct modula-
tion bandwidth of the device, and the field spectrum linewidth, Av, which gives
a direct measure of the phase noise in the light output for single-mode
operation. In this paper we describe our recent theoretical and experimental
results concerning these quantities in semiconductor lasers having quantum-well
and quantum-wire effects.

* On leave from the University of Tokyo, Tokyo. Japan.

0039-6028/86/$03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland
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2. Direct modulation bandwidth in quantum-well and quantum-wire lasers

The relaxation oscillation comer frequency, fr, gives the useful direct
modulation bandwidth of a semiconductor laser. Small-signal analysis of the
rate equations yields the following expression for this quantity [2]

f 1 = (I g '( E ,n ) P o ) ,
(1 )

where P0 is the steady-state photon density in the cavity, rP is the photon
lifetime, g'(E, n) is the differential gain (i.e., g'(E, n) = ag(E, n)/8n). and
El is the photon energy at which laser oscillation occurs. Eq. (1) suggests
several ways to improve fr; larger g'(El, n), smaller r.p, and larger P0. The
reduction of r, and the increase of P0 are realized with the use of short cavity
lasers [2] and window-type lasers [3]. To increase g'(E,, n) operation at low
temperatures [4] and the use of coupled cavity lasers [5,6] have been studied.

The basic quantum-mechanical expression for g'( E, n) suggests yet another
way to increase g'(E, n): changing the electron density of states with the use
of quantum-well or quantum-wire structures [7,8]. Since the gain g(E, n) is
proportional to the imaginary part, XI(E, n), of the complex susceptibility
function X(E, n)=xR(E, n)+iX,(E, n), g'(E, n) can be expressed by the
following equation:

g'(En) .x, En)) J ped(E - c) (fc-f,) k(I(() de (2)

where *1(c) is the imaginary part of the susceptibility contributed by an
electron-hole pair with energy difference c, prd(e) is the reduced density-of-
states function, w is the lasing frequency, n, is the non-resonant contribution
to the refractive index, and fc (f) is the Fermi-Dirac function giving the
occupancy of a state in the conduction (valence) band. It is easily seen from
this equation that the density of states plays an important role in determining
the properties of g'(E, n).

The electronic density-of-states functions for electrons in quantum-well and
quantum-wire structures are given by [7]

p m(e) = -j I:H[, - el] for the quantum well laser, (3)
/rh

P (M2 c )1/2) 1,/2 for the quantum wire laser, (4)

where it ee2hr  , (t -cts,,,

where mc is the electron effective mass, h is Planck's constant, H[x] is the
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Fig. 2. The relaxation resonance frequency in a quantum-well laser and a quantum-wire laser as a
function of the well thickness. The number of quantum wells and quantum wires is optimized at
each quantum-well thickness.

greatest enhancement of fr" To see this consider the threshold condition for

lasing in such structures,

F(N)g(EIn(EF)) = a,o,1 . (5)

where F(N) is the optical confinement factor which is a monotonically
increasing function of N and att is the total loss. For simplicity, we ignore
the dependence of at.,., on the structure. Since the gain is a monotonically
increasing function of E F, the required EF for laser oscillation decreases
monotonically with the increase of N. Consequently, there exits an optimum N
for realizing E', defined to yield the maximum g'(EI, n). It is easily shown
that the lasing threshold E F for N = 1 is much larger than Ema. Therefore the
largest g' values and fastest modulation speeds are achieved for the multi-
quantum-well and multiquantum-wire cases (N > 2).

Fig. 2 shows the calculated f, as a function of L (the quantum-well and
quantum-wire width). At each L the number of wells or wires is optimized and
f, is normalized by the f, of a conventional DH laser. The results suggest that
by optimizing N, fr can be enhanced by 2 x in thin quantum-well lasers and
by 3 x in thin quantum-wire lasers.

The experimental demonstration of the quantum-wire effect on the dynamic
properties can be realized by using a high magnetic field [7,9]. When a
semiconductor laser is immersed in a high magnetic field, electrons move freely
only along the flux lines. The motion of such electrons is quantized in the two
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Fig. 3. The measured modulation corner frequencies with and without magnetic field as a function
of the square root of the output power.

transverse directions and forms a series of Landau energy levels. With a
sufficiently intense field, the electrons behave as a quasi-one-dimensional gas.
Note that if we place a quantum-well laser in a high magnetic field, quantum
box effects can be realized (i.e. confinement in all three spatial dimensions).

We have operated LPE-grown GaAlAs buried heterostructure lasers in
stationary magnetic-fields up to 20 Tesla at room temperature. The measured
modulation comer frequency with and without a magnetic field is shown in fig.
3 as a function of the square root of the output power P0. Open circles (B = 0)
and closed circle (B = 20 Tesla) indicate the measured fr, The straight lines in
the figures are drawn by the least-square-error method. Since, as shown in eq.
(1), the resonant frequency is proportional to P112 , the fr should lie on a
straight line. The variation of the slope of these lines will mainly reflect the
change in the differential gain g'(E, n) which has resulted from the applica-
tion of the magnetic field. We notice that the fr with B = 20 Tesla is enhanced
by 1.5 x compared to the fr with B - 0. From this change we can estimate
that g'(E,, n, B = 20 Tesla) is 1.9 times larger than g'(E, n, B = 0).

3. Spectral noise properties in quantum-well and quantum-wire lasers

Recently the spectral linewidth of single-mode semiconductor lasers has
received considerable attention (11-141. This quantity gives a direct measure of
the phase noise present in the output of a semiconductor laser and is therefore
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an important consideration in the application of these devices to coherent
communication systems. The spectral linewidth .1P can be expressed by [14]

h= v ' (Fg)Rmnp ( + a 2 (6)
u = 81TP ) 6

aX R( El.n)/an (7)
axI( EI,n )/an

Rm, vg. h ,., g, nP, and P are the mirror loss, the group velocity of light, the
photon energy, the optical confinement factor, the bulk gain at threshold, the
spontaneous emission factor, and the laser output power, respectively. Expres-
sion (6) differs from the well-known Schawlow-Townes linewidth formula
through a linewidth enhancement factor involving the quantity a. a reflects a
strong amplitude-phase coupling of the lasing field in a semiconductor laser
resulting from the highly detuned optical gain spectrum. This coupling causes a
phase noise (linewidth) enhancement which was only observed recently [11].
This formula indicates that Av depends on the electronic density of states
Pred(f) through a and nSp.

The denominator of eq. (7) is proportional to g'( E1 , n). Therefore, from the
results of the previous section, an increase of the denominator can be expected
with the use of quantum-well and quantum-wire structures. The numerator in
(7), however, is also enhanced in the quantum-well and quantum-wire struc-
tures. Therefore it is difficult to predict the behavior of a in these structures

X2I I I I I
0

QUANTUM WIRE LASER

Z-I
LW QUANTUM WELL LASER

) -2- DH LASERz
M _3-z
LU

X-4- L-504

3: -5T=30OK
LUJ

40 60 80 100 120
_j FERMI ENERGY EF (me V)

Fig. 4. The linewidth enhancement factor a as a function of the conduction-band quasi-Fermi
energy level in a conventional double heterostructure laser, a 50 A well thickness quantum-well
laser, and a 50 A x 50 A quantum-wire laser.
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QUANTUM DIMENSION (,)
Fig. 5. The spectral linewidth in a quantum-well laser and a quantum-wire laser as a function of
the well thickness. The number of quantum wells and quantum wires is optimized at each quantum
well thickness.

without numerical calculation. Fig. 4 gives a calculation of a as a function of
EF for conventional DH lasers, quantum-well lasers, and quantum-wire lasers.
In this figure, the quantum dimensions are all equal to L = 50 A. The results
indicate first, that a depends strongly on EF (or equivalently the optical gain
required for laser oscillation), its magnitude decreasing for larger E. (This
result has been observed experimentally for conventional DH lasers [15].)
Second, this reduction of I a with increasing excitation is larger in quantum-
well and quantum-wire lasers.

The linewidth AlP also contains the spontaneous emission factor, n p, which
decreases monotonically with the increase of EF and converges to 1. Therefore,
for a fixed loss (i.e. Fg constant), it is advantageous to operate with a high EF
to attain reductions in Av. With regards to well- or wire-number selection, this
means that, in contrast to fr, single quantum-well and quantum-wire active
layers are the optimum choice for phase noise reduction. Fig. 5 gives A V as a
function of L with N = 1. This result shows that a thin quantum well and a
thin quantum wire are effective for reducing Av. The demonstration of the
quantum-wire effect for improving phase noise properties has also been done
using a high magnetic field and is described elsewhere.

4. Conclusion

The spectral and dynamic properties of quantum-well and quantum-wire
lasers have been investigated and compared with these properties in conven-
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tional DH lasers. Calculations and preliminary experimental results indicate
that these structures may exhibit superior dynamic and spectral performance if
designed properly. More detailed experimental results are described elsewhere.
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Theory of Gain, Modulation Response, and Spectral
Linewidth in AlGaAs Quantum Well Lasers

YASUHIKO ARAKAWA. MEMBER, IEEE. AND AMNON YARIV. FELLOW. IEEE

Abstract-We investigate theoretically a number of important issues rent have been considered before [151, [161. although the
related to the performance of AlGaAs quantum well (QW) semicon- gain saturation effect was not explicitly treated. In Section
ductor lasers. These include a basic derivation of the laser gain. the III the fundamental properties of differential gain are dis-
linewidth enhancement factor a. and the differential gain constant in
single and multiple Q%% structures. The results reveal the existence of cussed, and then the effects of QW structure parameter on
gain saturation with current in structures with a small number of wells, the laser dynamics are investigated. In Section IV. the
They also point to a possible two-fold increase in modulation bandwidth linewidth enhancement factor a and the spontaneous
and a ten-fold decrease in the spectral laser linewidth in a thin QW emission factor are studied and the attainable reduction of
laser compared to a conventional double heterostructure laser, the linewidth by the use of the optimum QW structures is

considered. The results indicate that the modulation band-
I. INTRODUCTION width (relaxation resonance frequency) is enhanced by a

T HE application of semiconductor lasers for optical factor of -2 in the multiquantum well (MQW) laser and

communication requires low-noise characteristics and the laser linewidth (FM noise) is found to be significantly

high-frequency dynamic performance. These properties suppressed, by - , in a single thin QW (SQWj laser

have received considerable attention in conventional dou- compared to a conventional double heterostructure laser.

ble heterostructure (DH) lasers [1]-[5]. Recently the de- In order to clarify achievable limits of these properties with

tuned loading by the use of coupled-cavity DH lasers was quantum well effects, we will consider AIGaAs quantum

proposed for improving these properties [6]. In this struc- well lasers which are almost free from nonradiative pro-

ture, the differential gain g' and the linewidth enhance- cesses. such as the Auger recombination at room temper-
ment factor ae which determine, respectively, the dynamic ature.
performance and noise characteristics, are varied by de-
tuning the lasing frequency away from the loss peak. The II. LINEAR GAtN AND THRESHOLD CURRENT
basic quantum mechanical expressions for g' and a sug- A. Density of States
gest yet another way to improve a and g' through changes In the QW structures [7]. a series of energy levels and
in the density of states which occur in quantum well (QW) associated subbands are formed owing to the quantization
structures. Although QW lasers have proven to be attrac- of electrons in the direction of the quantum well thickness.
tive light sources because of their low threshold current The density of states (per unit energy per unit area) of
densities and the low temperature sensitivity of the thresh- such confined electrons in the nth subband is given by
old current [7]-[1ll, little effort has been directed towards
measurement or calculation of these noise characteristics p (E) = m H(E - E) (I)
and high-modulation performance [12]-[ 14]. rh -

In this paper, we investigate theoretically the effects of'
QW structure parameters such as the number and the where H(x), m , h, L., and E, are the Heaviside function.

thtckness of QW's on the dynamic response and quantum the effective mass of electrons, Planck's constant (h) di-

noise, and consider the optimum QW structure for real- vided by 21r, the QW thickness, and the quantized level of

izing low-noise characteristics and/or high-dynamic per- electrons in the nth subband of the QW structures. re-

formance. In the analysis, we also consider the important spectively. When the barrier height is sufficiently big andthe barrier thickness is sufficiently large, E,., is equal to
issue of the use of multiquantum well structures in order (nrh) a2mrLr ) On the other hand. if the barrier is thin
to avoid the phenomenon of gain saturation with current, O
as well as for improving :he noise and dynamic perfor- or its barrier height is small so that coupling between ad-

tnance. The effect of the structural parameters such as the jacent wells exists, the degeneracy of the individual well

thickness and the number of QW's on the threshold cur- quantized energy levels dissappears and each single-well
level splits into N different energy levels. In order to sim-

Manuscript received February 8. 1985* revised May 13, 1985. This work plify the discussion in this paper. we will consider the weak
was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. the Office of coupling limit of QW structures in which energy broaden-
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B. Linear Gain and Threshold Current 100
When the recombination is dominated by band-to-band L iO0

radiative process, the linear bulk gain derived under z N005

k-selection rule is given by N = 5

g(E) - A(e) Z Prd, f) 80
J = h I , = I L (2)

(h/Tf,,) de.
(E +- e + (h 7) 2  ,d-.

The bulk gain is the gain exercised uy an electromagnetic E
field if it were completely confined to the quantum well. . 60-

E is the photon energy. j designates either light holes (1)
or heavy holes (h). po. is the reduced density of states oI ( -1 -1 .I

which is defined by pOd. = ((p,) + (p.) ). p,, is
the density of states of light holes (j = 1) or heavy holes <
(j = h).f.) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function for C) 40-
electrons (holes) in the conduction band (the valence band)
with the Fermi-energy EF(EF), r,, is the intraband relax-
ation time. E,. and El. are equal to (m,.e{. +
m{E + m1e,.,)/(m, + m.), and (m,.oe., - mcE +
(m, + mJl), respectively, where ml. and El. are the effective 20-
mass and the energy level of the nth subband of heavy
holes (j = h) or light holes (j = 1). A(e) is the coefficient
related to the square of the dipole matrix element tMIave
as given by

re 2h I I
A(e) onE, 'A "' 0 100 200 300 400 500

where n, is the refractive index of GaAs, e is the electron CURRENT DENSITY (A/cm2 )
charge. mo is the mass of electrons, c is the light velocity. Fig. I. The modal gain g,,,,d (=',) as a function of the injected current

density J with the various number of quantum wells N. In this case, theE is the band-gap, and h is the Planck's constant. In quantum well thickness L, is assumed to be 100 A.
quantum well structures, the gain depends on the polari-
zation of the light. The dipole matrix element IMI ve which waveguide layers is determined so that the total thickness.
is different from that of the double heterostructure was including QW wells, barrier layers, and waveguide layers.
discussed by Asada et al. [161. For instance the dipole is equal to 2000 A. The cladding layers are a
matrix element for TE mode due to an electron-heavy hole p-GaA 4As layer, and n-Gad6AI 04As layer respec-
transition is given by tively. In particular, when the number of QW is equal to

IMIe = I+ ( + E(E. - (4) 1, we call this structure a single QW (SQW) structure.
where IMoI12e is the square of the dipole matrix with the hereafter. In these MQW structures the r is given ap-

conventional double heterostructure lasers and is approx- proximately by [151

imately equal to 1.33 moE.. The quasi-Fermi energy er, r = 0.3 N(L/Lo) (6)
and c-F, are determined by both the charge neutrality con-
dition and the condition that the modal gain where Lo is equal to 1000 A, N is the number of QW's.
gN(E) = lg(E) at the photon energy E, for laser oscil- Fig. I shows the maximum gain g,od (E) exercised by
lation is equal to the total losses atoal as follows: the laser mode as a function of the injected current density

g.(E) = rg (E,) J for different number of QW's. The injected current J is
given by

rcea + (I - r) at,5 + L-' In (11R) (5)(C'8rnE
where ac, ae. R. and L are the loss in the active re- J= eL.N 2 A(e) , M
gion, the loss in the cladding layer, the reflectivity, and (7)

the cavity length. The optical confinement factor r' de- (I - f5(EJ,)) ( )(h/r) det dE
pends on the structure strongly. In this paper, we as- (E - 0)' + (h1rjj
sume a multiquanturn well (MQW) structure composed of
thin GaAs well layers, Ga0 75AI0.25As barrier layers, and The term surrounded by parenthesis is the total emission
Ga075AI0 25As waveguide layers. The dimension of the rate. In this calculation, the QW thickness L: and r,, are
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assumed to be 100 A and 0.2 ps. The energy band-gap
discontinuity AE, and AE, of. the conduction band and the N Lz = 10A
valence band at the interface of GaAs and Al0 3Gaf, 7As are E

set 0.8 AE and 0.2 AE. respectively, where AE. which is !- 600
the total band discontinuity, is assumed to be 333 meV. <

We notice a very marked flattening ("saturation") of the >-
gain at high injected currents, especially in a single well
(N = ). This gain saturation is due to the step-like shape Z f-I-

of the density of state functions. and the fact that penetra- LU = 50 cm "

tion of the quasi-Fermi levels into the conduction band or 400
valence band takes place at high current injection. The Z
product Pred(0)[f.(Ec) - f,(E,9]. which determines the ILL
gain, becomes a constant and no longer increases with '
current. The maximum gain gmn(E) available with N D
QW's is thus N times larger than gmw(EI) with N = 1 Q)

since each well can now provide its saturation gain. which , 200- 30
is equal to that of a SQW laser. We can consequently avoid 0
the saturation effect by increasing the number of QW's "0
although the injected current to achieve this maximum L.J
gain also increases by N times. Owing to this gain satu- -X

ration effect there exists an optimum number of QW's for -
minimizing the threshold current for a given total loss
CitotaI. From Fig. I we see that, for low losses, the injected 0 5 10
threshold current is minmimum in the case of N = 1. On NUMBER OF QUANTUM WELLS
the other hand, if the a> 20 cm'. the threshold cur- Fig. 2. The threshold current change as a function of the number N of
rent with N I is larger than that of N = 2. At higher quantum wells with the various total loss cl,,. In this case. the quantum
values of atoa, which call for large laser modal gain gmod, well thickness L, is assumed to be 100 A.
a larger number of wells are needed. From Fig. I we see
that for alo,0 > 50 cm- 1 a five-well structure (N = 5) will
have the lowest threshold current.

In order to clarify these situations, in Fig. 2 the thresh-
old current as a function of the QW number with various " /
total loss is shown. This figure indicates that when the ,0 600
a~ofSI is low, N = I is optimum, whereas the optimum <
number N is larger than I for higher a10 .5. Thus the gain
saturation which is enhanced in a SQW structure causes
the significant dependence of the optimum number N on
the citotal for reducing threshold current. Z

There remains another important structural parameter, 400
the quantum well thickness. Fig. 3 shows the threshold i--/'

current change as a function of the QW thickness. In this zloss 50 cm- I
calculation, the number of QW's with each QW thickness UJ
is optimized so that the threshold current is minimum. XCr
The results indicate that the threshold current of thinner :
QW lasers (L. = 50 - 100 A) is much lower than that 0
of thicker QW lasers. We also notice that the threshold c 200 30
current is minimized with L. 60 A when a1o, is low -
(a,,, = 10, 30 cm- This is mainly due to the fact that x0

the current for transparency (gain is just equal to zero), U)
LJ IOwhich corresponds approximately to threshold current with X

extremely low loss, is minimized at the thickness of L. - "
60 A in the case of N = I and also due to the fact that H I I
the optimum N at each QW is 1 in the case of low aoss for 50 70 100 200 500
thin quantum well structures. Since the gain saturation is
more enhanced for smaller L., the optimum N of thinner WELL THICKNESS (A)
QW's is larger than that of thicker QW's. For acit,,5  50 Fig. 3. The threshold current change as a function of the quantum well
cm - , N, (L= 50 A) =4, while Nop, (L, = 100 A) = thickness L. with various total loss a,,. The number N of quantum wells
2 and No,, (L. 200 A) = 1. which is optimized so that threshold current is minimum.
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Fig. 4. The differential gain g'(E ) with several injected currents as a func- Fig 5. Tie differential gain g'(n. E,). at which the gain is maximum. i
tion of the photon energy substracted the band-gap energy of GaAs Fig. a. e ffntian ( E t with gais m um. l
(E - El). In this calculation r,, is assumed to be 0.2 ps (solid curve) and shown as a function of the injected current J with various number of

co s (broken curve). The number of the quantum wells is I and the thick- quantum wells. The thickness of quantum wells is 100

ness is 100 A

abrupt small change near 50 meV is due to the onset of
III. DIFFERENTIAL GAIN AND MODULATION BANDWIDTH the electron-light hole transition of the first subband. We
A. Differential Gain also note other abrupt changes in the g'(E, n) near 150

In this section, we investigate the properties of the dif- meV and 190 meV. These changes correspond to the elec-
ferential gain and calculate the modulation bandwidth of tron-heavy hole, and electron-light hole transitions of the
the quantum well laser. The differential gain g'(n, E) at a second subband, respectively. In the case of the more re-
photon energy E is defined as the derivative of the bulk alistic rn = 0.2 ps curves, the energy broadening of the

gain with respect to carrier concentration, i.e., (g'(n, abrupt features, by (h/Tin), causes a lowering of g'(n. E).

E) -m dg(n, E)Idn). Since it figures in the modulation re- In this case we can still observe dips at the onset of higher
sponse of the semiconductor laser through the expression order transitions. Since the photon energy E, that maxi-

f, = 4 ir Vg'(n, E)(n,/c) (Pol') (where fr is the relaxation mizes the gain, is near 40-50 meV in both cases of the
frequency conventionally used as a measure of the upper injected current, this figure indicates that differential gain
useful modulation frequency [1]. P0 is the photon density at E, seems to decrease with the increase of the injected
in the active region and rp is the photon lifetime in the current.
passive cavity), g'(n, E) contains the "physics" of the In order to clarify the injected current dependence of
semiconductor laser. The derivation off, will be discussed the differential gain, we show in Fig. 5 the differential
in the next section. In order to emphasize the carrier de- gain g'(n, E) at maximum gain photon energy E, as a
pendence of the gain, we describe the gain as a function function of the injected current in a MQW laser with var-
of both E and n. When we take broadening effects due to ious numbers of QW's. The results show that g'(n, E)
intraband relaxation into consideration the differential gain has a peaked structure, which is due to the gain saturation
is given by effects discussed in Section II. Since g'(n, El) is a bulk

S .E)parameter, it does not change with the increase of the

g'(n, dg(n. E)_ A() , , _d") number of QW's as long as the Fermi energy is fixed.
dn j =h. ,,= I L. whereas the injected current increases by a factor of N.

Consequently, the g'(E, n) curve is stretched in the direc-
_df,_(,) df_(_,)_ . (h/___,)_,d . tion of the current axis with an increase of N. Note that
A d (E - E) + (hlT,) 2 del the second peak appears at J - 300 mA. In the current

(8) region below the second peak (J < 300 mA). E is located
near the first subband. When E, jumps from the first sub-

Fig. 4 shows the differential gain g'(n, E) as a function band to the second subband, this second peak appears.
of the excess photon energy (E - Ex) (Eg = band-gap The differential gain also depends on the QW thickness.
energy) at two injected current densities (J = 36, Fig. 6 shows the differential gain at E as a function of the
95 A /cm-") in SQW laser with a QW thickness of L, = injected current in a SQW laser with the various QW
100A. The solid curve is that of g'(n, E) with Ti = 0.2 thickness (50 A, 100 A, and 200 A). The results indi-
ps and the broken line represents g'(n, E) with r,n = o cate two important properties of the g'(n, E). First is that
(i.e., no energy broadening). We call g'(n, E) without en- the thinner QW laser achieves higher differential gain.
ergy broadening the differential gain profile, hereafter. This is mainly due to the fact that the contribution of the
This differential gain profile is 0 below 39 meV which cor- injected current to the increment of the gain by the next
responds to the energy difference between the first sub- higher subband is enhanced when the QW thickness is
band of electrons and heavy holes (E, - evI- E). The larger, and that happens at the expense of gain at El. Sec-
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Fig. 6. The differential gain g'(n. E,). at which the gain is maximum. is L
shown as a function of the injected current with various quantum well 4
thickness L. The number of quantum wells is equal to I. I.l

0 1

ond is that the g'(n, E) has many peaks when L. = 200 <

,. Note that the values of the second and third peak of Z
g'(n, E) are comparable to that of the first peak. When El 0 2-
jumps from the first (second) subband to the second (third) i
subband, the second peak (third peak) appears. Since X
thicker QW's have more peaks in the density of states, the
jumps appear more frequently with the increase of the L..
In the limiting case of thick QW's, g'(n, E) increases
gradually with the increase of J. 0 5 10

B. Modulation Resonance Frequency NUMBER OF QUANTUM WELLS
On the basis of the discussion concerning g'(n, E) in Fig. 7. The calculated results of the resonant frequency f, as a function IA

N with various total loss a,,. with quantum well thickness L = 100 A,the previous subsection, we will investigate modulatior

dynamics in QW lasers. The rate equation for laser dy- n,
namics can be described is follows. cr 1 - COos" (I 1)

dn J(t) n, nd - g(n E P - It follows from (10) that an increase of the differential
dt eL, c 7,gain and of Po, together with a decrease of -rp. is required

d n, - - P (9) crease of P, is usually limited by catastrophic mirror dam-

age. while rp is determined by the total loss atotal. Thus
where P is the photon density (cm-3), 3 is the spontaneous P,, and rP depend strongly on the laser geometry. On the
emission coefficient into the lasing mode, r, is the carrier other hand, the differential gain g'(n. E) depends on the
lifetime, (t) (cm -2) is the injected current density, n is properties of the QW's and on the injected current at
the carrier concentration, and g(n, E) (cm- 1) is the bulk threshold as discussed in connection with Figs. 5 and 6.
gain, while rg(n, E) is the modal gain as a function of Fig. 7 shows the calculated result of the resonance fre-
the carrier density n (cm - 3) at the lasing photon energy quency f of MQW lasers with L. = 100 A as a function
El. When we discuss the carrier density in the quantum of N with a0oss (photon lifetime) as a parameter taking (11)
well structure we usually use the density per cm2 , how- into consideration. As shown in this figure. there is the
ever, the proper "bookkeeping" of photons and carriers optimum N which is. usually, not equal to I for obtaining
requires that n stands for carrier density per unit volume, high J,. This can be explained as follows. When the num-
The relaxation resonance frequency f, is determined by a ber of QW's is small, the threshold current Jth is larger
small-signal analysis of (9). The results can be simply ex- than the current JN,ax which gives the maximum differential
pressed by (11 gain because of the gain saturation effects, leading to lower

differential gain. On the other hand, the differential gain
I ng'(,n, E1 )P_ (10) increases with the increase of N, since Jh approaches

f= 2 g"1 ,. However, once Jth becomes smaller than fm.,' withthe further increase of N, the differential gain decreases
where Po, is the photon density in the cavity at stationary again. Therefore there exists an optimum number Np, at
states. Note that rp is related to the total loss as follows, which J, - Jth. Since j4 increases with the increase
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of a1,, with the same N, the N,,, increases for higher oi,,.
In Fig. 8. the maximum resonance frequency f. which

can be attained by optimizing N as a function of L. with
various c,, is shown by a solid curve. This result indi-_-
cates that for the range of losses (alo,) considered. the "4
resonance frequency increases with the reduction of the
QW thickness: the resonance frequency f, with L- = 50 "" l -
A is enhanced by 1.8 compared to the f, of the double
heterostructure laser.

U
Z 6-

IV. LASER LINEWIDTH LJi

A. Spontaneous Emission Factor CY
Ld

In this section. we analyze the spectral linewidth Cr 30
broadening in the QW lasers and show how a substantial LL 4 _

reduction of the linewidth can be obtained with an opti- Ll
mization of the quantum well structures. 0

The power-dependent linewidth in semiconductor lasers Z< 1
occurs due to the spontaneous emission that modulates the z
laser field both in intensity and in frequency (phase). This 0 2
linewidth involves the Schawlow-Townes linewidth that LO
is due to the instantaneous-phase fluctuation as well as to r
the delayed-phase fluctuation that occurs as the laser in-
tensity returns :o its steady states (amplitude phase cou-
pling). The reduced linewidth is [3], [41 0 I

Av = ( (rP1  p (1 + ci) (12) 50 70 100 200 500
8rP, WELL THICKNESS (A&)

where P, is the output photon density, at is the linewidth
enhancement factor, v, is the group velocity of light in the Fig. 8. The maximum resonant frequency. which is achieved b\ optimizing

the number of quantum wells, as a function of the quantum ',ell thicknes-,

active layer, hv is the photon energy, and nP is defined as L. with various total loss o.._

the spontaneous emission rate divided by total stimulated
emission rate given by

(h/Tin)
A(e) = . P"(E) fc( l 

- f*) (E - E) + h

n5  h nI(E-0E)17nnsp(E O (h/r,5 ) (13)

A( __,= .( -f(E - e) + (h/n)2 dE

If energy broadening is extremely small we can approxi-
mate n,P at the photon energy El at which the gain is max- of the first subband to the electron-hole transition of the
imum (E = E) by second subband.

_ - Fig. 10 shows the nP at E, as a function of the injected
S=(1- exp (E1 - ))(14) current with various QW thicknesses. In this calculation.

where AEF is the difference between the quasi-Fermi en- the number of QW's is I and T.. 0.2 ps. We notice that

ergy of electrons and that of holes (EF, - EF). Equation the approach of nP to 1. with the increase of the injected

(14) shows that nP at E, increases substantially with the current, occurs more rapidly when the QW thickness is

approach of AEF to E, (i.e., the total loss decreases), since smaller. We also notice that two dips appear in the case of

E, is fixed near (E,, - h-,) (the photon energy which cor- L. = 200 A. These dips appear when E, jumps from the

responds to the lowest subband) in the QW lasers. Finally, electron-hole transition of the first (second) subband to the

n,, at E, becomes infinite when the injected current is equal electron-hole transition of the second (third) subband.

to the current Jtr at which transparency occurs (AfF -,
E,). In Fig. 9, we show the calculated results of nP at El B. Linewidth Enhancement Factor
as a function of the injected current with a various num-
bers of QW's. The QW thickness is assumed to be 100 A The linewidth enhancement factor o of (12). which rep-
and r,, is assumed to be 0.2 ps. The observed dip corre- resents the spectral broadening due to the coupling be-
sponds to the jump of E, from the electron-hole transition tween AM linewidth and FM noise, is given by 117]
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current, at which the gain is maximum. is shown as a function of the Fig. 11. The linewidth enhancement factor a with various injected currents

injected current J with various number of quantum wells. The thickness as a function of the photon energ, substracted by the band-gap energ,

of quantum wells is 100 A. of GaAs (E - E,.)

Z I N.- I-

Z N: I
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U
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z M

30C 40 500 3 I
O01 200 300 400 500

CURRENT DENSITY (A/cm 2 ) LJ
Z CURRENT DENSITY (A/cm 2 )

Fig. 10. The spontaneous emission factor n,p as a function of the injected _.
current, at which the gain is maximum, is shown as a function of the Fig. 12. The linewidth enhancement factor co as a function of the injected
injected current J with various quantum well thickness. The number of current at photon energy. at which the gain is maximum with various N
quantum wells N is equal to 1. The thickness of quantum wells is 100 A.

AW P{'r(d 60df,_(E,_ dfLte,,) N (E -E - ,d
A =J, = dn dn / (E - E) + (h/T,))-* 1 ( 1 5 )

z f (df,.(E ,) df,(e,,,)) (h/Tn)
J J=h. , dn d (E - + +h/r

Fig. I I shows the at parameter as a function of (E - E)
(the photon energy minus the band-gap energy) for in- N = 1, 3, 5 differ only in their horizontal scale. We find
jected currents of J = 36A/cm- , and J = 95 4/cm - , that the absolute value of a (lial) decreases with the in-
respectively. We notice that cc increases with the increase creases of the injected current. Therefore we can reduce
of the photon energy and also changes its sign from minus the value of loal by the use of high loss alos, although this
to plus. This is due to the change in the sign of the nu- leads to high-threshold current.
merator of (15) from minus to plus, since the differential Fig. 13 shows the at parameter as a function of the in-
gain profile has a peaked structure as indicated in Fig. 4. jected current with various QW thickness at El. The value
Fig. 12 shows t at the maximum gain photon energy E, of Nis taken as unity. We notice a tendency that the smaller
as a function of the injected current for various N's. In L. is, the smaller a is.
this calculation the QW thickness and rm are assumed to
be 100 A. and 0.2 ps, respe.-tively. Since ai is a bulk pa- C. Spectral Linewidth
rameter, the value of ai is independent of the number of Fig. 14 shows the laser spectral width Av calculated
quantum wells N. so that the injected current to achieve a from (11) as a function of the number of QW's with var-
given value of a is proportional to N. and the currents for ious total loss (total = 10. 30, 50 cm-1). We find that the
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Fig. 13. The linewidth enhancement factor a as a function of the injected uJ 2 0 30
current with various quantum well thickness. The thickness of quantum Z
wells is 100 A. 0

Lz 0
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Fig. 15. The minimum spectral linewidth Av as a function of the quantum
well thickness with various total loss. The number of quantum wells is

4optimized.; 40

< 50of the QW thickness with various ails5 . Generally speak-
ing, we notice that Av is reduced greatly in the region of

I- thin active layer. In the case of aos,, = 10 cm-, Av is

3 30 minimum arround L. = 80 A. This is due to the fact that
there is the current region in which oc of L = 100 A is

20- smaller than that of L. = 50 A. as shown in Fig. 13. Since

Z the value Av for a DH laser (0.1 tim active layer) is cal-
culated to be 60 MHz/mW with a,,,s = 30 cm - ', the Av

-J -can be substantially reduced with a thin QW structure by
factor of - 1/10 compared to DH lasers. For all L., the Av
increases monotonically when the number of QW's in-

_ _ __ creases.

0 5 10
NUMBER OF QUANTUM WELLS V. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 14. The spectral linewidth At' as a function of the number of quantum We investigate theoretically the effects of quantum well
wells with various total loss (QW) structure parameters such as the number and the

thickness of QW's on the gain, the dynamic response and
Av increases monotonically with the increase of the num- quantum noise of QW lasers. We have considered the is-
ber of QW's. This is due to the fact that both cc and nP sues of optimum conditions for realizing low-noise char-
are reduced with the increase of AEF which is enhanced acteristics and high-dynamic performance. We have found
with small number of N. Therefore, in order to reduce Av, that the gain in structures with a small number of layers
a SQW laser should be used rather than a MQW laser. tends to saturate with current. The differential gain and
The substantial change in Av with the increase of N is due linewidth enhancement factor of QW lasers are also dis-
to the fact that the abrupt change in a occurs in the low cussed. The results indicate that dhe modulation band-
inject ed-current region. Note that this change is enhanced width can be enhanced by a factor of - 2 in the multi-
with low a1 ~. quantum well laser, and linewidth is found to be

The spectral width Av is also a function of the thickness significantly suppressed by 1/10 in a single thin OW laser
L.. Fig. 15 shows the minimum attainable Av as a function compared to the conventional double heterostructure laser.
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Intermodal Stability of a Coupled-Cavity
Semiconductor Laser

ROBERT J. LANG, STUDENT MEMBER, AND AMMON YARIV, FELLOW. IEEE

Abstract-We present an analysis of the steady-state operation of a density plane and develop a set of nondimensional equa-
two-element coupled-cavity laser near a mode hop. The equations of tions which describe the dynamical behavior of the laser.
motion for the two cavities and two relevant modes of a longitudinally We solve for the dc solutions of the equations and perform
coupled-cavity laser are reduced to a system of nondimensional nonlin-
ear ordinary differential equations which describe a general two-ele- a stability analysis upon the solutions. We show that in
ment laser. The equations are then solved and the stability of their all regimes of operation, there exists at least one stable
solutions is analyzed. Depending upon the fill factors for the two modes, solution, and sometimes two; we identify a sufficiency
there exists an intrinsically multimode oscillation for operating con- condition for bistable behavior, and we solve for the lines
ditions under which it was previously thought that no steady state ex- of instability on which a bistable transition occurs. In Sec-
isted. Under conditions where the multimode state is unstable, both of
the single-mode states are stable with bistable transitions occurring only tion IV, we summarize the important results of the anal-

on the boundaries of the unstable multimode regimes. ysis.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

C OUPLED-CAVITY lasers have recently become the We begin by deriving the eigenvalue equation for the
subject of much study because of their potential for modes of a longitudinally coupled-cavity laser illustrated

single-mode operation under high-speed current operation schematically in Fig. I. It consists of two cavities of

[11, [2]. In addition, they, like many other two-element length LI and L2, separated by a small gap D. Although
lasers [31, have been shown to exhibit bistable behavior, in actual practice one would control the currents jI and j2
Such behavior makes them suitable for digital optical read/ supplied to each of the two sections, for the purposes of
write operations or candidates for elements of an optical analysis, it is more convenient to treat the carrier densities
logic systein [4]. Although there have been several anal- n, and n2 as free parameters, solve for the lasing fre-
yses of longitudinally coupled-cavity lasers (e.g., a C 3 quency w, and then find the currents necessary to support
laser) at varying levels of approximation [51-[81, none has that operating point at a given power level. We choose
treated the problems associated with operation near a our time factor as eJi". Then a roundtrip self-reproduction
mode boundary. Yet, when the current supplied to one of condition imposed upon the field in the laser yields the
the two cavities is modulated, crossing a mode boundary secular equation [51
is almost inevitable [8]. Recently, in a steady-state anal- exp -- y1(ni) L, + 2j 1(n,) L1/c 1
ysis, Henry and Kazarinov made the claim that there ex- I I
isted regimes of operation near a mode boundary where R
no steady-state solutions were stable (although they left fexp '-7 2(n2) L, + 2jWI 2 (n 2 ) L-2 /C ]
open the question of what happened in such a regime). In .
this paper, we analyze the behavior of a two-element cou- R2
pled-cavity laser near a mode boundary. Although we - K, =0 ()
choose the specific geometry of a longitudinally coupled
pair of cavities, the nondimensional equations of motion where yi(ni) is the linear gain constant for the ith cavity.
are equally applicable to any two-element laser (e.g., a pA,(n,) is the index of refraction, R, is the reflectivity of the
laterally coupled cavity [91). In Section II, we give a brief outside mirrors, and K, is a coupling factor which char-
development of the equations-of motion of the laser, using acterizes the gap (taking into account the length and re-
a slowly varying complex frequency approximation [101. flectivity of the mirrors bounding the gap) [5]. Equation
In Section III, we expand around a mode hop in the carrier (1) can be considered [101 an implicit equation for com-

plex w0 as a function of n, and n 2. For any fixed pair (ni,

Manuscript received July 29, 1985; revised November 7, 1985. This n 2 ), there exists an infinite number of complex w solu-
work was supported by Rockwell International and the Office of Naval Re- tions; each solution corresponds to a different spatial (Ion-
search. The work of R. J. Lang was supported by the National Science gitudinal) mode of the structure. We are not interested in
Foundation. the phase of the optical field, so we can ignore the real

The authors am with the California institute of Techr.ology, Pasadena, pa of the dyaics fe owe dan pn the
CA 91125. part of w, but the dynamics of the power depend upon the

IEEE Log Number 8607703. imaginary part. The time evolution of the average photon

0018-9197/86/0500-0631$01.00 © 1986 IEEE
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Fig. I. Schematic of a longitudinally coupled-cavity laser. I
2
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Fig. 3. Plot of ten modes in the carrier density plane.

C0 I 2 noccessible in

nl/nl1 h  n2/n2th  steady-stoe

Fig. 2. Plot of the line Im (w) = 0 for a single mode in the carrier density
plane (normalized to threshold values for the uncoupled lasers) for a laser
with L, = 200 /m. L. = 20 gm. D = 1.5 wavelengths. 1.0 ,,-coa carnoed

/ ab~ove threshiold

density pi in the ith mode obeys

pi = -2 Im (wi) pi + - , (2)
TS i 0.5 below thre~shoid

where nj is the carrier density in the jth cavity, 7', is the
spontaneous lifetime, and Oi are coefficients representing
the fraction of spontaneous emission coupled into the op-
tical field. For a single mode, the line determined by the 0
requirement Im (w) = 0 (Fig. 2) corresponds to a quasi- 0 0.5 .0 1,5

steady-state mode which neither grows nor decays in time nl/nlth

(that is, a true steady-state mode). For Im (w) < 0, the Fig. 4. Accessible regions of the carrier density plane. Above threshold.

quasi-steady-state mode grows without limit, and for Im the carrier density is clamped onto the threshold carrier density line.

(w) > 0, it decays to zero. When spontaneous emission Each cusp on the curve indicates a mode hop.

[which was not included in (1)] is considered, the carrier
densities of the laser are clamped just to the left of the Im realizable steady state. It is in the Tm (w) < 0 regime for
(,) = 0 line (in the absence of spontaneous emission, one or more modes, and those modes will thus grow ex-
they are clamped onto it). ponentially without limit. This region is, of course, ac-

As we said, there are an infinite number of solutions Im cessible on a transient basis-but if one drives the device
(w) = 0 to (I), each corresponding to a different longi- into the Im (w) < 0 region for a particular mode, the
tudinal mode; we plot a set of them in Fig. 3. Consider a optical power in that mode will build up over time and
point well to the left of any of the lines, e.g., point A in saturate the gain back down to a point somewhere on the
Fig. 3. Then Im (w) > 0 for all the modes in the set, any lowest curve. These arguments justify the division of the
excitation will decay away and no lasing state exists for (n,, n2) plane into regions below and above threshold as
that pair of carrier densities. On the other hand, a point in Fig. 4. Between any two cusps, the curve corresponds
on the curve's leftmost boundary (point B) is on the to the Im (w) = 0 line of the lowest lying mode. The cusps
steady-state curve for one mode and in the Im (w) > 0 correspond to mode hopping. Above lasing threshold, the
region for the rest; consequently, the one mode will lase carrier density is clamped onto the threshold line (al-
(and since Im (w) = 0, neither grow nor decay) while all though it is free to shift along the line).
others decay away. An operating point at the intersection In practice, one controls the currents supplied to the
of two curves (point C) could conceivably have two las- two sections, not the carrier densities. The question of
ing modes. However, a point to the right of any of the multistability refers to the existence of multiple operating
mode curves (point D) does not corresond to a physically points (ni, n 2 ) for the same pump current densities (j,
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j2). We must also consider the carrier density equations _____ -,

J, I-'- /ftg,(n,) Z rupC (3) J2
qd r, - PrOT Cons_

where q is the electronic charge, d is the thickness of the
active layer. g,(n,) is the gain constant, and r, are fill
factors defined by

r -the proportion of optical power of the

jth mode in the ith cavity}.

In steady st-:.. we can write this equation as eow threshold

, n
- + g,(n,) r(4)pP. (4)

qd T5 i &

Thus, for a given operating point (nI, n,) and a given set JI
of photon densities p,. the currents are exactly deter-
mined. As we have seen, for all operating points well Fig. 5 Schematic of constant power curves in the current plane (arbitrarv

units). The p,, = 0 curve is identical to the threshold gain curve in the
away funary, mode lases (n. n.) plane (within a scaling factor). The -straight line segments joining
so we can set the photon density for that mode equal to the curves for fixed p,-, _ 0 are the mixed state (two simultaneously
the total power density and set all of the other photon oscillating modes).

densities to 0. For Ptot = 0, the allowable currents are
precisely equal to the threshold carrier densities (with a
scaling factor of qd/r). and for Piot > 0, we can use (4) J2
to replot the carrier density curves at any desired power
level.

A modification occurs when we are at a cusp, since two
lasing modes are possible. Let the two modes have power
levels

lso tha i Pt = XP,., P2 = (I - x) Pot, (5)

so that x is the relative fraction of optical power in mode
1, then the current relations can be written as r -

t n

j, = - + gi(n,) [xr + (I - x) rid] Pit. (6)
qd r,

It is clear from (6) that as x is varied from 0 to I, the

current (and mode) changes linearly from that of purely j
mode I to that of purely mode 2. Hence, as we increase
the power, the cusps which exist at threshold move out Fig. 6 Illustration of a single point in the current plane which possesses

into the current plane and become straight line segments three steady-state solutions at different power levels (multimode at p,.mode 2 at p,. mode 3 at p,).
which join the sing!e-mode curves. There are two quali-

tively different ways in which this situation manifests it-
self, both illustrated in Fig. 5 for a constant Ptot (they usu- relevant physics, yet allow simple analytic solutions and
ally do not occur together; both are shown on the same thus an unmistakeable interpretation of the physics of the
graph for illustrative purposes only). The line segment device.
labeled "modes I & 2" is one of a family which fills the
region of the current plane claimed [51 to possess no sta- III. NONDIMENSIONAL EQUATIONS AND STABILITY

ble solution. The segment labeled "modes 2 & 3" which
completes the loop shows that multiple (in this case, three) The problem as posed is strongly nonlinear, in panic-
steady-state solutions exist (the three solutions at three ular, the variation of Im (w,) with n, must be analyzed
different power levels for the same (J, jz) are shown ex- numerically. However, we can put (2) and (3) in nondi-
plicitly in Fig. 6). A steady-state analysis cannot tell us mensional form valid near a mode boundary which carries
anything about the stability of such states, however. In all physical information without recourse to numerical
the next section, we will transform the equations of mo- techniques. The results we derive will be applicable to
tion near the mode hop to a simple system of nonlinear any two-element laser and not exclusively to a longitudi-
ordinary differential equations which incorporate all of the nally coupled-cavity laser.
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We begin by putting (3) and (2) in matrix form: I

. l n2 Im(w 1l:O

N = -I - N - 6(N) (7)
qd T, "W2:

P = W + N. (8)

The ith element of N is {n,}, the elements of J are {j,}, n(0) -- Ml
the elements of I are {I',j} the elements of W, are

Im (w,)}, the elements of B are {OiS/Ts, , and the ele- below ,eshod

ments of P are {pi}. We now transform to the coordinate
system R illustrated in Fig. 7. If we linearize the mode
lines about the mode crossing, then there exists a trans-
formation matrix h such that

Rl = Ak/ - RIO° ) (9)

where the elements of R(O) are {n,°} , the coordinates of I nl-

the mode crossing. (Note that h is only unique to within Fig. 7. Schematic of a single mode crossing in the carrier density plane
(arbitrary units). The transformed variables (m,} are measured along the

0constant scaling matrix (t with a, b > 0; this ambi- two intersecting mode lines.
guity does not affect the analysis.) To lowest order, the
system of matrix equations becomes {pi are the modal power densities, {hJ are the fill fac-

1 (= qd RIO) I - R( ) (10) tors (the proportion of modej in carrier pool i), and{d}
qd =S Ts are the spontaneous emission rates. Thus, the three terms

on the right side of (14) correspond to pump current.
P = /MP + FIR 0 ) (11) spontaneous emission, and stimulated emission, respec-

tively; the two terms on the right of (15) are stimulated
where the elements of k are { -2(aIm(wi)/amj)} and M is emission and spontaneous emission, respectively. Exam-
the 2 x 2 matrix with the elements of A on the diag- ination of (12d) reveals that det H is of the same sign as
onal. The virtue of choosing the axes {mi} is that (to the det r (because the determinants of all of the intervening
same order of approximation as the linearization) K is di- matrices is positive). This is indicative of the fact that in
agonal. It is also important to note that with the axes so transforming from the {nil representation to the {e,} rep-
defined, det h > 0 (if the axes were reversed, the sign resentation, we "stretched" the axes, but did not flip them
would change). Now, we define dimensionless variables over. Also, we note that the spontaneous emission rate is
by taking typically quite small (3, - 10- 4) so that {d,} are also of

the same small order.
t 7=r,r. r is the new time variable (12a) The steady-state solutions of (14) and (15) are plotted

S(12b) in the current plane for a fixed po,, in Fig. 8 (subject to
the physical constraint pi 2t 0). The solutions in the ab-

I-Ls khr - ARA O) (12c) sence of spontaneous emission (di = 0) are apparent by
- ( )inspection (one virtue of the dimensionless system of

equations). They are
1{P = 0, e2 = 0, el free

D hN() (12e)
or

which reduces (10) and (11) to the simple system (p2 = 0, el = 0, e2 free

or
P= P+D. (13) {ei = e2 = 0, P2 = Ptot - Pi, PI free. (16)

In component form, If we include spontaneous emission and define x as the

e, = i - e- i h11p (14) free parameter (restricted to x e [0, 1I), the solutions areJ

.j = e, + d. (15) XP xPtot, P2 = (I - x) Pit,

Equations (14) and (15) are several levels removed from el= -, e2 = --2 (17)the original system, so it is helpful to review the terms in I tA (1 x) P7"

each equation and identify them with a physical mecha- Equation (17) is more exact than (16); however, the shape
nism. {e,) are carrier densities, {ii} are pump currents, of the curves is not as obvious from the equations.
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Fig. 8. Steady-state modes in the transformed current plane for fixed total below threshol

output power p,, = I Dotted lines are solutions in the absence of spon-
taneous emission (d a 0). solid lines are solutions including sponta-
neousemissionid, = d, = 0.05). (a) h,, = h- = I. h,. = h:, = 0.2.
so det H a 0. (b) h,, = h,, = 1. h,, = h, = 1.8. so det H :s 0.

J1

With or without spontaneous emission, we still must Fig. 9 Division of the current plane into regions of subthreshold lasing.
multimode operation, single-mode operation. and bistable operation

prove that these steady-state solutions are stable. We do Lines of instability on which bistable transitions take place are indicated.
this by performing a second linearization of (14) and (15)
and determining the boundedness of the response of the Define x = X(X + 1). Then
homogeneous system to a perturbation.

e, e, + Ei, p, p i + p, (18) X 2=- __[+x]"2  (24)

giving so x must have a negative real part for stability. The equa-
tion for x isE,= - , h'jPj= x + (plhII + p 2h22) X + PIP2 det H = 0. (25)

pj= Epj + ep- (19) From inspection, we can see that x has a negative real part

These can be put into matrix form as only if det H _> 0. In Fig. 8, we have plotted represen-
tative cases in the (i1 , i2) plane for the two possible signs

l - 1 0 -hil -h21  El of det H. Case I yields the vertical dashed lines, Case 11
0 -I -h,2 -h22 E2 yields horizontals, and Case III yields the diagonal line.

(20) det H-! 0 in Fig. 8(a) and at H _ 0 in Fig. 8(b). Thus,
P1 p7 0 e) 0 P1 the multimode state (Case III) is stable in Fig. 8(a), while

it is unstable in Fig. 8(b). All of the steady-state solutions
0 ) 0 ein Fig. 8 are labeled (S = stable, U = unstable) according

The solution to (20) is bounded only if all of the eigen- to these rules. While one can work out the roots for the
values of the square matrix have nonpositive real parts. case including spontaneous emission numerically, there is
The secular equation for the eigenvalue X is no need; as the spontaneous emission goes to zero, the

(X+02 (X - e,) (X - e,) -+- (X + 1) (X e2) p~h, solution lines and the roots of (21) must collapse onto
S+ I - -those of no spontaneous emission. Therefore, the label-

+ G\ + I) (X - e,)ph,2 + p, det H = 0. (21) ings are valid for the curves which include spontaneous
emission.

We shall first solve for the case with no spontaneous emis- One important point is that the portions of the single-
sion mode curves in Fig. 8(b) which overlap each other (and

Case I-e, = p = 0 (Onlv Mode 2 Lasing): Equation consequently yield multiple solutions) are stable, bistable
(21) reduces to transitions can only occur at their endpoints (where they

(X + I) (s - e,) [X(X + 1) + p.h,,] = 0. (22) become unstable). Furthermore, we have prove' he sta-

Te rbility of the mixed state of Fig. 8(a). It remains to relate
The roots are X e, X - this nondimensional problm to the physical problem with
pzh 2:1' , so the solution is stable if el !5 0. which we started. This is accomplished by noting that the

Case II-e = 0 (Only Mode I Lasing): By point (e1, e,) = (0, 0) is the crossing of the two mode
switching subsctipts we see that e, <_ 0 is necessary for lines in Fig. 5. Since (as we pointed out earlier) det Hand
stability det r have the same sign, the stability criterion for the

Case Ill-e, = e, = 0 (Multimode State): mixed state is that det 1" _ 0. The different states and
( 1 I) 2X2 + (phtpzh2 2 ) X(X + I) their stability are summarized in Fig. 9. The current plane

will, in general. divide into regions of single-mode op-
+ pIp, det H = 0. (23) eration, the boundanes will either consist of bimodal re-
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gions (two simultaneous lasing modes) where det r >_ 0 ior of a general two-element coupled-cavity laser near a
or bistable regions (two possible single-mode states) mode boundary. We showed that a multimode state which
where det r _< 0. This is contrary to the assertions of [51. was previously unexplained exists whenever the deter-
One final point of interest: the stable mixed state [Fig. minant of the matrix of fill-factor coefficients is nonzero.
8(a)] is a multimode state that persists in the absence of The multimode state varies continuously between the two
spontaneous emission. This is to be contrasted with the involved single modes regardless of the level of sponta-
more usual multimode behavior where the intensity of side neous emission.
modes is proportional to the spontaneous emission rate. If the determinant is greater than zero, the multimode
(It should be pointed out that with insufficient selectivity state is stable. Otherwise, it is unstable, but there are two
between modes, any laser-including coupled cavity-will stable single-mode states. Bistable transitions occur on the
run multimode due to the spontaneous emission.) boundaries of the unstable multimode state. Large bista-

There are several features of this behavior which would bilities are desirable from the point of optical storage and
be of interest from a systems viewpoint. Every point in hysteretic devices, consequently. the relation between the
the bimodal region corresponds to the same set of carrier bistable region and the size of the determinant of the fill-
densities {eI = e, = 01. Therefore, the carrier density is factor matrix is a useful design criterion for such devices.
fixed, and so the gain and resonant refractive index are
effectively clamped (which is not the case in a single-mode REFERENCES

region). Consequently, if one modulates the laser entirely III W T. Tsang and N. A Olsson. "High speed direct singlc-requcnc.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have analyzed the steady-state opera- Robert J. Lang (S'83). for a photograph and biograph,. see p 448 ot the
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near a mode boundary. We showed how the equations of
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Active Q switching in a GaAs/AIGaAs multiquantum well laser with an
intracavity monolithic loss modulator 38 6

Y. Arakawa,a) A. Larsson,b) J. Paslaski, and A. Yariv
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena. California 91125

(Received 16 December 1985; accepted for publication 6 January 1986)

Active Q switching in a GaAs/AIGaAs multiquantum well laser with an intracavity
electroabsorption monolithic loss modulator is demonstrated. In this device, an efficient loss
modulation is achieved through the quantum confined Stark effect in a modulator section and the
enhanced carrier induced band shrinkage effect in an optical amplifier section. It is found that a
picosecond pulse as narrow as 18.6 ps full width at half-maximum is generated and a high
repetition rate of more than 3 GHz is obtained.

Picosecond pulse generation technology in semiconduc- between the two segments for electrical isolation and sepa-
tor laser diodes is important for high-speed optical commun- rate Cr/Au contacts were defined by liftoff. The lengths of
ication systems. For this purpose, Q-switching systems are of the amplifier section 1, and of the modulator section 12 were
great interest, 1-5 because no external mirror is needed in con- 250 and 50 um, respectively. The measured resistance
trast to mode-locked systems,6' and lower modulation pow- between the segments was 5 kfl. Since no critical process
er is required compared to gain switching systems.8"9 Re- technology such as a precise control of a Zn diffusion is used
cently, active Q switching at 10 GHz rate was demonstrated in the fabrication process, the device is expected to be repro-
by Tsang et al. in InGaAsP/InP lasers with an intracavity ducible.
electroabsorption loss modulator."'5 In their device the The modulator section makes use of the quantum con-
Franz-Keldysh effect is used for loss modulation in the cav- fined Stark effect. This effect has recently been investigated
ity. for optical bistable switches, 3 wavelength selective optical

In this letter we report on the demonstration of efficient detectors, 4"" and optical modulators. 16. The room-teM-
active Q switching in a GaAs/AIGaAs multiquantum well perature absorption spectrum of MQW displays enhanced
(MQW) laser with a monolithic intracavity electroabsorp- absorption at the band edge, with a double-peaked structure,
tion loss modulator. The physical phenomena utilized are caused by excitons whose binding energy is enhanced by the
the quantum confined Start effect'' in the modulator sec- two-dimensional confinement. When an electric field is ap-
tion and the enhanced carrier induced band shrinkage ef- plied to the quantum wells perpendicular to the layers, the
fect 12 in the optical amplifier section. Optical pulses as nar- exciton absorption peak shifts to lower energy. This effect is
row as 18.6 ps full width at half-maximum (FWHM), much larger than the Franz-Keldysh effect seen in bulk ma-
assuming a Gaussian waveform, are generated and a high terials. The dominant mechanism is the decrease in confine-
modulation bandwidth of more than 3 GHz is obtained, meat energies, resulting in a red shift of the excitonic absorp-

Figure 1 (a) illustrates the two-segment MQW laser tion energy. The band discontinuities prevent the ionization
consisting of an optical amplifier section and an electroab- of the exciton, allowing excitonic resonances to be observed
sorption loss modulator section. The device structure was at room temperature with large applied fields ( > 10 V/
grown by molecular beam epitaxy in a Riber 2300 R&D cm). In addition, the carrier induced band shrinkage effect is
system. The following layers were sequentially grown on a enhanced in MQW lasers compared to conventional double
(100) oriented n "'-GaAs substrate doped to 2 X 10' cm- 3 : heterostructure lasers, resulting in a decrease of the lasing
a 0.5 /m n "-GaAs buffer layer (4X 10'a cm- 3 ), a 1.5 pm photon energy by about 20 meV (Ref. 12) compared to the
n-Al, 4Gao6As cladding layer (5 X 10"7 cm-'), a 0.06 pm intrinsic absorption edge. Consequently, the band-gap
n-Al,, Ga s As waveguide layer (5X 10"' cm- ), an un- shrinkage which occurs in the amplifier section and the en-
doped active region consisting of four 100 A GaAs wells hanced electroabsorption in the modulator section results in
separated by 60 A Al0,oGao8 As barriers, a 0.06 pum extremely large loss changes which are induced by the appli-
p-Alo,, Gao 8 As waveguide layer (5 X 101 cm-3), a 1.5 pm cation of an electric field to the modulation section.
p-Alo,3 Gao 6As cladding layer (5 x 107 cm-3), and a 0.2 Figure 2 shows the measured threshold current Lb
ymp'-GaAs contact layer (I X 10'9cm- 3 ).Theassociated which is injected in the optical amplifier section under
energy-band diagram is shown in Fig. 1(b). After this pulsed conditions (2pus, 50kHz), plotted as a function of the
growth, a ridge waveguide structure with a 5/Mm width and a dc modulator bias Vb. In this figure, L, ( Vb) is normalized
1.2pum height was formed by wet chemical etching. SiO 2 was by Ih ( Vb = 0) which is 115 mA. As a result of the pn junc-
used to confine the current injection to the ridge. A 5-p.m- tion, a built-in electric field exists in the active region even
wide separation was selectively etched in the p -GaAs with Vb = 0. Therefore, a nearly flatband condition is ob-

tained with a forward bias voltage. As shown in the figure,
Present address: University of Tokyo, Roppongi. Minato-ku, Tokyo t06. t, ( V1, = - 2 V) is larger by a factor of 2.5 compared to
Japan.
Present address: Chalmers University of Technology. S-41296 Goteborg, Lb ( V, = I V). This increase of threshold current is larger
Sweden. than that of a device with conventional double heterostruc-
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was modulated at rates between 100 MHz and 3.2 GHz. The
optical pulse from the laser was collected by a collimating
lens and divided into two beams. One beam is fed to an auto-

/correlator system which uses the second harmonic genera-
/, lion in a LiIO3 crystal and a photomultiplier (RCA 4830).

PGOA- 0 The other beam is focused on a GaAs pin photodiode (Ortel
5 '..-Corporation) with less than 50 ps FWHM response time.

.e, ,Ao I- . .. Go. .Asf5 10" C.') The detector output was connected to a spectrum analyzer
n -A 1 GoS(HP-3450A and HP34569A plug-in; for observation of the
n-AI 0 9 Ga0 6 AsC5, O

' 
c,

$)

n-GaAs (41 C c',) ) repetition rate and higher order spectrum.
A,.Ge/Au Figure 3 shows an intensity autocorrelation trace ob-

tained from the second harmonic generation under the con-

,04 0 - dition of 1.5 GHz modulation frequency and Vb = 0. The
,.7- -- - injected current into the optical amplifier section, I,,, is 170

1 omA [ = 1. 5 ,h ( V, = 0) 1. Notethat thisisthe first measure-
ment of the picosecond pulse width from an actively Q-

E, switched laser diode. The autocorrelation FWHM is 26.3 ps,
6o0 A 6ool which corresponds to a pulse FWHM ArI/z of 18.6 ps if a

b - Gaussian waveform is assumed. For semiconductor lasers

FIG. 1. (a) Perspective view of the two-segment quantum well laser. The without external mirrors, Ar, / 2 = 15 ps has been reported so
lengths of the amplifier section 1, and the modulator section 1, were 250 and far" in a gain switched laser with a very short cavity ( 100
50,pm, respectively. (b) Associated band-gap diagram of the active layer. pm). Our result is comparable to this result with less modu-

lation power, higher repetition rate, and an ordinary device
cures," which suggests that an efficient electroabsorption length (300/.m). A narrower pulse generation can be ex-
loss modulation is realized in the MQW modulator section. pected by optimizing structure parameters.
A preliminary estimation shows that the internal loss is 3000 The efficient Q switching in the two-segment MQW la-
cm-' at Vb = I V, whereas the loss is 12 000 cm -' at V, ser results from the following mechanisms. In Q-switching
= - I V. A more detailed discussion of the electroabsorp- operation, a large loss change and a high differential gain

tion loss change will be given elsewhere. An optical self- (the derivative of the gain with respect to carrier concentra-
pulsation is observed in the bias region between 0.2 and 0.7 tion) will lead to a narrow pulse width. In our device, a large
V. This is the result of an optoelectronically generated nega- loss change is realized with the quantum confined Stark ef-
tive resistance. , However, under the Q-switching operation fect in the modulator section and the band shrinkage effect in
with microwave modulation, such pulsation does not occur the optical amplifier section. On the other hand, a high dif-
and the output pulse is synchronized with the modulation ferential gain is also expected in the quasi-two-dimensional
frequency,

Q switching was obtained by applying both a dc bias
voltage and a microwave signal to the modulator. The device I I 1

20 ,
18 6psec

O ~ T -.

S NO MOOULATION
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BIAS VOLTAGE Vb (V) FIG. 3. Intensity autocorrelation trace obtained from second harmonic
generation with 1.5 GHz modulation frequency and I. = 170 mA

FIG. 2. Threshold current 1,h as a function of the bias voltage V,. lb is ( = 1.51, ). The autocorrelation FWHM is 26.3 ps which corresponds to a
normalized by 1,6 ( V, = 0 ). pulse FWHM Ar, , of 18.6 ps ifa Gaussian waveform is assumed.
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40 Stark effect and the carrier induced band shrinkage effect, as
well as a high differential gain, lead to the generation of nar-
row optical pulses. The results indicate that a picosecond

' 30 pulse as narrow as 18.6 ps FWHM is generated and a high
2repetition rate of more than 3 GHz is obtained. Optimization

of the structure for generating narrower pulses is now under

study.
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High quality molecular beam epitaxial growth on patterned GaAs substrates
John Stephen Smith, Pamela L Derry, Shlomo Margalit, and Amnon Yariv
CaUhfonIa Institute of Technolow Pasadena. California 91125

(Received 12 March 1985; accepted for publication 3 July 1985)

In this letter we describe a procedure for high quality molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth over
finely patterned GaAs substrates which is suitable for device fabrication requiring lateral
definition of small (-1 -2 pm) dimension. This method was used for the fabrication of index
guided laser arrays. Yields of individual lasers exceeded 90%, and thresholds were uniform to
10%. Temperature and flux ratio dependence of faceting during MBE growth over patterned
substrates is shown for temperatures ranging from 580 to 700 "C and for As/Ga flux ratios from
1.4:1 to 4: 1. The real index guided structure, which can be formed by a single MBE growth over a
ridged substrate, is discussed. This technique should prove useful in the fabrication of devices
which take advantage of unique features formed during regrowth by MNBE.

Growth over patterned substrates has been proposed as chanical masks,' masking with dielectric layem, and
a useful technique to increase the flexibility of the molecular growth over etched2 3 or previously grown layuza 3 However,
beam epitaxy (MBE) process,' allowing fabrication of de- except for regrowths over coarsely featured suhtrates,"

vices which have three-dimensional structure2 or the inte- few electrical or optical properties, or devices which use
gration of devices which have different epitaxial layer re- these techniques have been presented in the litere, pmu-
quirement&3 However, the low tolerance of MBE to mably because of difficulty with the quality of the eptaxal
contamination of the substrate has limited these growths to layers.
structures with surface features on the order of 10 um or The following describes a procedure for MlE growth
more, which can be cleaned by techniques which etch the over finely detailed surfaces, including a surface preparatiom
original surface extensively. Methods which allow the use of technique which removes comparatively little mkrial La-
ME to grow epilayers with lateral definition include me- ser arrays showing good uniformity and high yied w
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ricated by epitaxial growth over finely corrugated substrates with a tilt of 0 is proportional to cos 9 for all of the Knudsen
prepared by this technique. Photographs are presented of cells, provided the angles of the facets are not large enough to
multilayer stuctures grown over patterned substrates, show- cause shadowing during some part of the rotation.
ing the dependence of the facet formation during MBE on The faceting properties of MBE growth over small
the As/Ga flux ratio and substrate temperature. structures and their dependence on temperature and Ga/As

The cleaning procidure is a modification of one de- flux ratio can be seen in Figs. I and 2 and in Table I. The
scribed by Cho' with the etching times reduced, the bro- wafers shown were produced by etching grooves with a 9-hUm
mine/methanol polishing solution at a much lower dilution, period in the [0 I] direction and the [011] direction, respec-
and the use of a specially designed Pyrex apparatus which tively, on (100) substrates. After cleaning by the above pro-
continuously distilled trichloroethylene (TCE) and flowed it cedure, alternating 4500 A layers of GaAs and 500 A marker
over the surface of the wafer. layers of Gao.8 ALo. 2 As were grown.

The wafers were patterned using conventional photo- The relative growth of adjacent facets can be accurately
lithography, and etched for 10- determined by the propagation angle of their vertex. If the
20 s in 1:8:8 (H2SO 4,H20 2,H20) to form grooves of the tilt angles of two adjacent facets are taken as a, and a2, and 9
desired depth. The patterned wafers were boiled in TCE for is the angle of propagation of their intersection during the
10 min and placed in the TCE distillation apparatus for 24 h. growth,
The wafer were then lightly hand polished on a lens tissue x- Cos 01t cos(a - 0)
soaked in a very dilute bromine/methanol solution (- 1 min T.- (I)

in a 0.005% solution by volume) and dip etched in 4:1:1 x2  COS 2  cos(a 2 + ) 

(H2SO,,H 20 2,H20) for 10 s which removes -0.4 tm of ma- where xt/x 2 is equal to the ratio of their growth rates, as

terial. They were then soaked in HCI for 2 min, and a protec- shown in Fig. 3.

tive oxide was grown in a de-ionized water bath.7 The sam- Using this result and a similar one for a convex vertex,

pies were then rinsed and mounted for growth. from Figs. I and 2 we can determine the relative growth rates

The growths were carried out in a Riber 2300 MBE with of small facets. Their growth rates, normalized for the inci-

continuous rotation of the wafer at 12 rpm. Rotation pre- dent flux, are ordered as follows:

vents the asymmetrical growth noted in earlier papers. ' ---6 It
can be shown that for a rotating subtrate, the flux on a facet

-8(41 (100) -(411)

(bCl

- c) )

(l~~i (100) ( dl h

b- FIG. 2. Photographs showing facet propagation and step propagation as a
(il) LOAm function of temperature. The samples are composed of 4500-A GaAs layers

and 500-A marker layers of Gao Al0 2 As grown over substrates ridged
FIG. I. SEM of 1000-4 alternating layers of GaAs/Gao Alo., As grown with a 9-pm period. Samples (aHd) were ridged in the [0]1 direction,
over a 1100) substrate ridged in the (a) (0I] direction and (bi the (0111 direc- grown at substrate temperature 580, 620, 660, and 700 C, respectively, at a
tion, at a substrate temperature of 680 T and a As/Ga flux ratio of 2, with As/Ga flux ratio of 2. Samples (eHh) were ridged in the (0T 11 direction, and
facet indices marked. grown at the same temperatures and As flux.
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TABLE 1. Relative growth rates for various facets formed by MBE growth under the states conditions. The range indicated allows for errors in measurements
of the photographs. The bottom pairs of figures in each case are normalized for the cos 9 dependence of the flux.

Temp As/Ga ratio 411 vs 100 4l vs 100 11"l vs 41-1 81 vs I 1

580 2 1.01 ±0.01 0.90 0.03 0.59 0.02 1.79 ±0.03
1.07 ± 0.01 0.97 ± 0.03 0.95 + 0.02 1.07 ± 0.03

620 2 1.20 0.08 0.78 ±0.02 0.55 ±0.02 2.0 ±0.1
1.27 ± 0.08 0.83 ± 0.02 0.89 - 0.04 1.2 ± 0.1

660 2 1.24±0.04 <0.5 0.41 0.06 2.9 ±0.5
1.31 ±0.04 <0.5 0.67±0.10 1.7 ±0.3

700 2 1.11 ±_0.05 <0.5 0.21 0.04 5.3 ±0.8
1.18 0.05 <0.5 0.35 ±0.05 3.3 ±0.5

660 1.4 1.12 0.02 0.81± 0 02 0.59 0.01 1.83 0.05
1.18 ± 0.02 0.86 ± 0.02 0.95 ± 0.01 1.10 ± 0.03

660 4 1.14 0.04 <0.5 0.57 0.01 1.86 0.07
1.21+0.04 <0.5 0.92 ±0.01 1.11+0.04

(I11)1 1(411)1 <(81 1) arrays was 50-60 mA per element. The elements of the ar-
l(l'l)J < [( 4 1")J <((100)) <1 [ 8i) (2) rays are index guided due to the greater thickness of the

and active layer over the (411) facets as shown in Fig. 4. In the 9-

n /am ridged array, individual pairs of lasers were phase locked
1(411)( and typically operated in a single longitudinal mode, but the

(100)1 < i41T)J (3) individual pairs oscillated independently. Arrays grown
Table I indicates the relative growth rates for these facets with a 4-/pm period phase lock between the pairs as well.
over a range of temperatures and pressures. Higher tem- In summary, a technique for growing high quality
peratures increase the differential growth rates, while a high GaAs/GaAIAs epilayers over patterned substrates has been
As flux decreases it to some extent. The enhancement of the presented. Laser device yields of greater than 90% have been
growth rate over the (411) facet can be taken advantage of in achieved. We have included detailed scanning electron mi-
the formation of waveguides, as shown in Fig. 4. croscopy photographs of multiple layers grown over wafers

Using this technique, arrays of double heterostructure with etched ridges a few microns in extent, which allow visu-
lasers were grown over a substrate with ridges etched in the alization of the faceting properties of MBE growth. This
[I 11] direction with a 9-/pm period. The growth consisted of technique should prove useful in the fabrication of other de-
a 0. 1-pum GaAs n ' buffer layer, a 1.3-pm Gao.7 ALo. 3 As n ' vices which take advantage of the geometric features of re-
lower cladding layer, a 1500-A GaAs active layer, a 1.3-pm growth by MBE and fabrication of integrated structures.
Gao.7 Al0.3 Asp' upper cladding layer, and a 0.1-pum p' The research reported in this letter is supported through
GaAs contact layer. A 150-ium-wide Cr/Au contact was ap-
plied, and the wafer was cleaved into bars 350pum long. The
laser cross section is shown in Fig. 5(a) and the spontaneous

emission near field is shown in Fig. 5(b). The 1.5 X threshold
near field is shown in Fig. 5(c) with 15 adjacent pairs of de-
vices of the single contact array lasing, each pair formed on
either side of a ridge. The typical threshold current for these

FIG. 3. Diagram relating growth rates of two adjacent facets to the propa- FIG. 4. Photographs of waveguide formed by enhanced growth rate over
gation of their vertex, the (411) facet.
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